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GENEIL’IL SUMMARY
Introduction
The rationale for undertaking a study of this nature is based on the
increasing awareness of children’s rights and their need for the continuity
and security of a stable family. With respect to this area of children’s rights,
,as a result of tile Report of the Inquiry into tile Kilkenn), Incest Case, the
Minister for Health Mr. Brendan Howlin, has announced that consultations
are to begin between the Government and the Attorney General in relation
to one of the recommendations of the Committee of Inquiry.
Consideration will be given to amending Articles 41 and 42 of the
Constitution so as to include a statement of the constitutional rights of
children. The importance of the famil)’ to the child, apart from the
Constitutional emphasis on the imporlance of the family, is clearly stated in
the United Nations Convention oil tile Rights of the Child ratified b)’
h’eland in Septembel, 1992. Section 3 of the Child Care Act, 1991 specifically
states that, inter alia "a health board shall have regard to the principle that it
is generally in tile best. interests of a child to be brought up in his own
family". For some children the opportunity to experience a stable family life
never exists. Some families never operate as a unit. Others break down
temporarily or permanently and some parents are unahle or unwilling to
care for their children. In these circumstances, whel’e an extended family
cannot provide for the children, the State may be obliged to provide
temporary or permanent substitute families for such children.
This study concenu’ated on characteristics of children in substitute care
and their families in one Health Board region of Ireland during 1989. It
was argued that the child cannot be treated in isolation as problems
leading to substitute care for children are not intrinsic to tile child but are
very much part of family problems. It is also argued that, of course, in
certain limited circumstances, care ma), be a positive experience for a
child. However, in general, research indicates that taking a child into care
is seriously disruptive and possibly damaging.
Data and MethotL~
A Stl’ttcttlFed questionnaire was prepared and the relevant social worker
in the Health Board completed one for each child in care at any time
during 1989. The community care social workers are tile key workers with
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children in need of care or protection. Thus, as the main source of
infornlation on children placed in care, they played the crucial role in the
collection of the data.
In this study two levels of analysis were used to examine the factors
which led to the placement of a child in care. These levels were (i) the
external context, e.g., employment status and formal support services and
(ii) the internal context, for instance, poor mental or physical health of
parents, problems with alcohol or poor kin relationships.
Main Findings
The number of children in care in Ireland has risen fi’om 1,665 in 1970
to 2,756 in 1989 - an increase of 40 per cent over those years. Tile study
shows figures for Ireland fi’om 1980 which indicates a small but steady
increase of admissions over discharges.
Following on data for Ireland the study concentrated on the data fi’om
the Heah.h Board in question. The demographic characteristics of the
children were examined first and it was found that although children were
admitted to care at a young age, their ages in 1989 were considerably older,
indicating that the children had spent long periods in care. The age
groups are, of course, arbitrary but do indicate that, for instance, one-fifth
of all children in care dttring 1989 had been admitted aged less than 6
months old. ~qlile children were more likely to have been admitted fi’om
tile younger age groups, their "present" ages in 1989 were far more likely
to have been in the older age groups. Overall, there appeared to be a
preponderance of older children in care. Sixty-eight per cent of all tile
children in care during 1989 were aged 7 years and older.
Age at admission and present age are compared with the age
breakdown in the Census of Population 1986 for the Mid-West region. Tile
information here points out that children under 4 years of age have a
higher incidence of admission to care than their proportion in the
population would warrant, while children’s "present" age in care is more
likely to be in the older age groups, for instance, an over-representation in
the 10-]4 },eat- age group compared with tile Census figures.
A majority of the children in care in 1989 had heen admitted through
Court Orders and there appeared to be a build-np in care of children who
had been admitted on foot of a Court Order. Numbers of admissions by
Court Order in any given year are not increasing, but the proportion of
children in care, originally admitted on foot of a Court Order, is
increasing. The study speculates that perhaps when a child is admitted to
care through a Court Order it is more difficult to solve the family problems
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to enable the child to be returned to his or her family. There nlay also be a
lack of initiative to discbarge because of the seriousness of the case.
The cbildren of single and lone parents generally appeared to be more
vulnerable to placement in care, as they were very much over-represented
in the population of children in care. This vulnerability of non-marital
children to placement in care anad the seeming continued increase in tim
number of non-marital births may present a problem for policy makers.
Howeve*, because lone parent families are becoming more common, this
factor may be a poor discriminator and the question which suggests itself
fi’om the data is - which members of these large groul)s, potentially at risk,
actually come into care?
Access and contact between tile children in care anad their families,
both immediate and extended, are regarded as being essential. What could
be regarded as a high proportion of children in care in this study have
exu’emely poor or no contact with their i)arents or relatives. The exfdence
shows the main reason to be neglectful parents in the cases of poor or no
contact. However, some of the cbildren themselves did not want any
further contact with their parents. Where contact and access were
otherwise unprol)lematic, there is a grave need for the development of
innovative access visit facilities. Few suital)le locations are available for
parents to take their child on an access visit. Given that the parents
generally lacked financial resources, some assistance with say, a day at the
seaside, visits to places of interest or use of hotel/leisure facilities, would
make the contact more relmxed and help the parents communicate with
their child more effectively.
Coming to the parents of tile children in care, they were mostly poorly
educated, of low social status, likely to be unemployed and lacking any
great degree of kin or neigbbourhood support. The main problems
manifested by the. parents whicb affected their children, leading to their
placement in care, were emotional or psychological ones, alcohol abuse
and some degree of mental illness.
The study comments that it is not surprising that the families come
from a marginalised working~class groul), with high unemployment levels
anad poor education. The high lack of kin support Was felt to be caused by
tim inability of the families to reciprocate any bell) given, reciprocity being
a necessary component of social intel’action.
As regards reasons why children were actually taken into care, neglect,
in the sense that the child was not necessarily abused but was unkempt
anad/or hungry, was the most outstandilag reason. Neglect takes place over
a long period, is a continuous lack of care about the welfare of one’s
children. Thus neglecting one’s chilciren may be more culpable in a
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number of instances than say, physical abuse, but receives less publicity.
Neglect of children may come fi’om deeper parental needs than abuse of
children.
The "Kilkenny case" demonstrates the likelihood that abuse is not
always recognised for what it is by either the statutory services or the
general public. The "real" level of abuse is likely to be much greater than
that revealed by the number of children taken into care because of abuse.
Children also came into care in large numbers because of a crisis of
some sort in their family - a mother was ill and there wits no relative or
fi’iend to look after the children.
Considering the type of care experienced by the children, older
children were less likely to be placed in foster care and the majority of
children in residential care were older marital children who had spent a
long time in care. The children in this study had been in care for various
lengths of time. The span was from less than 6 months to more than 12
years.
The Mid-Western Health Board, Social Work Department, Child Care
Service, published a policy docnment Child Care Policy and Practice Statement
in 1991. This was, of course, many years after the admission of the children
to care in this study. The statement limits the grounds on which a child is
admitted to care and stresses family support to counteract the need for
care. With the implementation of the policy set ont in this statement, a
number of the reasons for admission of the children who were in care or
admitted to care during 1989 would not now apply. It is to be hoped that
with continued support the practice and policy statement can be fnlly
implemented. In addition to the awaited implementation of the Child Care
Act, 1991, it would make certain that the principles which informed the
Task Force Report of 1980 - that laws and policy combine to ensure that
children can receive the care and protection they need in their own
families - will finally be put into practice.
Chapler 1
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The central task of this study is to describe the main features of families
which a Health Board considered were not providing adequate care or
protection for their children thereby leading to the placement of those
children in substitute care. This study provides data not previously
assembled on sul3stitnte care for children in Ireland. Such data include
family and kinship characteristics and reasons for placement of children in
care. The "child in care" is not a well-defined and unitary concept. This is
evidenced to some extent by an earlier ESRI study State Care - Some
Children’s Alternative, based on the limited h’ish data then available as well
as a ntlnlber of research reports elsewhere.t
For some children the opportunity never exists to experience a stable
family life. Some families never operate as a unit; some break down
ternporarily or pernlanently; some parents are unwilling or unable to care
for their children. In families reconstituted after separation between the
nattnq, I parents, a child or children of one or other parent may be rejected
by the new partner. The State then has to provide temporary or permanent
families for such children where the}, can be given tile opportunity to
develop to their full potential.
When children are taken into care, it may be on one or other of two
bases- the voluntary placement of a child in the care of a Health Board, or
the compulsory removal of a child from his/her parents on the order of a
Court. Children are taken into care voluntarily under the provisions of the
Health Act (1953) Section 55. In the ¢:ase of a Court Order the legal
provision is contained in the Children Act (1908) Sections 20, 24 and 58. A
child or young person may be placed in care in the following situations:
(i) where he/she has committed a crime;
(ii) where he/she is persistently absent from school; and
(iii) where he/she requires care or protection.
I O’Higgins, K. and M. Boyle (1988) and see, for instance, Packman et aL, (1986); and
Millhanl et aL, (1986).
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The situations at (i) and (ii) are primaril), matters for the Minister for
Education and tile special schools which operate under the aegis of the
Department of Education. Tile present study is concerned with children in
category (ill) above, who are cttrrentl), in tile care of the State, because
tile), have no family or their thmily is not considered fit to or will not look
after them, either permanently or temporaril),. Therefore, the definition
used in this study for a "child in care" refers to a child in the care of a
Health Board, whether placed in a setting outside his or her nuclear family
under supervision of a Fleahh Board, or I)eing supervised by a Health
Board but remaining at home. The definition "child" refers here to a child
or young person in care, which may include young persons up to 21 ),ears
of age. Children in need of such care or protection for the ptu-poses of this
study are those who lack proper care or guardianship, and against whom
official "offerlces", such as neglect, ill-treatment, assauh or abandonment
are judged to have been conunitted.
Previous work undertaken at the ESRI (O’Higgins and Boyle, 1988) was
based on a data set provided by the Department of Health. It was beyond
the scope of that study to deal with issties which are extremely important:
Ior instance, (i) the underl),ing factors determining what stresses on
families lead to children being placed, discharged or retained in care in
h’eland; (ii) Ihe socio<lemographic and familial/kinship characteristics of
children taken into care; (iii) the care careers of the children placed in
care; and (iv) the effect of the existence or lack of social services, e.g., day-
care facilities, in a community care area. Tile current more thorough
investigation provides information to complete the picture of the role
substitute care pla)’s in the State’s response to some families with prol)lems.
Rationale
The rationale for imdertaking a study of this natttre is based oil the
increasing awareness of children’s rights and their need for the continuity
and seeurit), of a stable famil),. The 72,tsk Force Report o~t Child Care Services
(Ireland, 1980) made a statement concerning the importance of a stable
famil), setting for children. Added to that, Farmer (1979, p.197) points out
that before Bowlb),’s (1951) research it was not fully realised that the
institutionalisation of children deprived of home life, even in a h),gienic
and well-run establishment, might have serious repercussions on
personalit), development and possibly on the acquisition of social maturity
and skills. Both of these effects could give rise to problem behavioui, a
matter of concern for the whole society. Later Ayres (1985) contended that
substitute care, eilher residential or foster, is hazardous to the well-being of
any child. He stated:
1Nq’RODUCTION
We have all observed the resolution of family dysfunction by
care to be replaced by a new set of difficulties which are
fi’equently much worse than tile original fanfily prohlems.
(Such difficulties include separation anxiety foster parent
disruption, identity prohlems, depression, withdrawal and
confusion.) (p.18).
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The bnportance of the Family to the Child
Tile importance of tile family to tile child is clearly emphasised ill tile
United Nations’ Convention on the Rights of tile Child which, its l)reamble
declares, is
Convinced that tile family, as the fundamental group of
society and the natural environment for the growth and well-
heing of all its members and partictdarly children, should be
afforded the necessary protection and assistance, so that it
can fidly assume its responsibilities within the community
(United Nations, 1989.)
Tile Convention also recognises that for the full and harmbnious
development of his or her personality, a child sholtld grow up in a family
2 See, for instance, Rowe and I~mbcn (1973). Packman et aL (1986).
This statement supports other findings.2 In certain limited
circumstances, care may be a positive experience for a child as otttlined in,
for instance, Berridge (1985) and Fisher, et aL (1986). Howevel, in general,
research indicates that taking a child into care is seriously disruptive and
possibly damaging. Of course, not taking a child into care may also be
equally or more damaging particularly for children suffering fi’om violence
or sexual abuse.
Little was previously known of the type of children or their families
studied here - children in the care of a Health Board who have been
deprived of a normal home life. They are seldom prohlematic ill tile sense
that they are not themselves involved in crime but are usually victims of
their families’ problems. This is a group that excites less political interest
than, say, children who are involved ill crime. So tile aim of the present
study was to identify the particular characteristics of the families of
children in care in one Health Board Region; i.e., Mid-Western,
characteristics which may have made these families more vulnerable. No
control group was used but comparisons with the relevant national and
regional populations were made where appropriate and available.
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environment, in an atmosphere of happiness, love and understanding.
Article 9 [)ledges State Parties to ensnre that a child shall not be separated
from his/her parents against their will unless it be judged, with
appropriate law and procedures, that such separation is necessary in the
best interests of the child. This Convention was ratified by Ireland in
September, 1992.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the European Social
Charter, signed by all 12 European Community countries, endorsed the
essential place and role of the family in society and the actions which must
be taken to protect it. For a certain ntnnber of States, endorsement is
included in their Constitutions. Family policies are explicit in some States
and implicit in others, but all have a general public and political
acceptance of the need for support for families.
In Ireland, recognition of the Family as the natural, primary and
fnndamental unit of society is enshrined in the h’ish Constitution (Article
41). The Family is defined as a moral institution possessing inalienable and
imprescriptihle rights, antecedent and superior to all positive law. In
Section 2° of Article 41, the State guarantees to protect the Family in its
constitution and authority, as the necessary basis of social order and as
indispensable to the welfare of the Nation and tile State.
Section 3 of the Child Care Act 1991 specifically states that, inter alia, "a
health board shall have regard to the princil)le that it is generally in the
best interests of a child to be brought up in his own family". This principle
has to be upheld in any consideration of the admission of a child into care.
I)efinition of "Family"
The concept of "Family" encompasses most types of households,
although there is considerable cross-national variation in both types of
households and families. This pluralistic character of family and household
is one which is now widely accepted, and enshrined in a general principle
of non-interference in the "private" lives of individuals. Governments of
the 12 Meml)er States of the European Conmmnity respect this principle,
while continuing to exercise the role of arbitrator in tile event of
conflicting rights. This occurs despite the tact that the majority of EC
States have articles in their country’s Constitution which guarantee a
special institutional protection for families founded on marriage.
Reference was explicitly made to family rights in the Constitutions of 8
States: the then Federal Republic of Germany, Spain, France, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembonrg, and Portugal (see: European Observatory on
National Family Policies, 1990).
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Apart from defining the famil), as a nloral institution, no further
clefinition of what constituted a family was writlen into the h-ish
Constitution. However, the term "fanlily" was ruled on by the Supren~e
Court in a case in 1964 as relating only to a family based on marriage - that
is a valid marriage under the law of the State. The Task Force on Child
Care Services in h-eland, reporting in 1980, conchlded that if, as the
Constitution states, children have equal "natural and inaprescriptible"
rights, then it would be inconsistent if the Constitution recognised some of
the essential institutions ("tilmilies") providing parenting, bul did not
recognise others, such as an ttnmarried mother and her child. The need
for a broader definition of "family" was stressed. Some nlemhers of the
Task Force were inclined to the view that "the Supreme Court today might
... give a judgment more appropriate to present day knowledge of these
matters" (Ireland, 1980, I).213). These nlembers were optimistic about the
possibility of the Supreme Court reversing earlier decisions and accepting
a broader definition of "family". Up to the present this has not occurred,
but some changes would appear to have been made in certain associated
areas. For instance, Ihe Social Welfare Act, 1991 provides that unmarried
couples will in future be treated in the same manner as married couples
with regard to assessment of means, income and payment of child-
dependent allowances for the purposes of certain family-related social
welfare schemes. This, in effect, gives cohabiting couples the same status as
married cotq)les, thus illustrating a change at Government level and an
acknowledgement that marriage alone does not confer the status of
"family" on a couple and their children.
In Article ’12.1 on Education, the State acknowledges that the primary
anti natural educator of the chilcl is the family, and the State guarantees to
respect the inalienable right and duty of parents to provide, according to
their means, for the religious and moral, intellectual, physical and social
education of daeir children. In Section 5 of Article 42 it is stated that in
exceptional cases, where the parents, for physical or moral reasons, fail in
their duty towards their children, the State as guardian of the common
good, by appropriate means shall endeavonr to supply the place of the
parents, but always with due regard for the natural and imprescriptible
rights of the child.
There can be no need to stress further that the basic principle
underlying all care of children in EC countries is that the family is the
proper, appropriate and best environment for the socialisation of children.
The family is regarded as the primary source of love and individual care
for children and provides the setting in which children’s needs can be met.
Ultimately, the welfare of children depends on the stability of the family to
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which they belong. It is reasonable to asstmae that children who have a
warm, continuons and intimate relationship with their parents or parent
throughout childhood will develop a sense of identity, self-worth, an ability
to trust others and himself/herself, a capacity to handle stress and
fi’nstration and to make and maintain relationships.
Recent years have seen significant changes in Irish society. Some of
these would seem to have particular implications for the future of
alternative or substitute care. For instance, there has been a decline in the
hirth rate over the past two decades - from an annual average of 21.7 pet"
1,000 population in the 1970s to 14.7 per 1,000 in 1989 (Clancy, 199l,
p.17) by far the lowest rate ever recorded in Ireland. For the first time
since records commenced the fertility rate went below the replacement
rate (2.11 in 1989). Likewise, there has been a decline in the marriage rate
fi’om 7.0 per 1,000 population in 1970 to 5.1 per 1,000 in 1989 (Clancy,
1991, p.10); a renewed growth of net emigration from a figure of 1,000 in
1981 to one of 46,000 for the year ended 1988/1989 and 31,000 in
1989/90 (NESC, 1991). The unemployment rate was calculated in
EUROSTAT (199l) as 15.7 per cent for 1989. Only Spain’s 17.1 per cent
was higher in the EC in 1989. The h’ish rate was almost twice the EC
average of 9.3 per cent.
Other changes which are nlost relevant to this study are the steady
growth in the annual rate of births ouLside marriage which in 1989 had
reached 13.6 per cent of all births compared with 2.7per cent in 1970
(Department of Health, 1990) and a threefold increase was recorded in
the proportion of married women in the labour force. This proportion
rose fi’om 7.5 per cent in 1971 to 23.4 per cent in 1987 (Blackwell, 1988,
p.14).
The nnmber of children in care in h’eland ,as a whole has risen fi’om
1,665 in 1970 to 2,756 in 1989 - an increase of 40 pet" cent (Department of
Health Census of Children in Care figures). As regards type of care, the
proportions in residential care and foster care remained virtually static
bep, veen 1970 and 1985 (57 per cent in loster care in 1970 and 56.6 per
cent in fosler care in 1985) (Gilligan, 1990, p.7). However, figures fi’om the
Department of Health returns tot 1989 show a steep rise in the percentage
in foster care - up to 72 pet- cent of all placements, and a rise also in the
actual number of children fostered. Gilligan (1990, p.7) notes that there
are fewer children fostered now than there were in the 1920s, 1930s and
1940s, probably because of more rigorous screening of prospective foster
parents nowadays. Yet the present total of children fostered at any one
time, at just over 1,800, represents a considerable ina’ease on the low point
of 932 in 1972. The 1980s saw many positive developments in fostering.
INTRODUCTION
There was a revival in the use of foster care leading to ils dominance as a
form of placement for childrert in care. New regulations were irtu’oduced,
public awareness of fostering increased and the Irish Foster Care
Association was established (Gilligan, op.cit.,p.7). Chapters 2 and 3 include
some ftwt.her commertts on developrrtents in foster care.
Research Quez’tioT~" of the Study
Overall, the study focused on seven questions:
(i) What are the socio-demographic and familial
characteristics of children in care as compared with the
general population in the area? These demographic
characteristics would be expressed in terms of the age of
the child, birth status of the child, family background
which would include soeio-economic status of the
parents, education of the pat’ents, age of the parents and
family size.
(it) What are the main official "reasons" why chikh’en are
admitted to care? Are the reasons for care due to
structural factors in the family’s background (e.g.,
poverty, tmemployment and alienation resulting fi’om it.),
or are they due to personality problems of the
parent/parents? Do the families have problems such as
chrorJic till’tess or handical:), merJtal or physical, and are
the parents involved in drug abuse, alcohol abuse or
gambling? Is there neglect or abuse of the children, and
if so, what are the dimensions of this abuse, tbr instance,
its type and severity?
(iii) Flow long do children spend in care and why are some
retained in care for long periods? Who are these children
who stay in long-term care in terms of: (a) their reasons
for being in care; (b) their soeio-demographic
characteristics age, sex, birth and family status, area and
family size, and (e) the reason for their slaying in care? Is
Lhe reason the child has not becn returned home the
same ,as the original reason for placement in care?
(iv) What type of care is regarded as most suitahle for the
particular child? Is this the type of care the child is
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presently experiencing? If not, why not? What care career
has the child had, e.g., previous admissions and care type
changes in present and previous admissions?
(v) When children are discharged from care, have tile
families they return to sorted out their problems or been
assisted to do so? "v~qaat happens to young persons, for
instance, those leaving care having reached the legal age
limit?
(vi)Can any explanation be fottnd for tile likely differing
rates of children being placed in care in three
Community Care areas of tile same Heahh Board? What
inlluences have such faclors as tlnenlpJoyllle111 levels, tile
existence of volutltary agencies in an area, and the
provision of day-care facilities on the probahility of a
child being admitted to care?
(vii)What are the perceplions of the family regarding the
problems which led to their child being taken into care?
What types of stress have they encountered, either
personal or environmental? What possible statutory or
voluntary-based interventions could have reduced their
vulnerability to their child being placed in care?
Methodology
The previous study of children in care undertaken at tile ESRI
(O’Higgins and Boyle, 1988) completed an analysis of the data provided by
the Department of Heahh fi’om their Child Care returns. These data
treated the child in isolation giving no details of his/her hackground. This
child-centred approach is understandable in terms of the Child Care
Division which is dealing with the reality of the child ah’eady in care and
requires broad details of nunabcrs, ages and, in general, reasons for
placement, discharge or retention in care. However, the child is part of a
family and the reason for its admission and retention in care is seldom
attributable only to the child and/or his or her siblings who may also be in
care. Inevitahly it is due to circumstances in the child’s family which could
range from a minor temporary illness of tile mother to, for instance,
complete homelessness of the child and/or its parent(s). To reiterate then,
these earlier data ignored tile reality that any attempt to understand the
nature of the vulnerability of particular children to placement in care
raises questions relating to their famil)’ background and environn]ent.
Having a child placed in care is an indicator of the likelihood of serious
problems in, or confronting, that child’s family. Thus, while certain usefitl
information was gained fi’om the anall,sis of the available clara, a large area
was left unexplored and thus unexplained - that area being the vital one in
building tip a picture of why some families have the experience of their
child being taken into care while others do not.
An ideal study would have been of certain chosetl Comnltttdt}, Care
areas, contrasted by (a) url)an/rural divisions; (13) high/low levels of
placement in care; (c) different socio-eeonomic composition, and (d)
high/low population densily. The stud), would thus have been
representative of a broad spectrum of social conditions and geographical
locations. Also it would have provided a national representative set of data
both in respect of numbers ot7 children in care and a nttnllber of key social
indicators. For resource reasons, however, this did not prove possible.
In 1989 resources became available fi’ot]] the Programme Manager,
Community Care of the Micl-Western Health Board Region to conduct a
stttdy of the families of children in care. Initially a study confined to
Tipperary North Ricling/l~ast Limerick and Clare Community Care areas
(CCAs) was agreed upon. A questionnaire, a cop}, of which may be
ohtained from the attlhor, was formttlated on the basis of Ihe main
research questions. As both funding and social worker time were eqtmll},
limited no control group could be involvecl. Consideration was given to the
/’ange ol7 inlb/’/~ation to be collected. Preliminar), discussions with two of
the senior social workers fl’om the Health Board were held. It was decided
the best nletlaod of collection of the data would be 13}, the relevant social
workers who would complete a questionnaire for each child in care during
1988. It] Tipperary North Riding Comn]ttnity Care area, Ihe senior social
worker and five social workers were involved in the collection of data. hi
Clare CC_a’\ two social workers completed the questionnaires. However, in
January 1990, the Programme Manager, Conamunity Citrc took the view
that a more accttrate pictttre of the situation of children in care in the Mid-
Western Region could be gained 13}, the inchtsion of the Linierick CCA.
The year chosen Ibr the study of the three areas was 1989. New sets of the
sanie qttestionnaire were then prepared. Each social worker in both
Tipperary North Ricling Conlmunity Care area and Clare again completed
a questionnaire for each child in care, this time for 1989. In Limerick, a
social worker, now engagecl in administration, was assigned the task of
overseeing the collection of the data. Finally, it total of 461 COnlpleted
sched,les were t-eltlrned from itll three areas b)’ November 1990. Children
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placed for adoption were included at that stage. Subsequently, it was felt
that these children could not be defined strictly as "in need of care or
protection’. Thus they were excluded from all but the prelimiuary analysis.
It is hoped to write up a separate account of them later.
The comnlunit), care social workers are the key workers with children
in need of care or protection. Thus, as the rnain source of information on
children placed in care, they played the crucial role in the collection of the
data.
The qnestionnaire dealt with a number of factors critical to an
examination of the subject of children in substitute care and enabled two
levels of analysis to be used to examine these factors. These levels are: (i)
the macro level or external context of stress on the family, i.e., impact of
unenaployment, lack of kin support or formal support services; and (ii)
micro level or internal context of family stress, for instance, poor mental or
physical heahh of parents, abuse of alcohol and inter-faniilial traumatic
events such as the death of a parent.
A number of families were interviewed by the author both to ascertain
(a) their perception of their situation vis-h-vL~ their child being placed in
care and (b) to record the researcher’s impressions of the kinds of
problems encountered by these families, leading to their vulnerability to
having a child placed in care. These families were chosen by the social
workers. Families who, for instance, had a Court case pending could not be
interviewed. The main criterion for the interview was the co-operation of
the family. Thus, the families are not representative but are examples of
families whose children have been placed in care.
Sonle small discrepancies occurred between the number of cases
mentioned in the returns to the Department of Health fi’om the Mid-
Western Health Board and the questionnaires returned to me.-~
3 The tolal ntlmber of quesliomlaires returned to me fi’om all areas was 461. That
ntmlber included children in care ;~t any time during 1989, and adoplees. Tht: compa~=d)le
figures fi’om the Department of Heahh’s sur~’ey is 448 children. However, if one excludes
the returns for adoptees ,t61 minus 69 (my figures) and 448 minus 57 (Department of
Heahh figures) one is left with totals ,~f 392 and 391 respectively. Originally there was a
problem wilh 16 eases in the Limerick area which had heen incorrectly ;Lssigned b)’ a social
worker as children placed for adoption. When these were reassigned to their correct
section, the figures emerged as above. The difference still remains of the 12 extra children
in zny returns said to have been placed for adoption. However. since most of the analysis
was undertaken on 392 chi}dren, none of whoI
n 
had been placed for adoption, the
problem is not serious at this stage. As already noted, 1 do not intend to consider children
placed for adoption as a group in this study but expect to deal with them in a separate
account when these discrepancies will be explored further.
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In some instances responses to questions were missing when the
questionnaires were returned. When this occurred the relevant social
workers were contacted. Despite these repeated attempts in some
cit’cumstances no fltrther information could be obtained as it was not on
the child’s file. In a study such as this, the fact that no infornlation was
available to the social worker fl’om the files seems to be significant in itself,
in that it points tip the difficulties of planning any interventions to support
these families when fltll information on them is not available. Probahly the
largest area of missing information concerned the fathers of the children
in care. For instance, information on the age of the fathers was available in
only 67 per cent of cases; on fathers’ education level in 64 per cent; on
their occupation 56 per cent and on fathers’ source of income information
was available in only 64 per cent of cases.
Farmer and Parker (1989) had a similar experience in collecting data
for their study of children home-on-trial in Britain. They pointed out (p.
64) that part of the problem is that few social workers remain responsible
for a child in care or their family over long periods. The turnover of staff
inevitably fi’agments the official record of a child’s career. It was plain, they
said, from the time that it; took them to thoroughly read and digest the
material on file that new social workers must face major problems in
acquainting thelnselves with the recorded history. Even then there may be
gaps in what is available and some important matters will simply not have
been written down.
Throughout the stud), for the sake of clarity the Mid-Western Health
Board is referred to as "Region" while the Community Care areas are
referred to as "area".
Chapter Details
Chapter 2 places the stud), within the framework of the socio-historical
evolution of the care of children inside and outside their families of origin,
either in other families or institutional or other residential facilities.
Chapter 3 looks at the patterns of placement of children in care in the
Health Board, in terms of their numbers, the inflows and OtlLf[ows tO care,
some demographic details - age and gender; birth status; legal basis of
placement, type of care placement, and assessment and criteria for
placement in care.
The family of origin of each child is the focus for Chapter 4. Here the
demographic characteristics of the parents, in terms of age, education,
social class by occupation will be noted. Other characteristics such as the
type of housing in which they live, family size and family type will be
discussed. The level of kinship and neighl)ourhood support will be
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examined, followed by formal snpport networks. Tile agency throngh
whom the family initially came to the attention of the Health Board will be
noted.
Since all children are, or have been, part of some type of family
structure, one cannot u’eat the child in isolation. In this study the child has
been removed fi’om its family of origin for some reason or reasons, and
either has been retnrned to that family or has been retained in care for
some reason or reasons. Chapter 5 deals with the underlying, internal
family and child-cenu’ed problems leading to placement in care, and the
reasons for retention or discharge. The analysis here will provide
important information to enable strategies or interventions to be
suggested which conld modify the vulnerability of the families to their
children being taken into care.
Chapter 6 charts the experiences of children in care in terms of
suitability of placement; length of time spent in care; number of moves
while in care; links with family and contact/access of parents to children
and vice versa.
Chapter 7 summarises the findings and draws conclusions, as well as
making recommendations for future action.
The data collected and analysed in this study provide analysis of not
previously assembled material on a specific group of families with major
personal, social and economic problems. The study deals with children in
care and their families in one Health Board Region. In drawing
conclusions from the data, its geographically restricted character must be
taken into account when considering the generalisability of the findings.
None the less, as will be clear in relation to the important substantive issues
covered in the study, the findings are entirely consistent with those fi’om
the broader international literature.
Chapter 2
SOCIO-HISTOIUCAL BA CKGROUNI) 7"0 CHild) CA RE
In order to tlllderstand or appreciate tile present situation of State care
for children in h’eland some brief discussion of Ihe social history of
substitute cm’e for children is needed. First, a description will be provided
of tile manner in which over tile past millennium tile care of some
children was taken out of tile Ilands of their immediate family and placed
either in that of (a) another family or (b) some type of residential or
institutional care. Ill particulal; it is ~lsel’ul to chart tile more recent
evolution fi-om what O’Sullivan (1979) termed the "social risk" model of
children in care Io the present-day "developmental model". Second,
developments in child care services in general will be discussed, and finally
this chal)ter will explore briefly the evolution of tile place of tile child
within the family.
Foster Care
There has I)een a long u’adition of fostering ill h’eland. Indeed one of
the distinguishing features of the h’ish social life during the currency of
the Brehon Laws was tile fosterage of children, a practice aimed mainly at
strengthening the cohesion of the tribe, and contributing to social order
(Robins, 1980, p. 3). The Brehon Laws were in force as the native legal
system and i)revailed in Ireland fbr an estinlated 700 years (Ginnell, 1894).
These laws provided a complex and flexible structure of constraints and
regulations affecting family, community and society. Robins observes that
these laws reached their filllness before the ninth century and althm~gh
disturlled by the sul)sequent Danish and Norman invasions and English
settlements, remained in operation until stamped out as the English
strengthened their toni.to] on tile counl.ry ill tile sevellteenth century.
An unusual feature of tile Old h’ish language illustrates the importance
of tbsterage in early Irish sociel> Kelly (1988, p. 86) comments Ihat ill most
Indo-European languages the words "father" and "nmther" have intimate
forms, used particulm’ly in childhood. Ill Old h’ish, on the other hand, the
intimate forms were u’ansferred to the foster parents.
The laws distinguished two types of fosterage. One was fosterage for
aff’ection (altramm serce) fbr which no fee was l)aid. Tile other type was
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fosterage for -a fee. The foster parents were required to maintain their
foster child according to his or her rank. The arrangement to place a child
in fosterage was a legal contract and the child had to remain with the
foster parents until the period of fosterage was complete. It was only in the
case of a child being improperly treated that he or she could return to his
oK" her parents (see Kelly, 1988, pp. 86-90).
Powell (1982), writing on social policy in early modern Ireland, notes
that nnder English law fostering assumed a politically oppressive purpose,
for it was used to regnlate Catholics and the poor. These two groups were
nsually the same people.
However, the foundations for what is the present system of foster care
were laid its the Irish Poor Law Amendment Act, 1862. Under this law, the
administratm’s of the Poor Law were given the power to "board out"
children up to five ),ears of age with families outside of the workhouse. The
imroduction of this system of boarding out was one of the first and most
notable steps away fi’om the stern principles of the early Poor Law (see
Robins, 1980). Howevel, the Infant Life Protection Act of 1897 contained
the origins of Ihe present-day social work in foster care. This Act gave to
local authorities the power to appoint female inspectors. These inspectors
could visit children placed with families and if conditions were not
satisfactory, they could remove the children. The present system of foster
care operates under the Heahh Act, 1953, and the Boarding Out
Regulations of 1954 and 1983. Ahhongh the foster-care system has been
modernised, to date the u,’ailaing needs of child care personnel working with
families have not been fillly recogtaised eilher by the Department of Heahh
or by the l-lealth Boards (NESC 1987, Report No. 84, i). 70). A more detailed
account of the system in operation at present is outlined in Chapter 3.
Resido~tial Care
With respect to institutional or residential care, the evolution of the
State conu’ol of child care in general in h’eland starts after 1838 when
... the workhouses became the main centres for charity
children of all categories. While these new instittttions were
harsh and punitive in concept, the Irish Poor Law
CommissioneJ’s and their successors, the Local Government
Board Ibr Ireland, were humane in outlook and genuinely
concerned about the welfare of the workhouse child. But
the Famine years of 1845-1849 and their dreadful
consequences created conclitions in the workhouses which
took a long time to n~itigate (Robins, 1980, p. 9).
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The workhouses found it impossible to cope with tile nunaber of
Famine victims. Some workhouses were so much in debt that they had to
expel some of the paupers in their care (see Robins, op. tit., p. 190). The
availal)ility of so many h’ish orphans coincided with the orphan emigration
scheme whereby female Irish workhouse orphans were transported to
Australia. Tiffs schelne i)rovided an answer to the desire of the Colonial
Land and Emigration Commissioners to find suitable single females to
transport to Australia to fm’ther the develol)ment of the colonies and to
provide a better I)alance in tile ratio betwcen nlen and women.
"As the nineteenth century progressed, the contribution of private
charit), grew and the religious-controlled institutions came to care for
many of the children in need of help" (Robins, 1980, p. 8). After the
middle of the nineteenth centur), the establishment of reformatories and
industrial schoo[s was a response to the increasing awareness of the need to
provide for delinquent children or those exposed to vicious influences. On
the introduction of the Industrial School system to h’eland in 1868, various
religious orders were requested to undertake the work. Where the Order
was willing to do so, and where it provided suitable premises, these
premises were certified as fit Ibr the reception of children into care. Both
Governnlent and Local Authorities contribttied towards the maintenance
of the children.
Children were placed in Industrial Schools for a variety of reasons. Some
were there because of |ilmily circumstances (e.g., poverty, illegitimacy),
others had I)een deserted, while others still land been committed to these
schools as a result of a variety of offences. No differentiation was made
between the groups. All were treal.ed I.o the same three-part programme,
comprising (i) i)h),sical care, (it) litet~,ey and manual instruction, and (iii)
moral formation (h’eland: Cussen Report, 1936).
O’Sullivan (1979) sees the changing i)hilosophical o1" ideological
background to alternative child care as changing fi’om the "social risk"
model of the child in care, that is, where a child was regarded as a danger
to society, to the "deprived model", where the welfare of the child
i)redominated. The Industrial School System, when first inu’oditced inlo
h’eland in 1868, emphasised ahnost entirely the "social risk" model of the
child in which society’s interests were pre-eminent. (O’Sullivan, ibid.,
p. 210). Child care was seen as a lneans of social control (and
containnaent) and :.in inlportai’it wa), to preverit ftlttll’e i)attl)erisation rather
than an opportunit)’ for children to develop and to have individual
fulfihnent. The transition to the deprived model restllted in the
predicament of tile child I)eing seen as an affi’ont to the tenets of social
justice.
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The change in the image of the industrial school child as a delinquent
began in 1928 with the transfer of responsibilily for industrial schools fi’om
the Mil~ister for Justice to the Minister for Eclucation. Gradually, tile link
was broken with the prison system which hacl previously given rise to tile
notion of industrial schools as being milder forms of reformatories.
Probahly tile first really fundamental change in emphasis with regard to
orphans, neglected and illegitimate children is to be found in tile above-
mentioned Cussen Report of 1936. However, it was not Until the late 1950s
that institutionalisation was formally anti finally regardecl as undesirable,
and ahernatives such as adoption and fostering advocated for children who
had not committed crimes hut were in need of care or protection.
The Reformatory and Industrial Schools Report of 1970 (h’eland: the
Kennedy Reporl) was the resuh of the response in 1967 of tile then
Minister for Education, Donagh O’Malley, to the realisation that not only
were the powers vested in hinl by tile 1908 Children Act limited, but also
that tile Act was not suitable to an era of changing conditions. With tile
Kennedy Report of 1970, tile "developmental" model had finally arrived.
Psychological and emotional needs were now to he taken into
consideration. However, the fact that child-care definitions in official
reports or social movements change is no indication that child-care
practices will be harmoniously modified. "Indeed, tile phenomenon of
ctdtural lag is relatively predictable in essentially.conservative organisations
such as child-care institutions" (O’Stdlivan, op. cit., p. 213).
However, some worthwhile changes have been made by the
transformation of residential care fi’om tile large institutions of tile past to
small traits. Training courses for child-care workers are now in operation
with tile emphasis on working with family-sized groups in residential
settings. The absolute number in all types of residential care has declined
dramatically over the years, so proportionately foster care has become
more important.
While commenting that lhe inadequacy of existing services for
homeless children and children in need of alternative residential services
has been evident for many years, the study At l, Vhat Cost? (Streetwise
National Coalition, 1991) notes that the Irish child care residential system
is a system which has changed dramatically, particularly over the past 20
years. Residential care units in Ireland face immense challenges in dealing
with new demands in a rapidly changing society, which tile above report
says, include the intensification of long-term tmemployment, the decline
of tile traditional family strttcture and increasingl), alienated youth.
Traditional forms of residential care can no longer cater for the needs of
children in need of residential care and new forms need to be tried to
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ensure that the rights and needs of the child are sensitively and
comprehensivel), provided (p. 45). Further comments on other aspects of
residential care are included in Chapter 3.
Genmal Development in Child Care Services
At a general level it should be noted that, in an effort to bring the
health services up-to-date, 8 Health Boards were established in 1971 under
the Heahh Act, 1970. In 197,1 the Government assigned the main
responsibilities in relation to child-care services to the Minisler for Heahh.
Following that decision, the Task Force on Child Care Services was
established against the background of a continuing development of our
health, education and social services; a growing concern [or the well-being
and development of children and a growth in knowledge concerning
children’s needs. This Task Force was given the following terms of
reference:
(i) to make recommendations on the extension and
improvement of services for cleprived chilch’cn and children
at risk;
(ii) to prepare a new Children Bill, updating and modernising
the law in relation to children;
(iii) to make recommendations on the administrative reforms
which may be necessary to give effect to proposals (i) and
(ii) above (see p. 26).
In its final report in 1980, the Task Force indicatecl that the
responsibilit), in relation to child-care services had not yet been u’anslated
into legislation and that the legal responsihilities of the Minister for~ Health
in relation to child care were somewhat limited (1980, p. 52). In the same
),eat" the Department of Health issued guidelines on dealing with non-
accidental injury to children and child abuse. Two ),ears later a Fostering
Resource Grotl[) was established in the Eastern Health Board, which also
opened a residential child psychiatric facility. In 1979 a Child Care Division
was established in the Department of Heahh. The h’ish Foster Care
Association was founded in 1982 and a year later responsibility for the
Adoption Board was transferred fl’om the Department of Justice to the
Department of Health. In the same year the Department of Health
replaced capitation funding for residential care with a new system of
annual budgets for individual centres; a new set of regulations governing
foster care replaced the ]954 regulations, and the Department of Health
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also began to collect annual statistics fl’om the Health Boards on non-
accidental injury.
The National Plan, Building on Reality (Ireland, 1984) in its section on
Child Care legislation, stated that the intention of the then Government
was to introduce three Bills in relation to the care and protection of
children. It was acknowledged that much of tile existing legislation in dais
area was now outdated and not sufficiently in keeping with current
concepts in regard to the well-being of the child (1984, p. 98).
These three Bills were, (i) Children (Care and Protection) Bill 1985
(which, with a number of changes, became the Child CaTe Act, 1991 and
emphasises the importance to the child of his/her own family); (ii)
Adoption Bill, 1986 (now Adoption Act, 1988) which aimed to extend the
categories of children who may be legally adopted, and (iii) a Bill
concerningjtwenilejustice to update legislation on children who came to
attention through involvement in crime. Another piece of legislation
introduced was the Status of Childrevz Act, 1987 which came into effect in
January 1988. The purpose of that Act is to remove as fat" as possible
provisions in existing law which discriminate against children born outside
marriage.
Increasing concern about child sexual abuse led to the revised detailed
guidelines being issued on 29 July 1987 (the first were issued in 1978) to
help professionals identify investigate and treat child abuse.
Some other changes have taken place in terms of the provision of
services. The services provided for children as part of the Community Care
Programme fall into two broad categories: Child Health Services and
Personal Social Services. Obviously, the more relevant to dais study is the
Personal Social Services category. Its sub-divisions are:
(i) Social Work Ser~4ces
(ii) Services supplementar), to family care
(a) Domiciliary services, i.e.,
¯ Child care workers with families
¯ Home help services
¯ Home nlanagenlelat advisers
(b) Day Care, i.e.,
¯ Day-nurseries/child minding/play groups
¯ Day fostering
(c) Community Projects
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(iii) Ahernatives to own family care:
¯       Acioptiola
¯       Fostering
¯      Residential Care
The NESC Report No. 84 (1987) noted that a major review of personal
social services for chih:h’en was undertaken by tile Task Force on Child
Care Services (1980) and sunlnaed up the situation at that time I)y stating
that the development of the services was tmeven and that no conamunity
care area had a comprehensive range of services for children. "In general",
the Report added "services tend to be established in a piecemeal fashion in
response solely to immediate need without taking a preventive orientation
or considering the range of services needed in an area" (p. 80). No really
significant change has occurred up to the present. As regards the
development of services, the NESC Report concluded Ihat, until the
present administrative sl_rncttlres are reviewed and the issues resolved, the
development of services will be impeded.
So far dais account has focused mainly on formal legislative and policy
developments. The most significant has been, of course, the passing of the
Child Ca~’e Act, 1991. Some sections have ah’eady been iml)lemented, but
full implenaentation is planned over a seven-year period. One of the
sections that is already implemented permits, but does not oblige, Health
Boards to arrange for vohmtary bodies to undertake child care work on
their behalf- a move which does not involve aaay practical changes.4
The evolution of the place of the child within the family up to the
present day will now be explored briefly.
The Evoluation of the Place of the Child toithin the Family
Langer (1974, p. I) argued that "the direction of human affairs was
never confided to children", l-tistorians who concerned themseh,es
primarily with political and military affairs and with the intrigues and
rivalries of royal courts, paid almost no attention to the ordeals of
childhood. On the whole educators themselves devoted to the organisation
and curricula of schools and with the theories of education, seldom made
any reference to what happened to the pupils at home or outside of
school. As Demause (1974) so strikingly expresses it, the history of
childhood is a nightmare from which we have only recently begnn to
awaken. The further back in history one goes, the more likely children
4 A tletailed list of clevelopment.~ in child care plus changes connected with children’s
services, bill not necessarily children in need of care or protection, is cont:fined in Gilligan
(1991, pp. 229-231).
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were to be killed, abandoned, beaten, terrorised, and sexually abused by
their parents. This pattern was not previously noticed hy historians,
Demause contends, because "serions" history has long been considered a
record of puhlic, not priva,e events. Historians generally ignored what was
going on in the homes around the playground.
This lack of interest in the lives of children seems odd given that, ever
since Plato, it has been known that childhood is a key to understanding
continuity and change over time. It is su’ange that only in this century has
the study of childhood become routine for the ps),chologist, the sociologist
and the anthropologist.
Peter Laslett in The World We Have Lost wondered why the
... crowcls and crowds of little children are strangely missing
fi’om the written record ... It is in fact an effort of mind to
remember all the time that children were always present in
such numbers in the traditional world, nearly half the whole
comnlunity living in a condition of senti-obliteration (1965,
p. 104).
Demause (op. cit.) reviews the works of social historians and comments
that masses of evidence of cruelty and abuse are hidden, distorted,
softened or ignored. The child’s early years are played down, formal
educational content endlessly examined and emotional content avoided by
stressing child legislation and avoiding the home.
The evolution of the place of the child or ideas about it obviously will
proceed at varying rates in different countries. Even with the growth of
individual responsibility and the enlargement of individual liherty, many
social situations remain to he regulated and the State must interfere when
duties are neglected.
Some other very important considerations must be mentioned here:
the life expectancy of children, advances in industrial technolog3, and the
improving status of women. It is in the context of the history of poor life
expectancy of young children in general that their exploitation, abuse and
neglect have to be seen. Even with improving public health measures, plus
improvements in medical knowledge and the better health of mothers,
infant and child mortality rates only began to fall to any appreciable
degree in European countries well into the twentieth century. With the
advances in industrial technology, as Anderson notes (1979, p. 65)
children have ahnost totally ceased to be part of an interdependent
resource-generating system. The consequent diminution of the need for
child labour influenced attitudes towards children with respect to their
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contril)lltiOll IOW;.irds dOllleSliC eCOllOlnies, It shollJd also be noted thzlt the
histories of children in the family and of women run parallel. The course
of the two progresses in Close association. In ahlloSI every COtlntry the
history of maternity and child health services had been closely allied. The
rights of mothers Io the custody/guardianship of their own children was
not finally established in h’eland until recent times.
While there is still no written agenda of the rights of children in
Ireland, and indeed no al)solute consensus as to exact definitions of these
rights, efforts have been made to improve children’s services and provide
supportive services to families who find themselves in difficulties. The
emphasis on family support services in the Child Care Act, 1991 is a case in
point. On lhe whole, attitudes have become more sensitive Io children,
more toleranl of different family life styles ancl more aware of children’s
disadvanlagecl position vis-&-visaduhs. The ratification oflhe United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child gives a firm base for a
flmu’e Charter of Children’s Rights. This brief accotmt of the principal
changes which have occurred in h’eland in the areas of both State and
family care for children indicates that an increasing emphasis has been
placed on the rights of the child and that care or protection raLher than
containment informs policy and practice. It is in this changed and
changing climate that the study is set.
Chapter 3
PA’I~FEPuVS OF PLACEMENT
This chapter describes children placed in care, their numbers, the
inflows and outflows, their demographic characteristics such as age, gender
and birth status. Then variables such ,as the legal status of the placement;
the type of care placement; supply/demand on places; assessment and
criteria for placement in care are examined. To provide a framework for
these regional figures, I will first discuss the national figures.
Numbers
The basic "children in care" figures fi’om the Department of Health
returns for Ireland over a number of ),ears are shown on the following
tables. Both admission and discharge figures are given here together with
"census-in-care" figures (defined as all in care on 31 Deceml)er) for each
year.5
As is indicated in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the number and proportion of
admissions to care seem to have decreased bet~veen 1984 and 1989, as had
the rate of admissions up to 1990. However, with regard to discharges
(Table 3.3), although the proportion discharged in 1988 and 1989 has
decreased considerably, further information would be needed to enable
comment to be made on whether or not the decreases in admissions and
discharges indicates the start of a trend. Also, muhiple admissions and
discharges, e.g., a child re-admitted to care during the yeah are not noted.
Proportionately, howeveh these would be of little significance. The point is,
if discharges are decreasing or remaining static, there will be a build-up of
the numbers and rate of children in care, and this does seem to be
occurring (see Table 3.2).
Since few children are admitted to care at 15 years or over, rates for
admissions" to care are caiculated on population figures for children 0-14
years. The figures for the three Comnaunity Care areas of the Mid-Western
5 Of necessity where COml)arisons with. or trends over, a numl)er of years are given,
children placed for adoption are included, since the Department of Health data do not
clearly differentiate between adoptees and others in all },ears for all the figures.
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Table 3.1 : Admissions to Cal~: Ireland
Children
Admitted a.~ a
Percentage of Rate per
Number of All in Care "000
Year Admissions on 31 December under 15"*
1980 1,249 53.8 I.I
1981 1,381 55.9 1.3
1982 1.282 52.4 1.2
1983 1,335 52.7 1.2
1984 1,153 48.0 1.1
1988" 1,138 43.5 1.1
1989 998 36.2 0.9
1990 1,085 37.6 I.I
Source: Department of Health, Sulw3’ of Childre~ in Care of the Health BoartL¢, ~.’arioLls )’ears.
Note: * Because of a backlog, figures were not published by the Department for the
years 198~1987.
¯* Calculated fi’om 1981, 1986 and 1991 Cemsus of Po[mlationfigltre~.
Table 3.2: Number of Children in Care on 31 December, h’eland, 1980-1989
Number in
Care Rate per ’000 under 19
1980 2,322
1981 2,471
1982 2,446
1983 2,534
198,1 2,’t00
1988 2,416
1989 2,756
1990 2,885
1.6
t.8 Calculated on the 1981
1.7 Cel~-u.~ of Population
1.8 figures
1.7 Calculated on the 1986
1.7 figures
2. I Calculated from 199 I
2.2 Census of Population figures
Source: Dcl);irtment of I-[ealth, Su~vO, of Childre~ in Care of the Health Boal~l. ~u’ious ye:lz’s.
Also C.en..~s of Population 1981 and 1986. Vohlme 1, and Prelimina.~’ report, Census of
Population 1991.
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Table 3.3: Discha~ges f~wn Care: h’eland
ChiMren
Discharged as a Rate of
percentage of DLwha~ge
Number of All in Care per ’000
}’ear Dischall,~ on 31 December under 19
1980 1,249 53.8 |.1
1980 1,143 49.2 0.8
1981 1,276 51.6 0.9
1982 1,229 50.2 0.8
1983 1,061 41.9 0.7
1984 1,271 52.9 0.9
1988* 914 34.9 0.7
1989 935 33.9 0.7
1990 959 33.2 0.7
Source: Del>:utment of Health, Survey, of Children in C~*re of the Health Boarda, various years.
Note: * Because of a backlog, figures were nol published by the Dcpaz’tnlent for the
years 1985-1987.
Health Board will now be considered (Tables 3.4 and 3.5). Children placed
for adoption, also were included here since, ,as noted above, for some of the
years Department of Health returns do not differentiate sufficiently for
this group to be discounted when comparing different years. Looking at
the breakdown by Commtmity Care area within that Health Board, the
constant rise in the number and proportion of all aclmissions to care in the
Limerick area since 1982 is obvious. In 1989 the proportion had almost
doubled that of 1980. The rate of admissions reached its highest in 1983,
but has not reduced to any great extent. O’Higgins and Boyle (1988, pp.
103-109) provide a discussion on the likely reasons for area differences.
Using Packman’s 1968 and 1986 studies in Britain in particular, they
pointed out that the problem posed by variations in numbers in care
between areas was too COlllplex to permit any simple explanation.
O’l-liggins and Boyle concluded the most likely explanation in Ireland was
to be found in the policy preferences and decisions of Programme
Managers, along with differences in social work practice. However, here
only one I-leahh Board area is ttnder consideration, and even within that,
admission numbers and proportions differ fi’om year to year.6 The rate of
admissions to care are calculated for the Health Board, and fi’om Table 3.4
6 In Limerick, a partial explanation may be that the number of social workers has risen fiom
9 in 1982 to 18 in 1989. Thresholds for cnuT to care may have been lowered by this increase
ill I)Cl’SOnllcl.
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Table 3.4: Admissions to Care IO, Community Care Area
(Percentage IO, Row)
29
}’ear
Admissions
Percentage Rate
of all Umler 15
Area 20 Area 21 Area 22 Total In Care on per ’000"
Limerick TipperaO, Clare Admissions 31 December
MWHB
N % N % N % N % %
1980 35 33.0 26 23.6 46 43.4 107 100.0 41.9 1.1
1981 59 42.4 18 12.9 62 44.6 139 100.0 51.7 1.4
1982 55 37.2 31 20.9 62 41.9 148 100.0 45.2 1.5
1983 60 34.5 31 17.8 83 47.7 174 100.0 52.2 1.8
1984 81 49.1 18 10.9 66 40.0 165 100.0 48.1 1.7
1988 82 53.2 18 11.7 54 35.1 154 100.0 49.2 1.6
1989 96 62.7 24 16.7 33 21.6 153 100.0 48.6 1.6
Source: Department of I-lealth, &trvey’ of Children in the Care of the Health Boards. 1989:
I)l’eScnt Sttld)’ data.
*Based on C~sus of Popttlation figures 1981, 1986 and 1991.
Table 3.5: Discharges from Care by Community Care Area
Year* LimeTqck Tipperaly
Mid-IVeste~J Discharge~
Area on a.* a % Rate
31 December of All in Under 15
Total care on per ’000"*
Clare Discha~ge~ 31 December MWHB
Numbm- of Chilthml
1980 97 37.6 0.7
1981" 148 55.0 1.2
1982 133 40.7 1.0
1983 131 39.3 1.0
1984 156 45.5 1.2
1988 60 17 61 138 44.1 1.1
1989 74 29 43 146 46.3 1.2
Source: Dcpnrtment of Heahh, S.~ve3, of Children in the Care of the Health Board.~. 1989: Present
sttxdy elmira.
Note: * No inform.3tion a~ilable on discharges by Community Care .
t~’ea for 1980-1987.
¯
* Basedon Cen.~TtsofPopulationfigtlres 1981, 1986and 1991.
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it may be seen that dae rate of entry to care has increased, although falling
fi’om die peak it reached in 1983.
Looking at the rate (per ’000) of children in care in each of the areas
in 1989 (Table 3.6), dae rates were based on 1986 Census of Population of
h’eland (Small Area Statistics) figures for the number of children 0-19
years in each of the relevant CommuniW Care areas. For most of the areas
the Census of Population figures will apply, but in the cases of Limerick
and Tipperary North Riding there are significant differences between the
Census of Population by County and the Community Care area
population. For instance, the published 1986 Census of Population figure
0-19 years for Tipperary North Riding is 17,595, while the Community Care
area population (Tipperary North Riding) 0-19 ),ears is 40,450, the reason
being that CCA incorporates part of Limerick. This was occasioned by a
desire, for adminisu’ative purposes, to have a fairly similar population
figure in each Community Care area. The eastern side of Limerick city,
plus some of the rural areas surrounding it were regarded as being in the
Tipperary North Riding Community Care area. This gave a more even
population distribution in each of the three areas. The relevant population
was calculated for the two areas fi’om the Small Aa’ea Statistics Section in
the 1986 Census of Population of Ireland. When the rate per ’000 of
children in care is calculated for the Community Care areas on the basis of
the newly calculated populations, the result is as follows.
Table 3.6: 1989- Rate, per ’000 Children in Care
No. in Care Population Rate
on 31.12. 89 O- l 911"I WH B * per ’000
Limerick CCA 177 46,623 3.7
TippermT NR CCA 84 40,450 2.0
Clare CCA 54 33,240 1.5
Mid-Western bIB 315 122,313 2.5
h’eland 2.756 1,355,801 2.0
* The small area statistics for the 1991 Cctlsus are not a~tilable yet, hence the population
numbers here are fi’om 1986 Census of Population.
The differences in the rates between the areas are remarkable. Some
explanation may be fordlcoming through the furd~er analysis of the data,
or by consultation with the relevant people in the areas. At this stage, it
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might be argued that the problems encountered by families leading to the
placement of their children in care "may be more fi’equently encountered
in an urban setting; indeed Limerick had die highest rate of children in
care (3.7 per ’000), higher than the rate for the Mid-Western Health Board
region as a whole or for h’eland. If one compares the Mid-Western Health
Board rate with a Health Board with no large urban area, e.g., Midland
Health Board, the rate for that Board is 2.0 per ’000, so the argument of
the effec{ of a large urban area oil the rate may be plausible. Additional
"local" reasons for higher numbers in Liinel%k, such as the location of the
Regional Maternity Hospital, the main adoption agency and the CURA
residential home in Limerick ConlmunitT Care area may account for some
of the differences.
Inflows and.Outflows to Care
The childl:en referred to here are all children with a car~: experience in
1989, whether it commenced and ended in 19819 or commeliced before
1989 and continued on afterwards. Figu’re 311 shc)ws.the flows of (:|lildren
in and out of care dttring 1989 in the Mid-Western-Health Board’i:egion.
This figure breaks down the total nuflabev ’of~:hildren with a’cat:e
e:q)erience in 1989 into differeut groups by theit: differing experiences. As
ah’eady mentioned, children placed for adoption are e.~cluded from all the
following analysis.
Figure 3.1: liz.flows and Outflows to CaTe 1989*
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
kdmittedlDil harsed -
~’ ~ during 1989N-59 ~ ~ndd¢in8
/~tm’tced/8ot Dilcharged .
\ \~ 1989 % % N-SI
77-1
t~o.in ~" \ ~o. L~ care
e’r’ I 283~ ~’~ ~oc ^dmitted/~ot ~i.eb.rSed 242 OB 31 D.e t989
L___a \
dilehsrged in 1989
tf-40
Details of re-adnaission in 1989 of children discharged in 1989 are not available.
exactly¯ It is unlikely, however, that they would exaggerate the above figures to any
significant extent, being small in number.
Adnlissions beginning during 1989 and continuing into 1990 (n = 51).
Admissions beginning during 1989 and ending in 1989 (N = 59).
Adnaissions beginning prior to 1989 and continuing into 1990 (n = 242).
Admissions beginning prior to 1989 and ending in 1989 (n = 40).
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Supply/Demand: Places in Care
It is difficult to ascertain the ability of a Health Board or Community
Care area to supply enough places in care to meet demand at a particular
time. For instance, it is impossible to estimate the number of foster home
places potentially or actually available at a particular time, since in many
cases demand may stimulate supply. At any rate, it is conceivable that
certain areas wottld have an "under-supply" at a given point. There is no
provision for what might be termed "retainer fees" for foster parents.
Certain information on the number of residential places available in each
Community Care area of the Mid-Western Health Board in 1988 is
available. The emphasis on file availability of places in a child’s own Health
Board or Community Care area is guided by the research finclings which
stress the importance for a child of retaining contact with its parents while
in care. In this case, only Limerick has places in residential care, so
children from Clare and Tipperary North Riding would have to be placed
outside their Community Care area. A residential home in Galway has
been used for placements from these areas as have other residential homes
elsewhere. Of course, a child fi’om north Clare would be nearer his/her
own home in a residential home in Galway than if placed in Limerick.
Therefore, placement in a child’s own Health Board region does not
necessarily guarantee proximity of the child to his/her own home.
Assessment and Criteria for Placement in Care
Prior to reception into any type of care, an assessment of the case is
usually carried out by the social worker in charge of the case, in
consuhation with a senior social worker. The essential criterion for
placement in care is that the child is in need of care or protection which
he/she cannot receive in his/her family home. The social workers decide
what type of care the child needs and try to place the child in that type of
care. The type of care selected depends on the needs of the child as
perceived b)’ the social workers fi’om their training and expertise. Since in
only a small number of cases are social workers dissatisfied with placements,
it must be assumed that suitable placements are found in most instances.
Where it is felt necessar),, a case conference on a plan for the child is
held. At present, parents can refnse to consent to the placement of their
child in foster care. V~qaere the child is committed through a Court Order, a
case conference is usually held. With regard to guidelines, the guidelines
for Health Board field workers in the case of non-accidental injury to a
child has been published (Department’of Health, 1987). These guidelines
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are used in cases of abuse but may lye used in :ill cases where a child is to be
placed in care, with the appropriate changes for each set of circtlmstances.
In this study, a decision to take a child into care was made by a case
conference in just over 40 per cent of the cases. In 29 per cent of cases the
relevant social workel" and his/her senior agreed the decision. Social
workers on their own did decide to take a child into care in 1 in 7 cases. In
the remaining cases decisions were made in varying ways which could not
be categorised into any of the three above. For instance, in some cases
where a single n’iol.her was invok,ed, the social worker made tile decision in
conjunction with the lnother. Other cases involved pulMic health nurses,
paediatricians or juvenile liaison officers. It must be emphasised here, of
course, that only in cases of voluntary care can the social workers make the
final decision. For compulsory cases, it is tile Court that makes the
decision, albeit on the basis of recommendatioos or application by social
workers. The question asked by this study t-eferred to all cases but would
apply to the early stages in cases which subsequently went to Court.
Clare appe,7.1red Io klse case conferences either to decide on adnlission or
on a form of placement or plan more often than the other two areas. Here
62 per cent of decisions were based on case confel’ellce disctlssiolls,
whereas in Limerick it was 41 per cent and it was 27 pet" cent in Tipperary
(Table 3.7). There, howeveh the senior social worker was more likely to
have taken the decision in conjunction with his social workers (44 per cent
of cases). Clare had no senior social worker in the Health Board until late
1989, consequently ooly I case appears in Clare under that heading. It may
Table 3.7: 11’7/o Made the Initial Decision to Place ChiM in Care?
Community Care Area MWHB
Lime~qck    Tipperary " Clare Per cent
Case conference 40.7 27.1 62.2 41.5
Senior social worker
+ social workers 33.2 43.8 I.,I 29.5
Social worker alone 9.5 17.7 27.0 14.6
Other (e.g., nlother aild social worker,
Cal’e WOlkel- lind sociill worker; Coul’t
Order following contacts with Gardai 16.6 I 1.5 9.5 14.4
contacts wilh G;udai ;hid local agencies)
Per ten t 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
N = 199 96* 74 369
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be remembered, however, tllat Clare is a special case because of the
ftmctioning of the extremely, active voluntary social service council,
Clarecare, dealing with, among othei’s, families of children in need of care
or protection. The professional social workers in Clarecare would be
involved in any discussions with the Health Board social worker over the
best plan for any child vtdnerable to placement in care.
V, qmatever the combination of reasons for taking time decision to place a
child in care, the legal basis of placement - Court Order or voluntary -
may be a factor in.that combination. With a case likely to be the subject of
a Court Order, a case conference might be more appropriate and that
indeed proved to be true. In 69 per cent of the instances where a case
conference was heldl it was decided to apply to the Court for an Order and
time child became the subject of a Court Order.
Age
Age at Admi.~sion
Turning first to age at admission of chikh’en in care dnring 1989, Table
3.8 gives details I)y Community Care area. Although differences bep, veen
the areas are not significant, it is important to know the proportions in
each age group for each area to enable resources to be channelled to
groups with most need of them. The age groups are of course arbitrary,
but do indicate that, for instance, one-fifth of all children in care dtuing
1989 had been admitted aged less than 6 months. They do not inchtde pre-
adoptive babies.
Table 3.8: Age at Admi.~sion of Those in Care During 1989 by Community C~tre Areas
Age at CommuniO, Care Areas Mid-Western
Admission Limmick TipperaO, Clare Region
to C~ut
0-6 months 20.7 23.4 24.3 22.1
7-11 months 7.2 2.4 5.4 5.7
I year 12.0 7,5 8.1 10.0
2-3 },ears 17.8 16.8 13.5 16.7
4-6 }’ears 17.8 20.6 20.3 19.0
7-11 }’ears 15.9 17.8 21.6 17.5
12+ years 8.7 I 1.2 6.8 9.0
Pet" cent 100.0 100.0 I O0.0 100.0
Total 208 107 74 389
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The proportions of children of different ages which an area admits to
care will be affected by many factors; for example, by the area’s own
policies and provision. Policies or provisions likely to affect age at
aclmission are preventive services for young families and the policy and
practice of other agencies, e.g., courts, police. The influence of these
factors cannot be weighed accurately, but when the descriptive and
statistical data are brought togetheh they will be seen at work. (Appendix A
gives a pictorial breakdown of the age at admission figures.)
Present Age in 1989
More relevant to patterns of placement and area differences miglat be
the present age of claildren in care. Table 3.9 (and Appendix B) give
Community Care area breakdown By present age. Tipperary has a much
higher l)roportion of children in the older age groups in care - 53 per cent
in 12 years and over group, compared with 37 pet" cent in Limerick and 35
per cent in Clare.
"Fable 3.9: Present Age/9’ Community Caw, Area
Presen I Corn m unity Ca re Areas Mid- Western
Age Ling’rick Tippm’aD, Clare I{egqon
0-1 ] nlonths
1 year
2-3 years
4-6 years
7-11 years
12-15 years
16+ years
Pgr L’eOI
9.5 0.9 14.7 8.2
7.6 4.7 4.0 6.1
5.2 3.7 4.0 4.6
14.8 . 12.1 10.7 13.3
26.2 25.2 32.0 27.0
22.4 32.7 18.7 24.5
14.3 20.6 16.0 16.3
Per cent 100 100.0 100.0 100.0
Toud 392 210 107 75
Comparing ages at admission with present age for the Mid-Western
Region and the Community Care areas, Tal)le 3.10 shows that the build-uI)
in care appe,’irs to be confirmed. Children were more likely to have been
admitted fi’om the younger age groups while their present ages are far
more likely to be in the older age groups. This is particularly true in
Tipperary where over 50 per cent of the children in care are aged 12 years
and over.
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Table 3. I 0: Age at Admission and 15"esent Age by Community Care Area
Age Gl~ups Mid-We~tenl Limerick 7"ilq:eral), Clare
AdmL~sion Present Admission Pre~wnt Admission Pre~ent Admission Pwsent
Age Age Age Age Age Age Age Age
0-11 months 27.8 8.2 27.9 9.5 25.9 0.9 29.7 14.7
I year 10.1"1 6.1 12.0 7.6 7.5 4.7 8.1 4.0
2-3 years 16.7 4.6 17.8 5.2 16.8 3.7 13.5 4.0
’g6 yeas 19.0 13.3 t7.8 14.8 20.7 12.1 20.3 10.7
7-11 years 17.5 27.0 15.9 26.2 17.8 25.2 21.6 32.0
12 years + 9.0 40.8 8.7 36.7 I 1.2 53.3 6.8 34.7
Percent 100.0    100.0    100.0    100.0    100.0    100.0    100.0    10O.0
Total 389     392     208     210      107     107 74 75
Overall, there appears to be a ]:)repoftderance of older children in care.
Sixty-eight per cent of all children in care during 1989 were aged 7 years
and older. The breakdown by area is: Limerick 63 per cent, Tipperary 78
per cent, and Clare 67 per cent. This suggests long stays for most children
since, if ages at admission are younger than present ages, then children
once irt care experience long stays. The situation of these chilclren in long-
term care will be examined more ftdly in Chapter 6.
Table 3.11 compares age at admission and present age with the age
breakdown of the Census of Populatiort, 1986 for the Mid-West region. The
information here points up that children under 4 years of age have a
higher incidence of admission to care than their proportion in the
population woulcl warrant, while children’s present age in care is more
likely to be in the older age groups, for instance, an over representation in
the 10-14 age group.
Table 3. I I :CompaHson of Age Groups of CTffMren in Cam. on 31 OeceTnber 1989 and Census of
Population 1986 in Mid-Westm~l Health Board
Age at Admission Cml.vus Age Pre~sen! Age
(Children in Care) (Children in Care)
0-4 years 63.5 23.8 12.6
50 years 20.1 26.3 26.3
I 0-14 years 13.0 26.3 37.2
15-19 years 3.4 23.7 23.9
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0
Total 293 122,413 293
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Birth. Status
A lengthier discussion on the vulnerability of single parents to their
chilch’en 19eing placed in care, and the reasons this is so, will be
undertaken in the later chapter on the familial characteristics of chilch’en
in care. Here it is necessary to give some demographic information on the
birth stares of the children in care. Children are classified here in one of
three ways
marital, i.e., children born to parents married to each other.
non-marital, i.e., chilch’en born to single parents,
extramarital, i.e., children of married parents but parents are not
married to each other.
The Statu.s of Children Act, 1987 placed children born outside marriage
on the same footing as those born within marriage in the areas of
guarclianship, maintenance anti property rights, anti set up a statutory
procedure to enable any person to obtain a court declaration as to-his/her
parentage (see Explanatory Memorandtun - Stat’la" of Children Act, 198/-’).
Prior to the i)assing of this Act, children born outside marriage were
termed "illegitimate".
It would be almost impossible to estimate the proportion of the child
population which stood as "non-nmrital" in h’elancl in 1989, since accurate
information on a number of key questions is not available. To assess the
size of the non-marital child population one would have to take account of:
(a) the inflow of non-marital children to the population in the previous
15 yem’s, i.e., tile actual number of non-marital born in each year;
(19) the reduction of this non-marital inflow in terms of:
(i) adoption, either b)’ own [’amily or other couples,
(ii) subsequent legitimation by parental ntarriage,7
(iii) mortality rates of non-marital children.
"File numbers in group (iii) in particular would be difficult to ascertain
with accuracy. For all non-marital births official figures show a range fi’om ,as
low as 1.6 per cenl rising to 13.6 per cent in the 1960-1989 period. The
number of non-marital children as a proportion of tile overall child
population is likely to be significantly less, given adoption and subsequent
7 A fairly substanlial number of parents of non-marital children appl}, for re-
reglsuation of their children after they marr)’. Not all childrt:n are re-registered on their
par~znls’ marriage so iht:re is probably an underustinlation of the I~gure of children
legitimated by their p;u’ents’ subsequent nlarriage. The numbt:r of children re-registered on
their p:lren~’ marriagc under the Legitimacy Act, 1931 was I,I 10 for the year 1989. This
information ~ts supplied by the Gene1=d Register Office.
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legitimation. Births outside marriage as a percentage of total births in tile
Mid-Western Health Board region increased from 7.4 pet" cent in 1988 to
12.8 per cent in 1990. (Health Statistics, Deparmlent of Health, 1989, 1990).
As regards non-nlaritaf children in care in the Mid-Western Health
Board Region (MaAq-IB) during 1989, the proportion is 30 per cent, that is
about 2.5 times the proportion that would be expected had it reflected
levels within the general child population of the region (Source
Department of Health: Health Statistics, 1990).
q~ablc.3.12: Birth Status by Area
Birth Status Limerick "fipperary Clare MWHB Per CeT~t
N
Marital 59.5 61.7 72.0 245 62.5
Non-Marital 32.9 28.0 25.3 118 30. I
Extramarital 7.6 10.3 2.7 29 7.4
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Total 210 107 75 392 100
Gender
In a previous stud), by O’Higgins and Boyle (1988), gender was not
significant in relation to placement of children in care - the proportions in
care matched those in tile population. In this study females represented 54
pet" cent of the total. This reverses tile proportions in the population aged
under 19 in the Mid-Western Health Board area - 51 per cent males. It
would appear that females are slightly more likely to be placed in care than
males in the area under study but not significandy so. This is true in each
of the Community Care areas. In Limerick, 54 pet" cent in care were
females. Figures for Tipperary and Clare were 51 pet" cent and 60 pet" cent
respectively. These are in comparison with 49 per cent females in the
overall under 19 population.
Legal Status
Tile term legal status means the basis on which a child was placed in
care, whether on foot of a Court Order (CO) or voluntarily. As may be
seen fi’om Table 3.13, half of the admissions had been voluntary. (Tile
figures in this table include children placed for adoption, since these
children are included in Department of Health figures. Where these
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children are ex{:luded, the proportion of voluntary achnissions for the Mid-
West drops to 47 per celit.) In considering possible area differences here,
Limerick has the highest proportion of children in care through Cotn:t "
Order admissions - 55 per cent; in Tipperary 38 per cent of the children in
care.were admitted by. Courl: Order, with Clare having 52 per .cen’e.. If. we
excl(tdc claildren placed for adoption, in the 1989 figures some variation is
apparent: the proportion for Limerick.increases to 59 per cent Court
.Order admissions~ with Tipperary increasing only slightly to 40 per:cent
and Clare moving to’56 pe~; cent. Overall~ the ratio for COui"t Order :
Voluntary admissions (excluding adoptees), is 1 .: :9. A retrospective look at
the preceding, years where information, is available, shows a dl’amatic
increase in the.propoi’tion of chilch’en in care thro~,tgh Court O.rder
admissions (Table 3.13).                       ,-        , , , .
Table 3.13: Percenlaga~ of Court Oi’dm" and l/oluntaly Admissions for those in Cale on 31 Deceml~,w
Mid-Westen’n Area    Limerick Tippera~y NR Clare Irdand
Vol. CO    Vol. CO Vol. CO Vol. CO Vol. CO
1980
1981
1982 -
1983
1984
1985-1987
1988
1989
1989 (excl.
adol}tecs)
93 : 7
92 : 8’
89 : I I
87 : 13
81, : 19
Not a~,’ailable
52 48
50 50 -
,t7- 53
9~t ’: 6 86 : 14
92 ’i 8 88 : 12
¯ 87 : 13 89 : 11
85 : 15’ 87 : 13
Not ;l~til:!l}lc Not a~,’ailable
Not a~,’ailal}le Not available
¯ t8: 52 61 39
45 : 55 62 38 /
,tl : 59 60 ,10
100 : 0 88 12
95 : 5 84 : 16
95 : 5 79 : 21
92 : 8 76 : 2,1
Not a~,’ailable 74 : 26
Not available 73 : 27
50 : 50 51 : ,19
48 .; 52 49 : 51 ,
,I,I: 56 Not a~Tdlal}le
Smtrce: 1980-1988 - l)epartinent ot\Heahh; 1989 - Present stud),.
The figures show the trcdnd over the y~zars. They are not actual admissions
in any one’year. They seem to indicate a bt/ild=up of children who hadbeen
"adnfitted"through Court Orders, particularly in Limerick and "Clare, the
proportion in tlaeCh~lre’area going fi’om zero’ to 56per &nt in 10 years.
Til)perary had the slowest !3uild-up of children ’i6 care by-Court Order
admisgi6n going from 14 iSer cent to 40 per’cent in tile same 10 years. Given
that ’children" adm’i’t£ed to dare thi’ough Court Orders seem niore likely’ to
remain in care than children placed voluntaril),,-it is not surprising th,-it’over
a 10-year period a cumulafive’figfire will emerge" (Table 3.13). ’"
In a discossion with the respondent social workers it "~vas established-that
because of changes in practice, i.e., fewer cases being brought to court for
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committal to care, significant reductions are likely in 1990 and 1991 and
subsequent figures for Court Order admissions, but unless discbarges also
increase this will not be reflected in tbe figures for some time.
The legal route by which a child enters care is important on several
counts. It is likely to affect the way the cbild and the family feel about the
admission. It would also affect, the Heahh Board’s powers and probably
social workers’ attitudes to care. Recent studies stress the strong association
between legal route of entry and length of stay in care.8 Tbis was
confirmed in tbe present stud),. In particular, children in care between 1
year aud 12 years were more likely to have been placed in care by Court
Order than voluntarily (see Table 3.14 below). Perhaps when a child is
admi.tted through a Court Order, it is more difficuh to solve family
probl’ems to enable a speed)’ return of the child, because the problems had
been more serious in the first place. Also there could be a disinclination to
discharge a child because of the seriousness of his/her case.
Table 3.14: Legal &attt.~ IO’ Length of Stay in Care - Children in Ca,~ on 31 December 1989
I~,ngth in Care
O-6 mths 7-11mths l year 2-3years 4-6years 7-11years 12+ yeat~ Total
Per cent
Court Order 32.0 47.6 60.0 72.1 72.3 53.8 17.9 52.9
Volunta~’y 68.0 52.4 40.0 27.9 27.7 46.2 82.1 47.1
Percent 100.0 10O.01 100.0 100.0 100.O 100.0 100.0 100.O
Total 25 21 25 43 47 93 39 293
Rowe, et aL (1989, p. 52) also discuss how the Dartington research team
in the Millham, et al. (1986) study and Packman (1986) bare botb
highlighted the feelings of auger and outrage raised in some parents whose
children are compulsorily removed, and no doubt young people on Court
Orders may often feel equally angry and unco-operative. The studies
conclude that it seems inherently probable that the method of entry to care
"affects both duration and outcome. They caution against a cause and effect
view of legal status for admission given the subtle interaction of family and
child pcoblems and attitudes, social work aud Court interventions and the
cumulative effect of the care system on all tbose involved. However, wbat
can be expressed is a reaffirmation of the links between legal status and
length of stay which appeared to be significant in all three areas.
See, Ibr instance, Rowe, et aL, 1989, p. 41, Millham, et al. 1986, and Thorpe, 1974.
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Type of Placement
What are the criteria used for placement in either foster or residential
care? Are there any specific criteria clocumented for the guidance of the
social workers involved, or is it merely a case of selecting the type of care
according to availability? Do any assessment procedures exist? What are the
main distinctions between tbe children placed in eacb type of care in
terms of age, sex, birtb status and area?
Patterns of placement vary to some extent from one Communit), Care
area to anodaer. However, the most likely experience for a child in any of
the three areas is that he/sbe is in long-term care, defined as 6 mondls or
more. Table 3.15 demonstrates that long-term care predominates. The
variations bet~veen the areas are obvious fi’om the table - children in Clare
are least likely to be in long-term care. Long-term care has profound
implications for the economic resources of the Heahb Board, and for the
resources of the family, emotional and economic, in maintaining contact
with their child. A discttssion on family contact takes place in Chapter 6.
Table 3.15: Community Care Area tO, 7),pc of Care - Short-train or I-ong]ttn~n
A tea Sho~l-teT~n Long-term Total
Care Care per cent 0\9
Pe’f Ce?ll IO’ l’oztl
Limerick 27.9 72. I I OO.0 201
Tipl)e[~0’ 21.3 78.7 100.0 103
Clare 33.3 66.7 100.0 75
M I,%r]’l I?, Region27.2 72.8 100.O 379*
Total 103 276 100.0 379*
* Not inchlding chil(lretl utldcr supel’vision :ll home.
As regards care tyl)e Table 3.16 indicates tbat the majority of children’s
experience of care is of foster care. Tipperary shows the bighest
proportions of children in long-term care and in residential care. The pie
cbarts (Figures 3.2 and 3.3) provide a quick way to compare the types of
admissions by age at admission and present age. As may be seen, most pre-
sebool admissions are in foster care while from 7 years old upwards
residential care is dealing with 50 per cent of admissions. In only 6 per cent
of all tbe cases (lid social workers consider the placement unsuitable for
the child. These cases were mainl)’ where the social worker felt that to
benefit fi’om a stable family situation the child should bave~.been placed in
FIGURE 3.2: AGE AT ADMISSION BY CARE TYPE
MId-WeMorn: Aft Ages
Foster Care
70%
Mid-Western: ARe 2-6 Years
Foster Care
68%
Home Supervision
3%
Private Foster Care
Residential Care
25%
MId-Wes’tern: Aoe 0-23 Months
Foster Care 91%
Home Supe~s~on 1%
.
irate Foster Care 3%
Home Supervision
1%
private Foster Care
Mid-Western: Aae 7 Years+
FosterCare
43%
Private Foster Care
1%
Home Supervisbn
3%
Restdo~blCam
50% ¯
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foster rather than residential care. Figure 3.3 shows care type by present
age of children in care, indicating the changing proportions in types of
care ,as age of children rises.
The main types of care will now be considered separately.
"F: hie 3.16 Community Care Area by Type of Care - Foster or Re.~’idential
A tea Foster
I~ez~idential
Total
Care Care Per cent 0\9
Per Cent by bow
Limerick 73.1 26.9 100.0 201
"l’ip peJ-al~’ 68.9 3 I. I I 0O.0 103
Clare 85.3 I,t.7 100.0 75
M~,\q-[I?, Region 74.4 25.6 100.0 379*
Total 282 97 379*
* Not including children under supez’vision at home.
Foster Care
Foster care is defined in the Task Force Report (Ireland, 1980,.p. 161 ) as
"the care of a child by persons other than his own (or adoptive) family in
their own home". The report goes on to explain that in this country such
care, where arranged and paid for b), Health Boards, is normally called
"boarding out".
Under the Boarding Out of Children Regulations, 1983, the Health
Boards are formally reqtfired to place a child in foster care and only where
this is not possible to place him/her in a residential home. ,’Uthough these
regulations had only been passed in 1983, the idea that foster care was
preferable to residential care had long been accepted. As mentiooed in
Chapter 2, Robins (1980) spoke of die beginnings of a boarding-out system
for infants in h’eland as early as 1862, and the 1954 Boarcling-Out
Regulations contained a requirement that foster care shotdd, if possible, be
considered for all children.
When the Health Board social worker teams began to develop from
generic social work to specialising in dealing with children in need of care
or protection in the early to mid-1970s, a new move forward in the
provision of foster care was initiated. The new initiative, called Fostering
Resource Group, was inu’ocluced to the Eastern Health Board area. Other
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areas have been involved in their own initiatives to a greater or lesser
e X ten t.9
The Child Care Act, 1991 updatesthe law in relation to foster care. The
new provision will enable, and indeed dictates, that a Health Board must
consider foster care for all children in its care (Section 36). Prior to the
passing of this Act, only children who were orphaned or deserted, or whose
parents were destitute could be placed in foster care by Health Boards
without their parents’ consent. Another change to be introduced b)’ this
Act is that whereas the Courts could commit deprived children directly
into residential homes, in future any child coming into care through a
Court Order will have to be placed in tile care of a HeMth Board. That
Board will decide what type of care is most suitable. A Health Board can
apply for a Care Order and if granted, the Health Board will have the same
authority in respect of the child as his or her parent (Section 18). It would
seem from the above that tip to the present not all children entering care
were available for foster care, since for instance, parents could refuse to
allow their children to be fostered: However, in the section on Residential
Care in tiffs stud), there is evidence that only a very small proportion of
parents refused permission.. Therefore, present numbers in foster care are
probably total possible numbers in this particular Health Board.
Tile remuneration of foster parents is a matter for concern in that it is
essential to recognise that fostering is a difficult task and that foster
parents cannot be expected to persevere without adequate support - tile
foster care allowance being tile practical part of that support. The value of
the present rate of allowance, Gilligan argues (1990, p. 20), actually
declined relative to the cost of living in the period 1982-1987. The rate of
allowance, he continues, has not only declined in value relative to the cost
of living, it has also declined as a proportion of weekly average industrial
earnings. In 1991 the b~,sic weekly allowance was £38.80 per child. This
allowance is not included as part of income by the Department of Social
Welfare in an), means testing. In some Health Board areas, but not in the
Mid-Western, foster parents also receive a clothing allowance, pa),able twice
yearly. From the point of view of the Revenue Commissioners, tile
Boarding-Out allowance is regarded not as income of foster parents but as
income of the child, who would not be liable to pay tax.
9 The Fostering Resource Group .met up a Parenting Plus course in an aduh education context.
This consisLs of the Heahh B,,ard social workers holding public meetings for prospective f~.>stcr I)al’c,lts.
A[~ C(llllel’s ill’e ~lcce~)tcd i~[ that stage alld data on fostering given to them. A six-week COt.ll’SlL is then
arz~mgcd using aduh education techniques, i,~cludhlg videos and parficipatio,i by both the prospective
I>at’t:nLs alld the social workers, t~,fler the six-week course, ~[n ~S~CSSIII~Ilt i~ Ill~lfl~ of those who st:l veal
UlItli tila~ t211d O[" Lha2 COUl’$e, Ilnd sultal)[e foster ]):U’el~k~ are ciIos~I). Prel:*arittioll groups lot" foster
p:wents are standard p~oice in the Mid-Western ,’eglon in I.imcrlck and Clare since 1990.
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PTivate Foster Care
The Task Force Report (h’eland, 1980, p. 173) noted that the Children
Act (1908) ~ amended by the st!bsequent Children Acts of 1934 and 1957
and Section 10 of the Adoption Act of 1964, is the current legislation
governing the’supervision of chih:lren under 16 years of age, placed in
private foster care by agencies and individuals other than the local
authority: That situation will,apply tuftil the implementation of the Child
Care Act, 1991. Children in private foster care are referred to in the
legislation as children "at nurse". Children may.be placed privately by
parents, relatives or voluntary child care agencies. These .agencies are
mainly adoption agencies which place children in foster care while
awaiting adoption or pending aremrn to their parents. However, as may
be seen fl’om Figures 3.2 and 3.3; some children regarded as in need of
care or protection had been placed in private foster care and were being
supervised by Health Board social workers.
The.duties imposed on Healdl Boards relating to nursed-out children
required them to make’i’egular enquir), as to Whether children are being
nursed out within their area £lnd,.if, so, to appoint Infant Protection Visitors
to visit such children and the premises in which the), are. kept. In practice,
nowada),s, Health’ Bo,-ird social workers perform the duties of Infant
Protection Visitors and this latter title is,no longer in. common usage. The
Health Board may limit the number of children who ma), be kept in a
premises and may also gk,e exemption, with the approval of dae Minister,
fi’om the visitation of the premises which.it regal:ds’ as not requiring such
visitation (see Task Force Report, p. 174).
Returning to foster care in general, such care supplies, at least
temporarily, a family setting for the child instead of institutional care.
Berridge (1985, p. 5) comments that (in Britain) it is now generally
considered inappropriate for children in cal:e to-live for long periods in a
residential setting and, instead, more children are being placed with foster
families. It would not be reasonable to assume that foster care is suitable
for all .children in need of:care or protection. The reasons wh), children
, have been placed in residential, care in preference to. foster care are noted
later in tiffs chapter.
Age at Admi.~sion to Foster Care
Information on age.at admission is important because it reveals the
.strong association beo.veen age at admission, and type of placement. Two
questions need to be considered. First, what proportion of admissions in
each age group become foster placements? S(:con’d, what is’the" age
distribution of children going into foster homes?
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Tbe pie chart previously presented showed bow the proportion of
children placed in foster homes drops rapidly with increasing age. In spite
of emphasis on t’amily care, older children are more likely to go into
residential care. The percentage of children in residential care who are
there for reasons such as no suitable foster home being awfilable, or
breakdown of foster home is 25 per cent and 10 per cent respectively.
Table 3.17 compares the age at admission and present age of foster care
placements for the whole group and by area.
Table 3.17: Age at Admission and IS’e~wnt Age for ChiMren in Foster Care,
Age Gtvups Mid-W~tmTI Lilnelqck 77pperaO, Clare
Admission Pl~sent Admission P1~wnt Admission PI~’,seal Admission Ptvzent
Age Age Age Age Age Age Age Age
P6.t- Celll
0-11 months 39.1 I 1.3 43.5 13.6 33.8 1.4 3’1.9 17.2
I )’ear I 1.7 7.8 12.9 10.9 11.3 4.2 9.5 4.7
2-3 years 17.1 6.4 17.0 7.5 18.3 5.6 15.9 4.7
4-6 yeas 16.4 16.7 14.3 18.4 19.7 16.9 17.5 12.5
7-1 I years I I.,t 26.2 8.8 23.8 9.9 26.8 19.0 31.3
12 years + 4.3 31.6 3.4 25.8 7.0 45. I 3.2 29.7
Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 I00.0 100.0 100.0
Totals 281 282 1,t7 147 71 71 63 63
Legal Bas£s for Admission to Foster Carte
Forty-one per cent of children in foster care had been placed in care on
the basis of a Court Order, and the vast majorit’y of these were in long-term
care (90 per cent). Whether this was the original intention or not is
unclear. In only 6 per cent of all cases did the respondent social workers
feel that the type of care was tmsuitable for a particular child, and this
reservation applied mainly to children in residential care. According to
social workers, no suitable foster borne was available to 25 per cent of
children in residential care but the number of children involved (25) was
6.4 per cent of the total of cbildren in care in 1989. For children placed
voluntarily, the proportion in long-term tbster care was 55 per cent, and 45
per cent were sbort-tel’m placements. This again clearly indicated a greater
likelihood of long-term care for Court Order admissions.
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Birth Status of Children in Foster Ca’re
Irrespective of age, around 90 per cent of non-marital children in care
are in foster care, in contrast with 62 per cent of the marital children in
care. The 90 pen" cent figure demonstrates that non-marital children are
more likely to be placed in foster care than residential care. Although the
most often chosen type of care for marital children is also foster care, it is
somewhat less likely to be so. Age at admission by birth status may explain
this, as it has been shown that nnarital children are more likely to be older
at admission and older children have a highe/" probability of being placed
in residential care.
Table 3.18: Birth Statu.~ by Care Type
Marital Non-Madtal Extra- N Per cent
Marital of N
Per c~lt
Shor t-ternl
Foster Care        18.4 33.1 6.9 86 21.9
Long-term
Foster Care 42.9 52.5 79.3 190 48.5
Private Foster Care 0.4 4.2 " ¯ 6 1.5
Short-term
Residential Care 4.1 4.2 6.9 17 4.3
Long-term
Residential Care 29.0 5.9 6.9 80 20.4
Supet’lqsion at
Home 5.3 13 3.3
Per cem 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
M. West Total 245 118 29 392
Residential Care
The general title "Residential Homes" used here describes a type of care
for the sole purpose of providing for children who need care or protection
alternative to their family and for whom foster care is either not
appropriate or possible foE" whatever reason; foE" instance, parent(s)
refusing to consent to foster care, or no suitable foster home being
available.
The majority of Residential Homes for Children are run by Roman
Catholic religions orders, but some are administered by Protestant and non-
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denominational committees. The proportions are 84.4 peR" cent Roman
Catholic, 7.4 per cent Protestant and 6.2 pet" cent non-denominational and
other bodies. The l-lealth Boarcls are responsible foR" the remaining 2 pet"
cent of places (see Gilligan, 1991). From former large institutions they have
gradually broken down into grottp homes where small numbers of chilch’en
are eared for by chilcl care workers and assistants. Boys ancl girls are both
accommodated in Children’s Homes up to the age of 16, at present the
upper age [’or admission of children to substitute care in Ireland.
Application may he made to the Minister for Health for support for a young
person up to the age of 18. This application is regarded as a formality, as an
extension is ahvays granted when applied for by a Children’s I-tome. If
suitable accommodation is no longer available at the Home, alternatives
such as a hostel have to be founcl for the young person.
Dilemmas and uncertainties appear to surround residential care. Davis
(1981), for instance, outlinecl some of the reservations against residential
care. In Britain, Rowe, et aL (1989) saw residential care ,as being tmcler fire
both fi’om those who saw it as an ineffective response to clelinqoency and
those who saw it as an inappropriate milieu in which to bring up children.
A broad definition of residential care is taken here as being any type of
care outside the child’s home of origin, other than a boarcling school, not
designatecl as foster care or private foster care. This is because, as Rowe, et
aL, have demonstrated, the residential scene would be difficult to write
about due to its complexity ancl variety. Many different types of
establishment may be included. A variety of family group homes (which
may closely approximate a large.foster home) exists in housing estates or
in old institutions, aclapted for the purpose of catering for smaller groups.
Therapeutic and assessment centres would also be included under
residential care.
The transfer of functions relating to a number of residential homes rtm
by religious orders fl’om the Minister for Education to the Minister for
I-lealth in 1983 has placed statutory and administrative responsibility for all
children’s laomes in one department.10
Like foster care, residential care may be short-term or long-term. From
time to time, certain homes could have the services of a social worker on
secondment fi’om the Health Board, hut this is by no means the general
rule or practice. Ideally, child care workers should link up with social
workers in the l-lealth Boards. It is now likely that each child being placed
in a residential home has a named social worker, and if that social worker
10 See Address of Mr BarlT Desmond. the then Minister fi~r Health :tnd Social Welfare, to
Ct.nlfct’ctlce~ Fittul~ Dil~’rtions in I’h’alth Polit),. Coundl for Sodal Welfrtre. 19S4.
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resigns, the case load is given to the person taking over. If operated
successfully, no child would be in care without some connection between
the residential home and the family.
The basis on which children’s homes have been financed since.lanuary
1984 is overall a budgetary one. Prior to that date, the basis was per capita
This latter method of financing may have encouraged the admission and
retention of more children in residential care than pel’haps was necessary,
as it was important to have sufficient numbers to keep the income of the
home at an acceptable level. The present budget system had set out to
provide funds based on needs as they arose and might have been regarded
as a I)etter method of funding. However, the report At What Cost?
(Streetwise National Coalition, 1991) points out that one of the major
anomalies’ in the residential care system relate to funding. There arc
enormous variations in the distribution of the statutory funding. Such
variations, the report says, cannot simply be explained by the numbers of
children catered for. and gives examples of this anomalous funding in the
residential care area.
While being in sul)stitttte care, particularly residential care, may have
I)een regarded as detrimental to the welM)eing of a child, current research
indicates that it can be, and often is, a positive experience for some
children especially older children, sibling groups and children with special
needs.tl In the Aldgate (1977) stud); when parents’ preference in care type
for their children was asked about, residential care was the much preferred
option. Parker (1988, p. 91) supports Aldgate’s view which suggests that
resiclential care may help to promote (or sustain) a child’s sense of family
identity as well as enhance the competence of parents, "by not placing
them in direct competition with another filmily". In Britain where "home
on trial" is a possibility for a child, the greatest likelihood of a chikl being
returned "]1o111e on trial" was from a residential home, not a foster honle
(see: Farmer and Parker. 1991 ).
Our data disclose a consideral)le reliance on residential care as an option
for children. Twenty-six per cent of children were placed either in long-term
or short-term residential care. Many more children may have experienced
residential care at some time. So, despite the reduction in the proportion of
children placed in residential care during recent years, residential care
clearly continues to play an important role in child care services.
The functions of residential care are many. It may be used as a reception
service for children needing immediate removal fl’om their families. More
It See, for inslance. Mid.Western I’leahh Board Child Cal* Prartire Polio’ Statement (1991, p. 5).
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long-tern1 fulactiolas are the care of sibling gl’oups or care for children who
reject fostering. Residential care has also been used where a foster
placenlelat has failed.
In its research study on residential care for children and adolescents in
h’eland, Sn’eetwise Nalional Coalition (1991) observed that there was a
feeling of change taking place and even greater changes on the way within
the residential crlre system. Debate and discussion about the work are
taking place at man), levels and new methods of work are being tried in a
small nttml)er of homes. The), also found that the general level of ph),sical
and emotional care witnessed during the visits was of a vet), high standard
and carried out in a professional wa), in most cases. The data for the study
emerged from visits to residential homes and from the formal
questionnaire interviews undertaken b), a researcher, l-lowever, the
research also uncovered a certain amount of tension on the ground
between the residential care staff, social workers and l-lealth Board
adtninistrators. The report speaks of the fi’ustration expressed by the care
workers over relationships with social workers, probatiola officers and
p,,lic), makers and administrators in the Health Boards and the
DeparlmenL~ of Education anclJttstice.
Residential care staff expressed a feeling of being undervahled by other
professioll~lls and a level of dissatisfaction with the Ibstering s),stem because
of the feeling that the residential care system was left to deal with the
conseqHences of fostering breakdown to an increasing extent. Care staff
recognised that social workers have very hea~T workloads, but expressed
Ihe view that social workers did not alwa),s shave essential information with
them about the children’s families. The), often assumed that their job was
largel), done when the child was placed in care. hlsufficient contact
between care workers and social workers was a fairly constant thenle.
Referring to Britain, Berridge (op. eit., p. 6), remarks on the paucit), of
inlbrmation about children in residential care there. Little is known of
their backgrounds, how the), arrive in care and what responses the homes
nlake to the childreH’s needs. Richardson (1985) tries to fill in some of the
gaps in the information on the h’ish scene, but nevertheless, comments on
the lack of an), substantive detail on the children in her stud),.
To somewhat redress this imbalance in accessible information, at least
for one region, a nttmber of variables are considered here. First, the
proportion of childrell in residential care in each area: Tipperary ranked
highest with 31 per cent, then Limerick with 99 per cent, and Clare with
the lowest proportion, 1.5 per cent, of its care populatioia in residential
care. Availability of places in each area does not account for these
differences since Limerick has the onl), available residential places in the
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Mid-West region. Thus, explanations in terms of attitt|de in the areas to
residential care may be more usefitl.
One at’gument for the need to maintain a strong residential sector is the
greater capacity of residential establishments to cope with difficult
behavioor. 1 cannot comment on the difficult I)ehaviour element among
the children in this study except to say that 27 children were said to have
been placed in care as "out of control" to some degree.12 Of these, 15 had
been placed in residential care (56 per cent). Although the nunaber is
small, it does indicate that, as might be expected, children out of control
are proportionately more likely to be placed in residential care. There
appeared to be no gender bias - similar proportions of.girls and boys were
in residential care as in care in general.
If a child was placed in care through a Court Order, he or she was only
slightly more likely to be in residential care than a child placed voluntarily.
Twenty-six pet" cent of children placed in care by Court Order were in
residential care and 23 per cent of children placed voluntarily in care, so
there was no great difference there. The age profile of children in
residential care was skewed towards the older child. Ahnost 80 per cent of
children in residential care were 4 years old or older at admission. Following
on fi’om that, of course, was the evidence that 96 per cent of children in
residential care were now 7 ),ears old oz" older. These were the percentages
for age at admission and present age respectively. The most common family
type for children in residk:ntial care w~ts that of "naarried t~vo-parent" (55 per
cent), with "married one-parent" comprising 28 pet" cent. It follows that the
vast majority of children in residential care were marital children.
One of the often cited advantages of residential care over foster care is
its capacity to provide for groups of siblings without having to split them
np. Indeed this was the most often cited reason in this stt|d)~ Such an
attitude reflects the appreciation of the vital importance of siblings to each
other. Wedge and Mantle in their conclusions (1991, p. 83) say:
Wherever practicable, in all social work activity with children and
families, sibling relationships should be enabled to take their
natural course in recognition of the (sometimes closet) importance
of brothers and sisters to one another. When siblings must be
separated then there remains a powerful case for ensuring that
links betaveen them are maintained so that in due course if they so
wish, the individuals can re-write and re-locate themselves and their
identit), in that culture where their social understanding w~ begun.
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Table 3.19: Reason for ChiM Being in Residential Cme
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I¢~ason of Children per cent
I. Child placed with siblings 29.6
2. No suitable long-term foster home available 19.4
3 No suitable short-term foster home a~,’ailable 6.1
4. Chih:l out of control [5.3
5. Breakdown in foster placement t0.2
6. Parents refuse to allow child to he fostered 4. I
7. Residential I-]olne ileal*el own honle dlan ally
a~tilable Ibster home 2.0
8. Miscellaneous (including most suited to child’s
needs because child mentally handicapped etc.) 13.3
Percent 100.0
N = 98
Earlier Berridge (op. cit., p. 124) had argued that a particular strength
of children’s laomes was in keeping siblings together or in re-uniting them
when the)’ have been split up. He maintained that siblings are usuall),
separated for administrative rather than welfare reasons, and since the
alternative care experience is not always stable and fidfilling, it is important
to stress that for many children in care, the natural family - including
brothers and sisters - often provides the strongest basis for long-term
support. Close to one-third, (30 per cent) of tile children in the present
study in residential care were reported to have been placed there to be
with siblings.
In a quarter of the cases, where the placement was in residential care, no
suitable foster Ilome was available but yet social workers felt that in only 6
per cent of cases overall was the placement inappropriate. So it seems that
little dissatisfaction is expressed about the residential home chosen. In only
4 cases did parents refuse to allow their children to be fostered.
A far more serious reason for residential care would be the breakdown
of a foster care placement and for 10 per cent of the children in residential
care this was said to have occurred. These breakdowns involved only a tiny
proportion of the children in foster care (3.5 per cent). For tilat
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proportion of children in foster care, however, tile breakdown meant a
double disruption, first fl’om their family home and then fi’om a foster
home.
In Chapter 6 foster care breakdown is discussed. If levels of breakdown
proved to be substantial it would serve to draw attention to the relationship
between foster care and residential care ill a %vay that is relevant to
planning, as Parker (1988) states to be the case in Britain. In the case of
h’eland tile qnestion must be asked: how long can a high level of foster
care be maintained without the backing of residential care, where a very
limited Supervision at Home system exists? However, the Child Care Act,
1991 (Section 19) now provides for a new Supervision Order, thus
enabling the Courts to place it) the care of, or under the supervision of
Health Boards children who have been assauhed, neglected, ill-treated,
sexually abused or who are at risk. The Act imposes a statutory duty on
Health Boards to apply for a Supervision Order when it appears to a Board
that the conditions required for tile making of an Order exist in respect of
the child. An important innovation is that the Act makes it possible for a
Health Board to obtain an Order when children have not yet been
harmed. Hopefully, when tile Child Care Act is fully implemented, a more
extensive use of Supervision Orders will enable children to stay ill their
family home under the protection of such an Order;
While various commentators have classified residential care by the
purposes it serves, few, accortling to Parker (op. tit.) have distinguished
becween the flmctions residential care fiflfils for the wider welfm’e system
and those for individual children. The distinction is su’essed and is vitally
important in considering the fnture of residential care. One example,
illustrating the complexity of the purposes served by residential facilities
beyond their stated primary aims, is the use of residential homes as the
main destination for children who have been removed fi’om foster homes
for one reason or another.
Parker (ibid) concludes that the evidence fi’om his own and others’
research indicates a close relationship between certain parts of the
residential child care s),stem and foster care. It is obviously inappropriate,
therefore, to regard them as exclusive options. "Seen fi’om a child’s
viewpoint, residential care and foster care are often sequential episodes in
a string of different placements" (p. 73).
A number of principles are set out in the Child Care Practice PollO,
Statement (1991) of the Mid-Westerll Health Board. There is little doubt
that implementation of these principles would have contributed positively
over the past two years to a new and more rigorous enqttiry and planning
for children entering care, for their stay in care and return to their
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families, if that is in their best interest. The main emphasis is on point of
enu’y to care. However, children in this present study had all I)een placed
in care during or prior to 1989, in a large number of cases many years
prior to 1989. Thus, the pt’esent princil)les were not underlying practice at
the time of their entry to care. This would inagnify already serious
i)rol)lems for i)resent social workers dealing with these families. Less initial
planning than at present wotdd have taken ])lace and social workers are
now u’ying to cope with cases where if the present principles hacl been laid
down at the time of the child’s entry to care, a clear pkm for the care
experience of that child would have I)een availal)le. Any new social workers
would be able to follow through on a previous colleague’s work with the
child, knowing what the care plan was for that chikl.
Relevant to this chapter also are details of the arrangement Ibr a pre-
placement meeting involving all who are working with tim child. If such a
meeting is not possil)le, a i)lanning meeting will be held within one week
of admission. Thus since 1991 all children have a pre-p[acement discussion
Ola their care plan.
Summary
In this chapter we have given details of ntlmbers of children in care,
their demograplaic characteristics; area differences; o,pes of care available,
with breakdowns of numbers in each type; supl)ly and demand for i)laces
in care alld assessment and criteria for i)lacement.
Considering admissions and discharges for a moment, the proportion of
admissions hovered around 38 per cent of all childrel~ in care on 31
Decemben Discharges have been around 34 peY cent. If these proportions
were consistent over a number of years, it would lead to a slow I)uikl-up of
children in care. Certainly, there seems to be evidence of long stays in care,
with a higher i)rol)ortion of children, initially placed in care on foot of a
Court Order, being retained in care. With these long-term el)isodes in care
comes the lessening of proportions in foster placements as age rises.
Relative to the British scene (see, for instance, Parkm, 1987, Rowe el aL,
1989), the length of time spent in care is protracted. The vast majority of
children placecl in care in Britain spend less than 6 months in care. The
implications for children in long-term care and impact on resources will be
examined in Chapter 5.
No significant differences appeared between gender but the legal basis
for entry to care was regarded as I)eing iml)ortant to the child, the family
and the Health Board. The extraordinary rise in the cumulative numl)ers
of children in care who had originally been admitted through Court
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Orders is conamented on - a sixfold rise ill tile l-lealth Board as a whole
over 9 years.
The possible differing types of care were described and some
demographic details of children placed in each type were noted. With
residential care, the majority of children were older marital children who
had spent a long time in care. However, parents had seldom objected to
foster care, other reasons for residential care almost always applied, e.g., to
keep siblings together. As regards birth status, non-marital children were
over-represented and were more likely than marital children to have been
in foster care. Assessment and criteria for placement in care, in terms of
likelihood of a case conference being held and in what circumstance, were
discussed.
It should he noted that the children studied here represented various
lengths of stay in care. The span was from less than 6 months to more than
12 years. Thus, the population under discussion was a heterogeneous one
age-wise and in the length of time spent in care. Reference has already
been made to changes in social work practice and this, together with older
files being incomplete along with pressures on social workers, may have led
to emphasis on present admissions and possibly a poorer service to
children who had already spent a long time in care.
This chapter concentrated on the children in care as individuals. From
here on the child will be considered ,as a member of a family.
Chapter 4
FAMILIAL AND Kh\tSHIP CHARACTERISTICS
While no recent or comprehensive study of the socio-demographic
backgrounds of children in care in Ireland had been undertaken, certain
empirical indicators from studies elsewherO3 pointed to there being
structured, patterned deprivation leading to vulnerability to placement in
care. This vulnerability was generally agreed to follow social class lines. In
this chapter social class will be based on the occupation category of the
child’s father. Mother’s occupation will be used where information on
father’s occupation is unavailable. Other social class variables such as,
source of income; education level of parents; type of housing; living
arrangements - whether tbe "family" lived as a unit on its own or ,as part of
another household unit will be included. The extent of kinship and
neighbourhood support will be examined as will the extent of formal
support services available to the family. How the family came to the
attention of the Health Board is a question which might provide some
flwther answers to the reasons why the child needed to be placed in care.
Finally, did the parents have a care experience themselves as children? If a
high proportion of parents did experience care as children, this lnight
conu’ibute to the possibility of a care experience for their children.
At this stage I will consider household units. From the data it was
obvious that in some cases the child in care came fi’om a household
comprising various relatives, such as siblings, attnts, uncles, grandparents.
For instance, some single mothers were living with their parents, some lone
parents had retttrned to live with their parents. Consequently: (i)
househoh:ls with children in care as inclividuals or with siblings in care and
(ii) houselaolds and the total mtmber of clfildren in tllem were noted. The
number of hottseholds is ob~4ously the same in both cases. There were 258
laousehold units - defined as separate groups of children and adults. Table
4.1 indicates that in 189 of those houselaolds 1 child was in care; in 35, 2; in
16, 3; in 11, 4; in 5, 5; in 1, 7 and in 1 household 8 children were in care -
a total of 391 children in care. The second group included all the children
in the 258 families, that is, both the children in care and children who had
i:~ For instance, Packnlnn (1968); I?,crridge (1985) and Packman, et at. (1986).
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Table 4. I : Household.~ of Chihhen in C’¢tre
No. of Children All Children C’hildt~n in Olle
in Househohl 1\1o. of Households No.of Households
I child 91 189
2 children 45 35
3 children 37 16
4 children 22 I I
5 children 23 5
6 or more children 40 2
"l’.lal 258 258
Total No. of children 791 392
siblings in care but were not in care themseh,es. Of these 91 were only
children; in 45 houselaolds there were 2 children in the household; in 37,
3; in 22, 4; in 23, 5; in 14, 6 and in the 26 remaining households 7, 8, 9, 10
or I I children in each. Overall, 791 children were invoh,ed. The unit of
study in this chapter will be the houselaold unit.
The family types by the size of the family are set out in Table 4.2.
"Fa n’l) t) 9e is the marital status of the parents, irrespective of where the),
Table 4.2: Family 7")~Oe IO, Family Size of Children in Calre in the
Mid-WezteT7l Health Boald Region
Family Size
Family 7~’pe
A,lal~ied Single MalT~ed Other
7"wt~patent One-]mmnt One-parent Fanffly N Pet"
Type cent
1 child 27A (25.0) 55.1(72.8) 36.4(50.7) 46.1 91 35.3
2 children 17.0(30.8) 20.3(19.8) 27.3(24.5) 30.8 45 17.4
3 or 4 children 26.,I(35.2) 14.5(6.6) 20.5(19.9) 15.4 59 22.9
5+ children 29.2 (8.9) 10.1 (0.7) 5.9 (4.8) 7.7 63 24.,t
Per cent 100 100 100             100
N = 106 69 44 39 258
(464,300) (13.600) (47,700)
100
Note: The figures in i~arentheses show the proportions of the family unit.s by marital status
of head of household and number of children from Table 2(a) special analysis of the
l~abotn" Force Suzwcy 1989 commissioned by the Combat Poverty Agency.
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were living. ±Ms might be expected, as the number of children in tile family
increased the proportion in the group - married two-parent - also
increased. Only in tile single child l/ousehold was the proportion in the
single parent group larger than any of tile others.
A rough compat’ison of family types in this study with famil), Wpes in
the population in general was attempted with the anal),sis specially
colnmissioned by the Combat Poverty Agency (1991). The anal),sis was of
the Lal)our Force Survey and it was commissioned with a view to
identifying some of lhe broad characteristics of different family types.
Combat Povert), identified a significant limitation in their data: Children
were defined as l)ersons of any age who had never been mat~ried and were
living with their parent(s). ,,ks a result the data (lid not identify families widl
economically del:iendent children in each categor),. Nevertheless, Combat
Poverty pointed out that the data were useful as an identification oftile
order of magnitude of the different family types and of their variabilit), oil
a number of characteristics.
In the comparisons with tile dala in the i)resent stud),, it is
acknowledged that the coml)arisons are of necessity very rough, an
example I)eing that children in this study are, with onl), one or two
exceptions, under 16 years old. Also, tile differences in tile numbers must
be noted. Given these consu’aints, the figures in Table 4.2 pt’ovide sonic
modictm~ of information on how representative file family types are in this
stttdy. The most notable is the over-representation in "married two-parent
families of 5 children+" famil), units in this stud),. Tile lack of comparability
with any other data must be stressed. No corresponding data exist for
comparison purposes.
Social Cla.~s I~, Occupation
As fat" back as 1971, McQuaid had shown that of tile 20 children
admitted to ~a’tane Industrial School in that year, none belonged to the
fal’tl]er o1" non-mantlal socio-econonlic categories. 111 fact, two-thirds
I)elooged to the unskilled manual or unemployed categories. Richardson
(1985, pp. 105-116) reviewed certain indicators of tile socio-economic
backgrounds of a sample of children in residential care in h’eland. Her
findings suggested an over-rel)resentation of tile lower socio-economic
groups among her sample. Both the McQuaid and Richardson studies were
of children in residential care only. Until now no similar infornlation was
available oil children in other t),pes of care in h’elantl. In Britain 13ackman
top. cir., p. 51) writing on tile social class of the children in her stud),
argued that tile pattern of the lower social classes, particularly manual
workers, being heavil), over-represented in care, does not mean that
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families in the higher social classes do not hreak down nor that their
children escape deprivation or, indeed, avoid Court appearances. What it
does suggest, Packman goes on to say, is that these families rarely approach
the local authority in times of trouble but find other means of coping with
their difficulties; for instance, boarding schools or private foster homes
(see also Packman, et al., 1986: and Parkeh 1987).
Both the scale of problems encountered by different families and their
resources to counteract the problems are obviously dissimilar. Families in
poverty have fewer resources to offset their likely vulnerability to their
children heing placed in State care. However, since only a tiny minority of
all children are placed in care, any straightforward argument in terms of
class background being influential in determining whether or not a child
will spend some time in care is clearly inadequate. Whether the an.v, ver lies
in the direction of multiple deprivations or the interaction of class with
other variables remains unclear. However, all the evidence from other
studies indicates that children in care appear to be overwhehningly fi’om
deprived backgrounds, and therefore fi’om the lowest social classes.
The social class by occupation of the parents of the chilth’en in care in
this study will now be presented.
Table 4.3: Social Cla.~s of Fathm;r by Ocmtpation, Compal~sot~$ with (~nL~s of
Population Data for t~lid-We.st I~on
Social CLc~s~ 19,76 C, en.~ts Pre.sm~t Study
of Popu#aion
I. Higher Professional, etc. 9.3 2.7
2. Lower Professional, etc. 13.3 2.3
3. Other Non-nmnual 18.6 7.’I
4. Skilled Manual 25.4 7.7
5. Semi-skilled 13.5 9.7
6. Unskilled Manual I 1.6 26.0
7, Unkt]owtl 8.2 44.2
Per cent 100.0 100.0
N = 159,946 258
* For fuller details of social class categories, see heland: Census of Populalion, 1986.
Source: Sn~dl Al~a StatL~tic.s, h’eland: C.e~ts of Population, 1986, Mid-Western Heahh Board
Region.
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In tile analysis of social class by occupation of fathers, a nunlber of men
were in tile category "long-term unemployed" and "no information" on
occupation available. In some cases there was a comment that tile father
had never been employed. These o, vo groups - "long-term unelnployed"
and "never worked" comprised 44 per cent of fathers, b~,qlere there was no
information on the father’s occupation but information available on the
mother’s, her occupation category was used.
Table 4.3 indicates the comparisons in the data from the 1986 Census -
Small Area Statistics for tile Mid-Western Health Board Area. The problem
of missing information must be borne in mind and tile vast differences in
the totals have also to be considered. However, there appears to be a
distinct bias towards the lower end of the scale in the social class of parenL~
of children in care.
Where source of income/current status of mothers was examined,
home duties had the largest proportion, being 38 per cent, while 13.5 per
cent of tbe mothers were in categories full-time (8.0 per cent) or pm-t-tinle
(5.5 per cent) employment. Mothers on State benefit (widows, deserted
wives, single mothers) accounted for 26.5 per cent of the mothers. A
further 20.5 per cent were obtaining unemplo),nlent benefit or assistance.
Therefore, up to 47 per cent of the mothers were obtaining State benefit as
their illain IlleallS Of support. Two per cent of tile inodlers wen’e student.
Tile picture emerging on tile mothers’ employnmnt and social cl~s status
w~ one of low levels on both count.
~,qlere fathers’ current status was examined and information available
(on 165 fathers) (Table 4.4), 56 per cent of fathers were unemployed; 31
per cent in fidl-time employment; 5 per cent in part-time and the balance
of the fathers were studen~ or on disability benefit. In the v~t majority of
cases, therefore, tile fadler’s source of income was State benefit of one
kind or another.
Table 4.4: SourceoflncomeFathmzqfChiMren in C~n’e.
Stmrce of Income Per
N cent
Ftdl-time Employment 52 31.5
Part-time Employment 9 5.4
Unemploymem A/B. 93 56.4
Disabilip/, students, elc. I I 6.7
N = 165 I00.0
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Employmtmt Level.~
Some comparisons on employment levels of the males and females in
tbe Mid-Western area and tile particular population under study are
attempted in Table 4.5. Tbese data are extremely rough comparisons and
serve only as a guide to the likely differences between the population in
general and the l~opulation under study bere.
Table ,I.5: Compmq.~on between Census of Population Data on Percentage~ in
Enlployment and Percentages in Pre~ent Study
MM-We~*tm*n Health Boalrt                            Pre.~ent Stltdy
Male.* P~male~ 114ale.s Fe~nale~*
63.9 28.8 31.5 8.0
Smt roe: Small A ~:a Statistical Census of I’opulation, 1986.
While a large number of people may have been affected by
unemployment, one important aspect of the problem is that tbe worst
effects would have been felt disproportionately by different groups in
different areas. Remote rural areas and socially disadvantaged ttrban areas
would be more likely to have concentrated incidence of nnemployment. The
above levels of employment for the Mid-Western Region conceal huge
differences. For instance, a study of one urban socially disadvantaged area in
Limerick (O’Gallagher, 1990) showed an unemployment rate of 82 per cent.
Age of Parents
Tile present age of parents, that is in 1989, is an important
demographic variable in that if parents were either very young or elderly,
certain implications wotdd follow - possibly immaturity would cause social
workers to think again about returning children to parents, or older
parents might not be able to handle difficult children who had spent some
time in care (Table 4.6). No COmlgarable data are available in this form for
the Mid-Western Region as a whole.
Education
Before examining the general education levels of the parents, attention
should be drawn to Appendix Table C where the gronps of parents are
divided into those educated in pre- and during the 1960s, and during the
1970s and the 1980s contrasted with the general population. During the
1960s a series of changes was set in u’ain in Ireland which greatly increased
State involvement in education. Breen, et al. (]990) comment on the
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changes in the three decades, 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. Tile best known
change, as they report (p. 123), was the in u’odttction, in 1967, of free post-
Table 4.6: Age - Mothers and Fathers in 1989 of Children in Care
Age Group Mother Father
< 20 3. I 1.7
20-25 14.2 8.7
26-30 15.9 10.5
31-35 19.0 12.8
36~0 24.3 23.8
41-45 13.3 20.3
46+ 10.2 22.1
Per cent 100.0 100.0
Totals 226 172
Mean age 33.6 years 38.9 years
Note: No comparable data for age of’mother" or "father" are a~,ailable for the Mid-Western
Health Board Region.
primary education and free school transport. Other important innovations
were tile opening of the first comprehensive school in 1966; tile extension
of the main national public examinations to pupils in all types of post-
primary schools in 1967, the raising of the school leaving age fi’om 14 to 15
in 1972. As Breen, et aL (op. cit.) point out, it was hardly surprising that
public expenditure on education grew very rapidly fi’om just over 3 per
cent of GNP in 1961/62 to 6.3 per cent in 1973/74. Tile point most
relevant in considering the data in this study is that prior to tile reforms of
the late 1960s, the great majority of the Irish population experienced only
i)rimar), education. Breen, et al. show the i)articipation rates and nuntbers
in full-time education 1963-64 and 1984-85. The), comment that Irish post-
compulsory participation rates, as Tussing (1978, p. 90) and Murplay
(1983, p. 3) had noted, now compare very favonrably with those of otber
EC and OECD cotmtries.
Virtually all pupils now experience some post-primary education,
and only about 8 per cent of each year’s outflow fi’om post-primary
education has not sat for at least one of the national certificate
examinations, while roughly one in four post-primary leavers enters
third level education (Breen, et al., 1990. p. 129).
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Table 4.7 gives overall figures of tile education levels of tile parents of
tile children ill care. These levels appeared to be overwhehningly at the
lower end of a scale of ally academic qualification. Taking mothers first,
just 81 per cent ]lad left school widaout any qualifications; 13 per cent had
remained until Gronp/Internlediate Certificate level; a further 4 per cent
had up to Leaving Certificate level and the balance - 5 mothers - had
some dlird-level education: The age range for tile mothers in tile study was
from 17 to 60+.
Table 4.7: Education IxveL~" - Mothers aml Fothm~ of Children in Care
I&lucation Level
Parent Total
No Grtmp/Inter. Leaving             Third
Quals. ~ Ce~7 Im,el
per cent by row
Mother 80.6 12.6 4.5 2.3 100.0
N = 179 28 I 0 5 222
Father 83.9 8.9 5.3 1.8 100.0
N = 141 15 9 3 168
Table 4.7 shows that where information was available, fathers’
edttcation levels were skewed towards lowest education levels. The age
range of the fathers at the time of tile study was from under 20 to 80, so
tile figures were also broken down into age likely to have been at school in
the 1960s or earlier; 1970s and 1980s. Appendix Table C shows the
differences in education levels. When these are compared with levels in the
Department of Labour’s School Leaver’s Survey, quoted in Hannah and
Shortall (1991), tile levels show how dranlatically different tile edttcation
levels are between this group and the general population, particularly for
tile mothers. Comparable data for the Mid-Western region is not ax-ailable,
so, of necessity, comparison must be made with tile general population.
Single and Lone Parenls
In all EC countries, tile number of lone-parent families has risen
sharply in recent years. They have therefore become tile focus of attention
within individual countries and this is reflected in the interest which is now
being paid to them at EC level (Social Europe, 1/89, p. 87). It is clear, even
ft’om tile inost Cl.lrsory examination of tile international data, that most
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lone parents are x~’omen. At a mininlum, Social Europe (I/89, p. 87)
indicates, about three-quarters, and in some countries 9 out of 10, are
women. The lone-parent family was invariably identified as one of the
groups ranking high on the list of those threatened by poverty.
Mil[ar et aL (1992) calculate that there are now over 40,000 lone-parent
families in Ireland, coral+rising 10 pet- cent of all families with children
under 15 and involving around 7 pet" cent of all cbildren. The study on
lone parents, poverty and public policy in h’eland commented that these
figures show h’eland to be almost average in EC terms in its proportion of
one-parent families. Fttrthermore given the absence of divorce, lone
parenthood is almost certainly more of a continuing and long-standing
status in h’eland than elsewhere, and there are illol-e lone pal’el’lts than the
figures, on any of the variotts bases they are collected, are able to show. For
instance, young mothers wbo have not left tbeir family of origin are likely
to be undercotmted to an ttnknowt~ degree.
Daly (1989), in her study of Women and Povt,.rty, discussed the situation
of women as lone parents in h’eland. She commented (13. 17): "Families
beaded by a woman on her own are becoming increasingly reliant on
Social We!fare".
On the aspect of all lone parents and poverty, the Miller a aL, (1992)
study demonstrated the severe disadvantage of lone parents as far as access
to income and hence the quality of life is concerned:
Lone-parent families, it can be shown, have lower incomes than
other forms of family and lone-parent families that are beaded by
single mothers have the lowest income of all. Opportunities for
securing income fi’om :employment are very limited; the record of
secul’ing any inconle fl’olll maintenance by a formel" spotlse is
dismal; and welfare payments, while lifting many lone parents fi’om
severe poverty, mean that women and children involved are not
generally etljoying a standard of life above the poverty line (13.99).
There are other fnore general studies of poverty in Ireland.14 Here,
however, 1 am specifically focusing on lone parents and poverty.
The connection between lone parents, partictdarly lone mothers, and
poverty is also the subject of Lewis’ comments (1989, 13. 598). She criticises
the developments in Britain and the USA which result in one kind of
behaviour being deemed algpropriate for women in e, vo-parent families,
and anotber lot" lone motbers which is premised on a set of dichotomous
14 Nolan and Farrcll (1~)0) ChiM Prn,~D, in heland, and the numerous studies of l>ovcrty in
general unclert;ikell at The Economic and Social Research Institute by Callnn and Nolmt,
among othcfs.
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choices (mothers or workers, dependence or independence) which are in
turn inappropriately derived fi’om male patterns of work. She concludes
byasserting that greater sensitivity to the problems faced by lone parents
over the life-course reveals the artificiality of treating the fundamental
questions of employment and child care in respect of one-parent families
separately from two-parent. The complex issues arising fi’om the efforts to
combine paid and unpaid work affect all parents, especially mothers.
Malcohn (1985) found that children in female-headed households are
four times more likely than those in two-parent households to live in
poverty. Having noted the above research evidence, Angel and Worobey
(1988, p. 39) concentrated on children’s health issues where tile mother
was single or a lone parent. The relevant finding for tile present study is
that children in female-headed households are more likely than those in
t~vo-parent households to live in poverty, and consequently are exposed
more often to the health risks associated with low income.
In a study of patterns of food and nutrient intake in a suburb of Dublin
with chronically high unemployment, Lee and Gibne), (1989) identified
single mothers or deserted wives at greatest nutritional risk. Meat
consumption among single mothers and deserted wives was well below
average which contributed significantly to their lowered iron intake.
However, the authors found no evidence that the children of single parents
or deserted wives shared the nutritional disadvantage of their mothers.
In Gender and Poverty, Mi[lar and C, lendenning (1988, p. 363-381)
contend that gender differences in the causes, extent and experience of
poverty are often obscured in much of the research on poverty. Here, we
are only interested in evidence of the existence of female poverty,
particularly in relation to single and lone parents. Millar and
Glendenning’s interest is wider, involving the structural causes of women’s
poverty. Nevertheless, they confirm that studies in the UK and the US all
note the links between gender and poverty.
AJlother relevant aspect of the Angel and Worobey (1988) study is their
assertion that convincing evidence exists that the lack of a confidence
hinders a woman’s capacity to deal with life stress. They further add that
several researchers, for instance, Berkman, 1969; McLanahan, 1983; Ross
and Htther, 1985, have found that single female heads of household
experience more chronic and episodic life strains than females in intact
marriages. "Thus", tile), conclude, "single motherhood often represents
’double jeopardy’: it often results in ’role overload’ and increased
psychological distress, while depriving a mother of an important source of
emotional support to hell) deal with this stress" (p. 41).
In a study of unnlet welfare needs in the Mid-Western Health Board
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Region, O’Connor, et al., (1991) noted that for lone parents the fi-equently
mentioned onmet needs were adequate financial support; need for equity
and standardisation of Income Maintenance Procedures, need for social
acceptance, need for Child-Care facilities, need for appropriate housing.
In addidoo, need for emotional support, need for opportunities to work,
need for advice and information, and a need for flexible and accessible
services, were all mentioned.
In the area of family poverty, Lambert and Hart’s (1976) study showed
children of mothers reporting a high level of financial hardship to be l0
months behind in reading and 9 naonths in maths scores, compared with
those who reported no such financial difficulty.
Therefore, fi’om general research findings, one theme appears to recur
in all studies, that of the [ink between one-parent families and poverty and
of one-parent families being most likely to be female-headed.
Supl)orting the argument that the chilch’en of single mothers are more
vulnerable to placement in care were Crellin et aL’s (1971) study in Britain;
Graham’s (1980) study in Northern Ireland; Richardson’s (1985) study in
the Republic; the O’Higgins and Boyle (1988) stud), and tiffs present study,
all of which found an over-representation of non-marital children in care.
If single parenthood is a significant variable in the likelihood of a child
being placed in care, then it is important to enquire if there has been a rise
in the number and pFoportion of single mothers in recent years (or single
fathers for that mattel, altlaough single mothers are more common). If the
number and proportion have increased, this may be reflected in the
numbers of children entering care in the fotore. Although wwious writers
in the area (for instance, Sexton and l)illon, 1984; Clancy, 1984; and Walsh
1980) point to a decline in both legitimate and overall fertility rates, they
equally note the increasing proportion of annual births which ave classified
as non-marital. This simuhaneous rise in the fertility of the unmarried is
evident fi’om Sexton and Dillon (1984, p. 26). In 1961 illegitimate births,
as they were then termed, t-epresented just 1.6 per cent of all births, while
in 1989 that percentage had risen to 13.9.
In this time of falling overall fertility rates, and rise in the rates of non-
marital births, an increasing number of umllan’ied motheFs aFe choosing
to keep and raise their children as indicated by the falling adoption rate
and increase in Unmarried Mothers’ Allowance Claims (see Department of
Social Welfare records). Therefore, the single tnother headed household
has become a much more substantial grottp tharl before.
Single parent and lone-parent (e.g., married but either widowed,
separated or deserted) families comprised 40 per cent of the families in
this study and the vast m:~jority of these were female-headed households
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(55 per cent - unnlarried single mother; 45 per cent - married one-parent,
ahnost always the mother).
Housing
As also pointed out ill my earlier study, deprivation and consequent
vulnerability to placement in care is not limited to one birth status group,
such as one parent family and non-marital children. Wedge and Prosser
(1973, p. 11) showed there is even no general agreement about what
constitutes a "social disadvantage", but they felt that three factors seemed
fundamentally important; (i) family composition, i.e., a large number of
children in the family or only one parent figure; (ii) low income; and (iii)
pool" housing. Here we will consider the housing conditions of the families,
by family size.
In this study almost three-quarters (73.7 per cent) of the families
ii’respective of size lived in a house; 11.3 per cent in a mobile home, either
on a serviced site or roadside, and around 1 in 12 lived in a flat. Over half
of the accommodation - 61 per cent- was provided by the local authority
and 39 per cent consisted of private acconunodation. These details are of
acttml type of housing, but poor quality of housing was seldom mentioned
as contributing to the need for placement of a child in care. Where it was
mentioned, it nearly always referred to mobile home accommodation, and
to the health hazards encountered by the children of parents living in such
accommodation. One private house was mentioned as being unsuitable,
because of its size and lack of facilities to accommodate what were now
teenage children. Except for these cases, most of the accommodation
appeared to be of reasonable quality, so could not he regarded as
contributing to social disadvantage to any significant extent for the families
studied here.
Table 4.8: T)~eofl4ousing
Type of Housing N Per- cent
Room ,I 1.6
Flat                                   21 8.5
House 183 73.7
Mobile Home 28 I 1.3
Other 12 4.8
N = 248 100.0
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Mention should be made that tile I I [)el" cent of families living ill
mobile home accommodation were Traveller families. A separate account
of this particular group is i)lanned, but tile), are not deleted from tile
general findings here.
Table 4.9: 7")~Oe~f()wneTahip
OwneT~hip N per cent
Local Authority 149 61.3 (18.8) *
I}ri~tc 94 38.7(83.2)
N = 243
Per cent = 100.0
* The proportions in parentheses are the proportions found in the Combat Poverty
analysis, referred to previously.
To reiterate almost three-quarters of all the families lived in a house
and local authority housing was by far the most likely tTpe of ownership for
tile families. The proportions in parentheses on Table 4.9 are the
proportions found in tile Combat Poverty analysis. These indicate a
dramatic difference between tile source of housing for families with
children in care and the general population, so far as may be asserted from
these figures. However, since tile in-care population is from only one
region and is of a different structure, the comparison must be regarded as
te I’ltlOUS.
,~sociated ~s4th housing would be whether "tile family" e.g., parent(s)
and child(ren) operated as an independent unit or lived with other kin.
Tile vast majority, 80 per cent lived as separate uni~, around 13 per cent
lived with either tile fathel- or modler’s l)arent(s) - most often motlaer’s
parent(s) (I 1.6 per cent). A large proportion of these latter were single
mothers.
.S’upport Networks - Kin a’nd N¢ighbou’rs
Tile importance of distinguishing between social stq)port and social
nep, vorks, tile latter being all tile people one is in contact with and fi’om
whom one potentially gets stq)port, has been stressed by McCubbin and
Thotnpson (1987, p. 19). Social ne~vork members may not always provide
support and may in fact be more a source of demand than a source of
support. Social SUl)l)ort in any case, add McCubbin and Thompson,
implies more than superficial contact with people; rather it invoh,cs a
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qualitative exchange of communication in an atmosphere of trust. Support
may be available fi’om an intimate (e.g., mother in our case) or weak ties
(e.g., a neighbour or friend). This support can be differentially helpfid
depending on the type of stress and strain the family is enduring. Members
of the family can get support from each other -that could be considered a
family resource. Other sources of support family members could get would
be fi’om relatives, friends and neighbours, work associates, social and
church groups, self-help groups, as well as fi’om more formal networks
such as physicians and health care providers. McCubbin and Thompson
note that there is some disagreement in the literature as to whether the
latter should be considered social support since there is usually no
mutuality or reciprocity implied (see, for instance; Gottlieb, 1983) and, in
fact, exclusive reliance on formal support could undermine development
of mutually supportive networks. However, even formal support can be
instrumental in providing esteem and appraisal support, add McCubbin
and Thompson, especially if they are mindftd not to undermine the
person’s own sense of control over his or her life.
The ability of social networks to inhibit use of formal services is
pointed out in a rather intensive study undertaken in Scodand in which 87
women were selected randomly fi’om a maternity clinic and classified as
"utilisers" or "underutilisers" of prenatal care (McKinley, 1973). Utilisers
were found to visit relatives less fi’equently than underutilisers. There was
also a tendency for underutilisers’ friends to be closely interlocked with
their kinship network (i.e., friends were "family friends" as opposed to
exclusively personal fi’iends). McKinley suggests that the underutilisers’
close-knit networks may be operative in a form of social control such that
they must take advice given and comply with the wishes of members of
their network and conform to flaeir expectations.
Unger and Powell (1980) examined the role of family support
networks in mediating the effects of su’ess caused by everyday situations,
crises and developmental changes. They reviewed the research evidence
which indicated a strong relationship between a family’s response to stress
and the aid received from an informal support network of relatives,
fi’iends, neighbours, and acquaintances.
In this study the relevant questions asked the respondent social workers
to identify the social supports and social networks available to the families.
Implicit in asking a question or seeking information on social support
and networks of the families of the children in care is the view that social
ties are valuable, both for their useful content as a protection against
adversity and insttfficient State support, or ideologically, as a contrast to the
indifference and materialism of the world OULside the network.
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While acknowledging that some network nmmbers can act as a source
of conflict, demand and difficulty, social networks provide essentially three
types of aid: (a) instrtunental support, (b) emotional or social stlpport, and
(c) referral and inlormation. Instrumental support would consist of
material goods and services to an individual to alleviate financial and
economic situations or crises. This study did not concern itself with
instrumental supl)ort fl’om kin, neighbours or fl’iends. Its main emphasis
was on emotional or social support - who would be available to help in a
crisis - major or minor - and what would the extent of that help he?
The question of reciprocity ahvays arises where networks are
concerned, since reciprocity has been noted as highly associated with
network stability and effective functioning. The reciprocal resources of the
poor, the ill, the single-handed, for instance, may be rather limited making
it difficult, if not impossible for them to observe the norms of reciprocity.
Another aspect of reciprocity is that the costs involved in the reciprocal
nature of informal social networks may at times actually serve as an
additional source of stress, influencing the potential I)eneficial impact of
network involvement. For instance, Ackerman (1959) emphasised that tim
extended family can incite stress, stimulate family conflict, and add undue
influential power over family members.
Table 4.10: /~n &lpport/Netwo~hs- I:amilie.~ of Children in Care
Sitppo~ 7~,be Per cent
None 44.3
Own Mother/Father 30.5
Modler-in-law 8.6
P, rother/sister ,I. I
Other Near Relative 10.6
Comhination of More than One 6.9
Per cent I00.0
N = 246
The fmnilies ill this present study appeared on the whole to have very
little support from kin and/or neighbours to protect them from the
danger of being left outside the "gate to health and well-being" as Gore
(1978) terms it. This was reported hy the social workers dealing with the
families. They reported that as high as 44 per cent of the children’s
families had no kin support whatever. Around 30 per cent did have the
SUl)port of one or other of the l)arent’s mother anti/or father, while the
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remaining 25 pet" cent had support fi’om wider kin. Combinations of near
kin, parents, sisters and I)rothers of the families, were available with help of
one kind or another.
An even larger proportion of the families in this study had no social
support from neighbours or friends - 68 per cent were said by their social
workers to be in that situation, but 32 per cent (lid have some support from
a neighbour or a friend. I remarked to some of the social workers on this
circunlstance of litde social support either fi’om kin or weaker ties. Their
view was that the families whose children had been taken into care were
most likely to be those whose kin, neighbours or fi’iends had given up on
them, having tried to help them without success over a long period, or
those generally out of range of families or neighbours. These social
workers expressed the view that kin and neighbourhood contact and
support would have been much greater in families other than those with
whom they had contact.
Table 4.11: Neighbourhood/Friends Support - Families of Children in Care
Support Type. Per cent
None 68.0
Neighbour 20.7
Friend I 1.2
Per cent 100.0
N = 241
There is then the question of reciprocity. What had these families got
to reciprocate any help given? Very little it would seem and mutual support
is governed by the norms of reciprocity. These families had most likely
offended against the norms of reciprocity in that they failed to come up to
expectations, given that they had no resources on which to draw to
reciprocate any support which might have been offered.
When help was available, it could be the taking over of the house, or all
day help, in 24 per cent of the cases, or daily checks or occasional help in
another one-third of the cases. In discussions with the author the
impression given by the social workers dealing with die families was dlat,
where help was available it was valuable in sorting out some of the crises
that arose. For instance, a mother becoming ill - her mother would take
over and only short-term care would be needed for the children in that
case. Without help the care might have been long term.
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Unger and Powell (op. cir.) are of the opinion that interest in factors
that influence a family’s ability to cope with normative stress and crisis
situations has focused largely on attributes of a family and its members.
"Although these variables are of exu’eme importance in understanding
adaptation to su’ess", acid Unger and Powell, "they conu’il)ute to a ’closed
system’ view of families if considered as tile exclusive or primary
determinants of a family’s response to stress". They advocate an "open
systems" perspective of tile family which emphasises tile embeddedness of
a family in a social environment that has a major influence on family
fimctioning. One factor external to the family which plays a critical role in
facilitating adaptation to stress is emotional and material support fi’om
formal and informal sources. There appears to be a strong positive
relationship existing between social networks and a family’s adaptation to
societal crisis, life transitions and family conflicts.
It should be emphasised in this context of support, as Berridge (op.
tit., p. 18) does, that care provided by local authorities, voluntary
organisations and independent establisllments makes but a small
contribution to the overall substitute care of children. "Generally", says
Berridge, "children whose parents cannot provide for them are looked
after b)’ their wider families or close fi’iends". He adds that it is only when
these networks of alternative care are broken, allowed to wither or fail to
intervene that dependants, particularly children, come to notice (p. 19).
The notion of social class and social support as overlapping categories
achieved particular notoriety with tile "community studies" of the 1950s anti
1960s in Britain. ’~These", say Oakley and Rajan (1991, p. 31) "evoked an
appealing caricature of working class communities revolving around the
emotional and.practical sustenance of Mnm". This social support was
envisaged by such attthors as Young and Willmott (1957) and Rosser and
Harris (1965) as largely mobilised by young married women who called on
the female kinship nep, vork for practical assistance and emotional help with
child rearing. Oakley and Rajan (op. cir.) point out that by comparison,
ntiddle-class Ilouseholds were itlentified as more likely to be cut off from
the support and help of relatives (either as canse or consequence of
geographical mobility) and therefore more prone to be dependent on
fi’iendship ties. There was an implication in studies such as those of Bell
(1968); Firda, et aL (1969) and lqubert (1965), that these ties might be a
more fragile and less enduring source of support than the biological bonds
of kinship. Allan, in 1979, snmmed tip these findings with the words
"middle-class people have fi’iends and working class people have relatives".
However, some studies had already begun to cast doubts oil this stance
- in the US, for instance, Gordon and Noll, (Ig7B), and later the review of
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British stndies by Willmott (1987). In examining social class and social
support, Oakley and Rajan (op. cir., p. 33) concenu’ated on a subgroup of
the child-bearing population. Tbey were of the opinion that tbeir data
appeared to conflict with tbe conventional picture of close-knit supportive
social networks based on kin and neighbourbood among working class
women in comparison with middle-class women. On the other band, tbe
findings of the Oakley and Rajah study indicate a level of interaction with
kin and neighbours by working class women, which, althougb similar to
middle-class women, yet was a great deal higher than tbat found in this
study.
The inability to cope widl stress and the development and learning of
dysfunctional coping strategies may be set within a family context. Duncan
and Morgan (1977), and Duncan (1978) pointed to the "pile up" of family
events and the family’s difficulty in managing life strains may contribute to
members’ abuse of alcohol, drugs and tobacco ,as well as pbysical abuse. As
McCnbbin, et aL (eds.) (1982, p. xv) show, wbereas social support is used
by numerous individuals in many and varied fields, its value to families and
individuals in tbe management of stress has only recently received
empirical support.
It is possible that heavy reliance on formal networks, as defined by
McCubbin and Thompson above, had undermined development of other
supportive nep, vorks for the families in this study. Availability of formal
family support services will now be examined.
The Child Care Act, 1991, stressed the importance of family support
services as a preventive measure to taking cbildren into substitute care.
O’Connor et aL, (1991) undertook a qualitative, exploratory study of the
needs and concerns of different client groups in the Mid-Western Health
Board Region. The study focused on current needs with the ailn of
providing information on the adequacy of family support services and on
their methods of delivery. As the study points out, fitndamental to tbe
provision of Family and Personal Support Services is the identification and
clarification of clients’ needs. The O’Connor study did not include families
with children in care in the groups studied, but nevertheless tbe study
provides an insight into the delivery of family support services to other
groups in need of them and all the groups involved were living in
disadvantaged circumstaoces.
Available, Formal Support Services
The inclusion of a question on tbe availability or otherwise of
support/preventive services was expected to prove problematic for the
analysis in this study. However, tbe questions were included as they are so
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obviously relevant to the area of children in substitute care, and their
exclusion would imn]ediately arouse enquiries as to why they had not been
included. I appreciate that one could devote a complete study to questions
on tile availability and take-up of services, I)ut this section was ~ small part
of a larger study wllere only a general picture could be sought. Time
constraints on both the author and the social workers coml)leting the
questionnaires prech~ded desirable detail in some areas.
Information on services is missing in a relatively large number of cases.
For instance, social workers coml)leting the questionnaires did not provide
information on tile a~-ailability of some services ill an area - ill tile cases of
86 families there was 11o inforrllatioll Oll Youth Club availability; for 71
families there was no information on tile availability or otherwise of Day
Care Centres. An explanation for this ahsence of information may lie in
tile findings of tile study by O’Connor et aL, top. tit., p. 271), who spoke of
feedback fi’om both clients and service providers highlighting an array of
needs which are perceived as being currently tmmet. "In some instances"
they say "it is i)erceived that needs are unreel because services which would
address them simply are not there. In other instances, however, tile
services do exist but fail to meet needs either through difficulties of access
or through inappropriate delivery mechanisnls’. These authors speak of
tile haphazard nature of the services that are available. Their findings
seenl 1o COI]fit’ln tile patchy nature of tile accessible information on service
availability and use gathered for this study.
~¢~qlet’e data were present, tile services are first commented on and then
a following table indicates availability of service and whether used or not.
Hon~ Help
One service which has a preventive role is that of tile home help.
Home helps can make several different kinds of contributions as well as
assisting with housework to be done. Parker (1980, p. 51) sees five areas
where home helps are more than just housework assistants. First, they may
provide company and thereby a safety valve for mothers who feel too
hostile and aggressive towards their children. Second, they may "take over"
tetnporarily and thereby allow mothers to get out of the hottse and away
from die children for a while. Third, the}, may provide l)lay and language
stimulation for tile child and, in some instances, for the mother as well.
Fourth, a home helI) may act as a role model for some mothers. Fifth, they
can provide a link with other services, so that other help can be mobilised
quickly, if necessary.
In Ireland tile Health Boards were authorised to provide a Ilome hell)
service to people who are sick or disabled, or their dependants are sick or
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disabled. Wonten in receipt of maternity care would be entitled to home
help and also anybody who, but for the service, would have to be cared for
outside of their home. This autborisation was contained in Section 61 of
the Health Act, 1970.
Gilligan Cop. cir., p. 122) notes that in 1972 Health Boards were
recommended by the Minister for Health to use the powers given them and
the Department of Health recontmended that priority be given to the needs
of families and also the elderly. Furtbel, Gilligan sets out the needs a home
help fidfils in regard to families, which is the ntain interest in the service for
this study. He continents that while the original intention was that the
service should primarily focus on families with children, in practice they
have made up only a minor part of the total number of beneficiaries. ’qThis
fi-ustration of initial intentions", says Gi]ligan, "would appear to be due to
two factors: the bea~T reliance on part-time home helps, and the particular
challenge of delivering a home-help service to families". He acids that
families with special needs make special demands which only a full-time
home help might have developed the capacity to satisfy". As Gilligan further
remarks, and which is most relevant to the present study, the other factor
inhibiting the response of the home-help service to the needs of families is
the complexity of their problems which may prove to be beyond the
capacity or endurance of the personnel available.
Table ’t. 12: Home-,help X, rrvire 1987
No. of No. of % of
No. ef Home Helps* Home Helps* BeneficiaTie~
Health Home Help Emplto, ed Employed No. of Who Are Not
Board OrganiseT~ Full-time Pal,-time Bene.ficial~e~ Elderly
E~lern 771 2,965 4,389 29.8
Midland 2 13 323 463 33.9
Mid-Western 62 784 1,845 36.3
North Eastern - 5 684 838 13.5
North Western 7"~ 32 330 979 14.3
South Eastern 4 7 630 766 12.3
Southern 4 1,450 1,681 10.1
Western 3 55 738 1,739 12.3
Toml 101 112 7,904 12,021
* Includes those employed directly by the heahh board and those employed hy
voluntary agencies which receive grants I’rtml hcahh boards to provide a home-help service.
I hlcludes 37 part-time organisers.
2 Includes 2 part-time organisers
3 lnchK|es I part-time organiser
Sm~rce: Derived from Department of Health (1988), The l’earsAhead-A Polio, forthe
EMerly, Report of the Working Party on Services for the Elderly, p. 205.
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Table 4.12 is a copy of Table 13 in Gilligan (op. cit., p. 123) giving
details of the home-help service in 1987.
In the context of this study, it is noteworthy that the percentage of
home-help beneficiaries who are not elderly in the Mid-Western Health
Board region is the highest for any Health Board,just over one-third of 0ae
total beneficiaries. There is tbe question of bow much time a home help
gives a family, but no information is available. However, the
proportionately high level of non-elderly beneficiaries does not seem to
agree with what appears to be a low take-up of the service for that group in
this study. This may be explained by tbe existence of otber non-elderly
users besides families with children, e.g., younger adults with physical or
mental disabilities or their carers. However, without a comparison with
take-up of services in other regions, this cannot be confirmed or denied.
It would seem that the service was widely available in theory to the
families concerned here, being stated by social workers as not available to
only about 17 per cent of the families, yet it was only used by 16 per cent of
the families. Tbis does not mean that 83 per cent of the families bad bad
home help, but that sucb a service would have been available, if
appropriate. There was a problem here in fi’aming the question to cover
various possibilities such as aplJropriateness to the needs of the families.
Also, some families refused the service when offered. It is difficult to
interpret the figures regarding availability and use of the home help
service in Table 4.13. It would seem that while in tbeory a service was
Table 4.13: Family Suppolq SeT~ice~
Service Not Available, Available and
Available Not I~ed Used
P~" c~nl
Day Care Centre 75.7 18.9 (84.3)* 5.3 ( 15.7)*
Home Help 21.1 64.3(80.8) 14.6(19.2)
Self-help Croups 56.9 29.9(78.1) 13.2(21.9)
Marriage Counselling 27.8 60.6(86.8) 11.6(13.2)
Youth Club 56.7 35.1 (81.41 8.2(18.6)
Family Caseworker 3.9 13.8(15.3) 82.3(8,1.7)
Community Welfare O. 6.7 22.8(30.3) 70.5(69.7)
Other Services
(e.g.,J.L.O.) 7.3 20.2(21.6) 72.7(78.4)
* The percentages in parentheses concern where the set~’ice ~ts actually a~,ailable and used
or not tlSed for wh~llever re~lson.
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available, in practice it was difficult to implement it, perhaps for the reason
Gilligan has suggested. Such a reason would be particularly appropriate in
the cases of these families - the complexity of the families’ problems may
have proved beyond the capacity anti endurance of the availahle home
help personnel. However, home help heing a preventive resource, no
doubt wllen used it had prevented some children coming into care. A good
preventive service should be enabled to support the family and act as a
buffer to prevent stresses piling up to the extent that a child must be
placed in care.
Day Care
Gilligao Cop. cit., p. 36) first discusses the concept of clay care in
general and defines day care types. He then hones in on clay care in
Ireland, stating that in the Irish context, public policy has taken a fairly
cleal, minimalist position on the public provision of day care. The State has
still not assumed a role in the regulation of provision, although it has
acquired powers to do so in the provisions of the Child Care Act, 1991.
Gilligan Cop. cit., p. 138) discusses what he believes to be ideological and
practical reasons rot" the reticence and apparent vactmm. However, he does
state that public policy and intervention have been largely confined to
deprived children, which is of relevance to this study. The Department of
Health, through the Health Boards, has evoh,ed a system of assistance to
day care facilities geared to supporting families at risk by providing respite
care and/or to offering compensatory experiences to children whose
home circumstances may be inimical to their social, emotional or
educational development.
It is interesting to note that day care was not available or had not been
offered to 67 per cent of the families. A large nttmber of the families in
this study wotdd appear to have been particularly suitable for day care
services. One possible cause of the low availability of clay care may have
been the geographic distribution of the families, e.g., those in rural areas
might not have the same ol)portunity to avail of such a service. It is not
proposed to consider urhan/rural differences here, as more exact detail of
the location of each family would be required. ±Uso, in some cases, because
of the age of the child or children, day care would not have been
appropriate as a service. Again, the question was asked to evoke a general
response.
Alongside the deficiencies in provision of clay care, there are problems
in determining how it does or should fit into a pattern of services helping
to prevent permanent separation between children and their families.
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Parker 0980, p.. 47) notes tiffs, and identifies one i~roblem as being that
day care servesa variety of purposes. Another difficulty is that day care is
desired by some and not by otbers. Parker asks tbe question: "Were those
who were not receiving day care (or for whom it was not being sought) in
less ’need’ than tbose who were?"
In response to this question, Parker suggests tbat much of the debate
about day care looks at its "purposes" fi’om the standpoint of the child:
how bis or her emotional, intellectual and social" development may be
affected for good or ill. ’v~q~ile endorsing tlmse concerns, Parker feels that
fi’om a preventive perspective, it is equally important to view day care as a
means of assisting parenus in their tasks of child care. That is the particular
aspect of day care whicb is of interest to this study and as Parker points out,
it is a somewhat underemplmsised aspect, but one whicb is crucial in the
interests of forestalling long-term separation. The high proportion of
children whose reason for care is, for instance, "death of mother, father
unable to care"; "single status of motber leading to inability to provide"
and so on, leads to the qt!estion being asked, as Parker (ibid., p. 49) did
"... bow many of these cbildren cotdd have been as well or better cared for
in full-time clay care and with less risk of long-term separation?". In this
study many social workers maintained that a proportion of admissions to
care could have been avoided had there been appropriate forms of day
care available at the rlght time. This information was obtained fi’om social
workers’ responses to questions Oil fthe qtlestionllaire about their views on
substitute care and methods for its prevention. A special section in Cbapter
6 is devoted to comments made by social workers. Also, an earlier study in
Britain by Davies, et al. (1972) found that one of tbe few factors
differenti;~ting proportions of cbildren in care in different local authorities
was level of day care provision. An inverse relationship was found.
The National Cbildren’s Bureau in Britain quotes wbat arguably has
become tbe predominant rationale for lack of a clear national policy or
resource allocation for pre-school children - "very young cbildren are best
cared for at home" (Highligbt No..79.NCB). It hardly needs mentioning
that the h’isb situation echoes that. Tbe need for child care is usually
associated with tbe achievement of gender equality, in that women’s
availability for employment outside tbe home depends to a large extent on
the avail~,bility of child care. In dais study as mentioned above, the object
of promoting clay child care is one of prevention of more prolonged and
far-reaching separation ofcbildren fl’om their families.
As Packman Cop. cit., p. 230) notes, it is clearly impossible to look at
every influence which helped to bolster families in danger of breakdown.
However, an attempt was made to see wbat services were mmilable in the
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voluntary and statutory areas for families with children in need of care or
protection.
It should be noted that the category "Available Not Used" covered
cases where time service might not have been appropriate to the family, e.g.,
Marriage Counselling in time case of a single mother. With the exception of
the services of family c,lse workers and Comn-~uffity Welfare Officers, social
workers were of time view that other available services were little used,
irrespective of family size.
The low availability of services such as clay care and Youth Clubs needs
further examination. These may be more readily available in urban areas,
but as noted earlier, exact location for each family would be required to
confirm or deny this speculation.
The object of asking questions about service availability and nse in a
study such as this of children in substitute care is, of cotn-se, the preventive
capacity of a service. Since the children here had all been placed in care
and service availability and take-up were low, it might be speculated that
available and implemented services could make a difference. However,
without studying the effect of take-up and availability on families whose
children were not admitted to care, this must remain a speculation. It may
be recalled that the original proposal to the Departmellt of Health,
mentioned in the Introduction to this study included control groups of
families whose children had not had a care experience.
Parents’ ExT)eT~ence of Care
Parker Cop. cit., p. 56), in his discussion of the preventive role of
improving parental care, argues that parents who have spent part of their
own childhood in care, or whose early lives have been disorganised or
disturbed, are likely to have missed time good, ordinary experiences of
parental care. Their own skills as parents may be damaged as a result.
Parker goes on to discuss possible interventions to help parents with a
personal care experience to develop skills in parenting. Here we will
confine ourselves to noting those parents who did have a care experience.
Fifteen mothers and 4 fathers, and in 1 of these cases both mother and
father, had had a care experience ,as children. Of those 19 adults, twelve
had spent thne in long-term residential care, three in long tel-In foster-care
and four had been only a short time in care. Examination of variables
relating to these 19 individuals have not been pursued at this stage. The
number is too small for any valid comparisons to be made with time other
parents of children in care - the proportion of the total population of the
families in this study (258 family units) is 7 per cent (18 family units). This
is a high percentage of parents with a care experience relative to the
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proportion of parents in the pol)ulation who would have had a care
experience. This may therefore support the contention that parents with
experience of care could have damaged their own ability as parents. In
addition, it may not truly reflect the number of parents with a care
experience. It is likely that, except in the most obvious cases, social workers
would not know the family history in time detail to include the childhood
experiences of parents. Comment has already been made on the poor
quality of information on some files.
Initial Referral of the Family
Time route by which the family came to time notice of time Health Board
was regarded as important in providing information on comn~nnity or
formal networks in operation in bringing cases to the attention of relevant
services.
Health care providers such as hospital nurses, public health nurses and
general practitioners were involved in 32 per cent of referrals. Other
formal networks such as school principals, non-Health Board social
workers, voluntary social services, adol)tion workers and priests accounted
for 91 per cent of referrals. Nine prk,ate individuals reportetl time families
to Health Board social workers and relatives reported in 9 pet" cent of" cases
(91). ,,ks high as 18 per cent of faniilies referred themselves to the Health
Board for assistance. This is the initial contact of the family with the Heahh
Board social workers, hence the absence, except in a few cases, of agencies
such as Gardai.
It seems evident fi’om the above that a wide variety of people are
involved and concerned about children in neecl of care and protection.
Tal)le 4.14 gives the details.
Teacher/School Involvemm~t
The mention in the Law Reform Commis.~’ion Report on Child Se.xatal Abuse
of the need to involve teachers, among others, in the mantlatory in
reporting of suspected abuse of children or children in need of protection
prompted a question as to whether in the past teachers had been consulted
about chilclren who were now in care. This question covered all relevant
children in care - not just snspected abuse cases. Although 1 apl)reeiate
that nursery nurses and other non-family members in touch with children
chlring the day would be appropriate people to consult, here I confined
the question to children attencling school and their teachers, v~qaet’e such a
question was relevant, e.g., children attending school, in 71 per cent of
cases teachers had been involved in some discussion of the case. The social
workers found that discussion helpful in a small m~tjority of cases (59 pet"
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cent). I have no information on the climensions of the discussion and, no
doubt, quite different dimensions were present in different cases. Overall it
appeared to be a useful exercise when social workers and teachers engaged
in it.
Table 4.14: Rottte Through which Family Came to Health Board :lttention
Hospital Nurse }
PH Nurse
GP
Sell:rcferral
St:lie Social Se~wices
Relatives
VolutltalT Social Services
CURA
School Principal
Private Individual
Priest
Other (e.g., Gardai)
Heahh Care
12.0
12.8 31.8
7.0
18.6
I 1.2
8.7
8.3
6.6
4.9
3.7
0.8
5.4
Per cent 100.0
Total 242
This section is limited to the likely involvement of teachers in the
reporting of abuse of children. The question of abuse as a reason for
substitute care, and the incidence of it, is included in Chapter 5.
In considering lessons for teachers from the now famotts Cleveland
"crisis" in Britain, Maher (1988, p. 279) suggests that the Cleveland child
sexual abuse crisis has generated a whole range of questions for
communities, for all professionals and some of particular significance for
teachers. Maher quotes Creighton (1987) who has shown, from the
NSPCC’s statistics, that in 35 pet" cent of the cases with information, the
abuse was discovered by file school or pre-school the child was attending.
Maher, op. cit., believes tbat given teachers’ training in what constitutes
"normal childhood development", they are uniquely placed to recognise
the abnormal. He warns, however, about the problems faced by anyone
making a mistake and wrongly attributing a child’s abnormal development
to abuse. It is likely to be met with banner headlines, public enquiries and
blame. The enx4ronment has worsened for all professionals over a period of
time, most critically for social workers, but potenti,-dly for teachers as well.
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The reactive role of teachers, that is, of detecting and reporting child
sexual abuse, while vital, Maher ( 1988, p. 285) a!-gues, should not be seen as
the only role for teachers to play. ~qlile that role is crucial to tile safety of
many children, teachers also need to take a proactive approach through
work in the CUl’l’icultlln and evolving means of making schools more
sensitive to the needs of children who are abused or at risk of abuse.
Slllll?lla’ry
Chapter 4 set out to give background data on the familial and kinship
characteristics of children in care in the Mid-Western Health Board Region.
Given die evidence presented fi’om elsewhere, it was not surprising to find a
low level of education, employllmnt and an over-representation in the lower
social classes. It is fell: that the presumption fi’om the other circumstances of
the families that a majority of the missing fathers would have a low
occupational status, is a plausible conclusion to reacb. As regards
employment or indeed unemployment levels, these are quite different fi’om
the general population in the Region.
The pressures .7.111(1 stresses encotmtered by single and lone parents,
heing most likely female, were commented on, ,as was the greater likelihood
of poverty for lone parents. The over-representation of nOn-lnarital children
among the group in need of care or protection was noted and with the
increase in non-marital births, the question was posed as to tim likelihood
of the proportion of non-marital children in care itlcreasing in the future.
The poor levels of informal support networks such as family and
neighbours might have led to a high level of useof tbrmal support networks
but this was not the case, except where the family caseworker and
community welfare officer were concerned. Given the population
concerned and iL¢, needs, the poor provision and take-up of services, such .as
Day Care and home help, is remarkable.
The broad base fl’om which the family came to the notice of the Health
Board gives a picture of a large ntunber of concerned people involved in
the welfare of children. Teachers obviously play an important part in
discussing the circumstances of children who are in need of care or
protection, but they are not invoh,ed in reporting to the Health Board on
children who might have problems.
It hardly needs to be stated that the findings here are not surprising.
Rather it would have heen surprising had they differed dramatically fi’om
findings in studies elsewhere on the family characteristics of children taken
into substitute care. Having said that, dlis is the first time such information
has been either made availahle or analysed on any families of children in
care anDvherc in h’eland.
Chapter 5
RF-ASONS FOR PI2t CEMENT OR DISCHARGE FROM CARE
Tile previous chapter recorded the familial and kinship characteristics of
children in care. There are connections bel3veen those characteristics and
the reasons for c,’u’e in that reasons for care are not only specific to the chikl
but emanate from the problems of the family. The reasons chosen ,-u’e those
which suggested themselves fi’om the liten, tnre as well ,as those used by the
Department of Health in their annual returns from the Health Boards.
Reliance was placed on the professional expertise of the social workers in
,assessing their eases. Since the statement was made earlier that children in
need of care or protection are more likely to be, in Packman et aL’s (1986)
terminology, victims rather than villains, the likely reasons for care were
dMded into problems specifically related to (i) tbe child, e.g., abuse, neglect
and (ii) problems in the family such as financial or health problems of
parents, which led to the creation of the problems for the child.
First, the discussion will concentt,-ate on the concept of stress, its impact
on a family and the likelihood of its causing or conu’ibuting to a situation
arising where a child or children in that fahlil), need placement in care. The
possible external and internal nature of family problems as defined by Boss
(1988) are observed. Then the detailed reasons for care will be examined,
together with the reasons why children have not been returned to their
families where appropriate. In cases of children having been discharged,
their situation after discharge is considered. I have also included responses
to the following questions: does the reason for admission dictate the type of
care a child experiences, and in what circumstances? Was a Court Order
admission more likely to occur than a voluntary admission and if so, in what
circunastances?
Extm’nal/Fnternal Cont~’t of Stre~ss
Boss (1988), in proposing a model of family stress, dMdes the sources of
stress into "external context" and "internal context". The family has no
control over the external context of stress. The ellvironl-tlellt in which the
family is embedded, or as Boss (1988, p. 27) terms it "the family’s
ecosystem", - the "time" and "place" in which a particular family finds itself,
contributes to the stress produced for that family. She adds ’q’he external
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context cannot be ignored in explaining family stress, outside the control of
family itself, and has trenlendous influence oil how the family perceives
event.s and manages (or fails to manage) whatever stress is produced" (19.
29). The internal context would be regarded as being under the family’s
conwol to a greater degree than the external. The concept ofsu’ess pile-up is
also important because die determination of a family’s level of su’ess is more
often in the nature of the accumulation of sevel~l sU’essor eyelets ~, ther than
one isolated event. The family’s subsequent vulnerability to crisis and iLs
ability to recover fi’om a particular crisis is also dependent on the level of
su’ess accumulated through several su’essful events.
There is also the notion of the precipitating factoJ, i.e., why now m, ther
than any other time has the stress pile-up come to crisis point? Boss does
argue that an event rarely happens in total isolation; at least normal
developmental changes are always taking place as family members are horn,
mature, grow older and die. "Indeed" she adds "families are ah~vtys changing
for developmental reasons, if no other. Perfect equilibrium is never
achieved, nor should it he." (19.45).
The differences in families’ reaction to stress is another aspect dealt with
by Boss (19. 49). She talks about the likelihood of some families actually
enjoying and tolerating more stress than others, of such families actually
seeking out new su’essors because they get bored. According to Boss, they
may engage in all sorLs of stressful activities widaout negative effects.
Chilman, Cox and Nunnally (1988) are of the opinion that external
factors affecting families are all too fi’equently overlooked or brushed z~side
19), human service professionals, especially those in clinical practice. These
authors add tl~at xfewing families ecologically ,’ks open systems leads to flae
recognition dmt many factors in the environment have a strong impact on
them. "These factors" they say (p. 109 "include the state of the economy,
employment conditions, the availability of needed resotu’ces in the
COIl1111LI]1i1~; t~acisfn and odaer forms of discrimination and so forth." ~a, qmn
el~vilonnlental conditions are adverse and conlnlunity resotllCeS are
inadequate, tile stresses on families escalate, especially for families of
relatively low income and low educational and occupational status and
indeed, I would say, widl poor social skills. Chilman et aL, in addition feel
that
... it then becomes the responsibility of professionals to help
vtdnerable families to develop strategies to deal more
effectively with these stresses. Professionals may also need to
¯ act as aclvocates to assist families in obtaining available
i-esotn-ces and to work with other local state and national
groups to promote improved conditions and resources (p. I I ).
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Tile families in this study nmst be regarded as in crisis, to a greater or
lesser extent, as defined by Boss. For one reason or another they have been
unable to retain the fi’amework of their family intact and one or more of
their children have been placed in care.
Reason or Ground.~" for Place*r~nt of a Child in Care
The reasons why a child was placed in care were divided into (a)
underlying problems leading to (b) internal family problems and
subsequently to (c) problems or a problem affecting the child which led to
the action of placement in care. As h~ been noted in many studies, for
instance, Richardson (op. cit., p. 176) in Ireland, and Berridge (op. cit., p.
35) in Britain, admission to care is seldom precipitatecl by one reason
alone, hence the divisions into sets of problems. The crucial issue here is
the transition fi’om the private to the public arena. As Fisher, et aL, (1986,
p. I) note:
The problems of the family have become a matter for
public concern. The families have experienced difficulties
in the rearing of their children to such a degree that either
they or someone else decided it was necessary to have the
child or children cared for by a public agency.
In the Irish case, this is a Health Board. To reiterate, we are trying first to
look at what underlying problems existed in the family of the child. "~A, qlat
led to that problem becoming so serious that it created a situation where
either the parent or Solneone else decided it was necessary to have the
child or children cared for by a public agency.
Exte~’nal Context
Problems within the external context ofsu’ess on the families could be,
for instance, poor housing, unemployment or weak support networks.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, housing or poor quality of housing did not
constitute a problem in this study Therefore in this external context of
stress, concenwatioll will be on unetl"lploynlel’Jt as the main stressor, plus
weak social support networks.
Ulmmploynmnt
Moen (1983) observes that most Ihmilies are supported by one or more
jobs, and when the major provider is laid off the financial plight of the
family can be devastating.
In the preface to Unemployment, Jobs and the 1990s, the Council for
Social Welfare noted that throughout the past decade h’ish society North
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and South has been scarred by persistent unentployment and its
consequences, most notably growing poverty and large-scale emigration.
’q’hcre is no doubt," the report continued, ",as to the depth of public
concern al)out tmemploynlcnt ... for example, a survey carried out in the
Republic on behalf of the Council in Deceml)er 1988 showed clearly that
people saw tmemployment as the single most serious social problem facing
the cOtilltry".
The report goes on to look at the negative effects of unemployment on
groups such as older workers, young people, people in rural areas and
those in url)an areas. Tile report has not singled Otlt the effects of
unemployment on families specifically but is clearly making a case at the
macro level for changes, suggesting new approaches and fl’esh initiatives
required to tackle the problem of unemployment.
The negadve effects of unemployment stressed in the above report are
not ahogether in agreement with the findirlgs of Thomas, et al. (1980).
Those authors say that although hardly definitive, their findings suggest
that unemployment may now be less clamaging to family functioning than
it was in earlier decades. They cite three trends which were iclentified as
i)erhaps being responsible for tiffs change (a) improved financial provision
for the unemployed such that families are not brought to financial ruin
when the major wage earner I)ecomes unemployed: (b) changes in the
psychological importance of work wherel)y indivicluals appear to be less
threatened by loss of jobs, viewing it as less their own responsibility and not
the source of their total identity and (c) changes in sex role stereotyping
such that unenlployment and a working wife is not so great a tin’cat to the
httsl)and’s self-esteem anti families are consequently able to adapt to
changes brought oil by tulemploynlent. 111 other words, unenq)loyment
becomes more "nornlal".
It is interesting Io note that a new stucly in Britain (Loughran and
Parkeh as yet unpul)lished) shows an inverse relationship I)etween national
levels of uneml)loyment and rate of children’s placement in care - in other
words, a rise in periods of economic prosperity. ~qlelan, et at (1991) in
their stucly of h’ish data Unmnployment, Povmty and P~),chological Distress are
anxious to point out that while separation of effects is somewhat artificial
since unemploynlent is a major cause of poverty, the effects of
unelnploynlent and poverty are cumulative with the unemployed being five
times nlore likely to be located al)ove the psychiatric morbidity threshold
than those at home or retired or living in non-poor househokls (p. 137).
They also stress that it is primarily current employment status rather than
previotts unenq)loymelat experience which is critical. "The risk of poverty",
they add "does rise gradually with length of unenlpIoyment".
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Aldous and Tuttle (1988, p. 17) report that as early as tile turn of the
century when some of the first systematic studies of the working class were
initiated, observers were already reporting that the number of wage
earners was critical for family welfare (Rowntree, 1906).
Less satisfying parent-child relations also appear during periods of
tmemploynlent (Steinberg, Catalano attd Dooley, 1981). There was some
suggestion in that study also that joblessness, along with its anxiety and
stress and the greater time parents have to be with their children, may be
associated with child abuse.
Chapter 4 showed high rates of maemployment for tile parents in this
study. Only 31 per cent overall of fathers on whom there were data were in
full-time employment. Table 5.1 shows the area breakdown of these figures.
Tile differences between the areas are not significant - Clare has the
highest level of full-time employment among the fathers of children in
care, Limerick the lowest. How these levels compare with unemployment
levels in the region in general was shown in Chapter 4. It is pretty obvious
that the rates are higher than for the population of the region. To obtain a
true picture it would be necessary to break clown the figures into smaller
areas, since as was noted in Chapter 4 vast differences cottld occur and one
urban area of social deprivation in Limerick City showed an
unemployment ~,te of 82 per cent.
Table 5. I : Community Care Area by Father’s Cu~’ent Status
MI45~qB Limerick Tipp~a~y Cklre N
Pgr c8tll
Full time Emplo)anent 31.5 23.8 37.5 41.4 52
Part-time Employmem 5.4 8.3 5.0 9
UB/UA 56.4 60.7 ,15.0 58.5 93
Other
(Students Disability, etc.) 6.7 7.1 12.5 I I
Per cent 100.0 100.O 100.0 100.0 100
Total 165 84 40 41 165
The Whelan, et al. (op. clt. 1901) stud), (in h’eland) noted that
employment provides a variety of benefits both manifest and latent, and
argued that it is hardly surprising that unemploynaent has profound
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mental health implications. These authors acid that an analysis of variations
in psychological distress by labour force status shows that the major
contrast is between those at work or retired and all odaers. Focusing
specifically on tmemployment, V~qaelan, et aL found that the unemployed
were five times more likely daan employees to be located above the GHQ
(General Health Questionnaire) threshold (p. 2). There were some
notable variations in that those seeking their first job were somewhat less
likely to be distressed, while those on State training and employment
schemes had levels of mental heahh comparable with employees. They
concluclecl that the impact of unemplo),naent on whether one is above or
below dae GHQ threshold remains substantial even when they controlled
for physical illness or disability.
No cloubt the unemployed subjects in dais present study had a history
of tuisatisfactory labour inarket experiences. Ideall); a study of the labour
market experiences of the subjects would have provided a more accurate
picture of the interaction between unemployment and poverty. I-Iowever, it
is unlikely to be disputed that unemployment causes distress, deprk,ation
and poverty. In the present study, poverty was not mentioned specifically as
a reason for care. ,,ks ~qlelan, et aL point out tile risk of poverty does rise
gradually with length of unemployment. Also another important point
here is that unemployment could lead to social isolation because of the
costs of socialising.
Social Support Networks
The inadequacy of the social ne~vorkg, both informal and formal of
the families here, has ah’eady been commented on in Chapter 4. It is
obvious that, for whatever reason, the majority of the families lacked any
real kin or neighbourlaood support and did not substitute formal support
networks for these.to any great degree.
Researchers have presented data revealing a strong relationship
between social support and the ability to ac!ittst and to cope with crises and
change (IVlcCubbin, et aL, op. cit. 1982). Socially supported individuals
appear to adapt more easily to changes and appear to be protected fi’om
the typical physiological and psychological health consequences of lift:
su-ess. There is no single explanation of how support intervenes to buffer
the illness response to su’ess, but it is widely understood that social support
increases coping ability.
~,Vhelan, et al., (op. cit., pp. 105-116) discuss tile question of the role of
social support in mediating the impact of economic stress. The authors
define social support as access to and use of individual groups or
orgarlisations in dealing with life’s necessities and remark dmt measures of
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social contact have often been founcl to I)ehave like measures of social
support. The), argue for the importance of emotional support acting as a
buffer against stress.
htternal Context~Underlying Problems
Moving on to the internal context of stress and underlying family
problems, tile social worker respondents in this study were asked to note
all i)rol)lems likely to have been a base tbt" both the internal family and
child centred problems. General family instability, including poor marital
relationship, was most often mentioned (34 per cent of cases). Richardson
(op. cit., p. 200) talks of her most striking finding being the unsatisfactory
or broken home as a maior cause of children being admitted to residential
care. Her stud), clearl), showed that marital breakdown in 28 per cent of
cases was the maior reason, and in this study the somewhat similar
proportion for children in all types of care appears (34 per cent between
instability, marriage breakdown and desertion).
Gambling as a contributory factor to famil), problems which led to
placement in care did feature in 28 cases. Tbet’e could be overlap here
with what social workers felt was general instabilit), in the family.
This generalisation "general instability" which a number of social
workers used, is not very satisfactory and it was in an effort to avoid such
generalisations that specific problems, e.g., unemployment, gambling,
were given as examples. However, it might be argued that the families
invoh,ed bad such an accumttlation of problems and were nnstable in so
man), ways that it would have been impossible to list the numerous
underl),ing reasons for tile creation of tile situation which finall), led to
placement in care of a child or children.
Internal Famil), Problems as Reasons for Care
For the questions relating to internal family problems the respondent
was asked to rank tile problems listed. It was requested that only relevant
problems be included, so in most cases, three was the m,’~ximum number
of problems ranked.
Taking problems ranked as most important, emotional/psychological
problems of the parents were tile most often mentioned of "Internal Famil),
Problems". In 50 per cent of cases, the), were regarded as the major cause for
placement of a child or children of that famil), in care (Table 5.2).
Alcohol abuse was regarded as a primar), contributing factor for 35
families (67 children) and 14 per cent of cases. Mental illness of parent or
parents was given as a first reason in ]0 pet" cent of cases. Richardson
(1985, p. 276) found a much higher proportion of mental illness in the
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parents of the children in her saml)le who were all in residential care.
Fol’l~,-ol]e per cent of mothers and 18 pel" cent of fathers were considel’ed
to suffer fi’om some i)sychiatric prol)lems. There may be some definitional
differences here. Physical illness was less likely to be a reason for care than
mental illness as in only 3.1 per cent of cases in the present study was it
noted as a major problem. Financial i)roblems were not ranked first to any
appreciable degree.
Table 5.2: Intet~ml Family Pmblmns as Rea.vo,ls for Care by Rank of I,npmlanre - Family.Unils
Rankings
l~.ll~ttl l\rl.,lO
Pmblmns I Position 1+2 Position 1+2+3 Position
Pitt I’ettl Pt~#’ C~’ttl P(~I" Cglll
Emot./Psych. 50.4 (I) 72.9 ( I ) 79.5 ( I )
AIc,ahol Abuse by Parents 13.6 (2) 20.2 (3) 24.4 (3)
t",lcnlal Ilhlcss of Parents 1O.I (3) 17.8 (,I) 19.0 (,t)
Financial Problems 6.6 (4) 23.3 (2) 30.6 (2)
I’hysical Inncss of Parent.s 3.1 (5) 3.9 (6) 5.4 (6)
Death of Parent 2.3 (6) 4.7 (5) 6.2 (5)
I)rug Abuse by Parent 0.4 (7) 1.2 (7) 1.9 (7)
Other 13.5 - 21.7 - 27.9 -
I",~r ccllI I 0O.0 ....
Total l]l.ll|]bl~lI of falnilies 258
Death ofa l)arent or parenLs did eontril)ute to the placement in care of
36 children overall but not specifically as a l)rimary reason. Some
children’s home situal:ion worsened after the death leading to an internal
famil)’ reason for care other than the actual death.
In five families (affecting ]1 children) drug abuse I)y parents was
mentioned but in only one family was it regarded as the principal problem
leading to placement in care of a child.
When considering die rankings here, "l~l)le 5.2 also gives the position of
the i)roblem when ranked first and looks at the changes with the inclusion
of the problem in further rankings. While emotional/psychological
problems still retain their first position, financial problems become far
more important than the first ranking would suggest. Financial problems
retain this second position when all three rankings are cumulated. Alcohol-
related i)roblems and mental illness of parents follow in third and fourth
l)ositions. These are the four main problems in a family leading to the
placement of a child ila czll’c.
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Child-Centred Problems as Reasons for Care
The child-centred problems as reasons for care were ranked where
more than one applied. Again only relevant reasons were ranked, so as in
the previous section, seldom were more than three chosen.
Table 5.3 gives details of child-centred problems as they were ranked
for families, not individual children; As in Table 5.2, the position of each
problem and the changes in the positions are noted on Table 5.3. Neglect
always remains in first position, but Emotional Abuse becomes much n]ore
important in the position of the rankings ,’ffter Neglect and Family Crisis.
Tahle 5.3: Child-centred ISr~blems a~ Rea.~ons for Placmnent in Care by
Rank of hnporlance - Family Units
Rankings
zVtTIo l\ttylo
I*coblems
1 Position 1+2 Position 1+2+3 Position
P~- ¢TgtlL tJgl" C~ll ]Jet" C£?ll
Neglecl 29.8 (I) 34.1 (I) 37.2 (I)
Family Crisis 21.7 (2) 25.2 (2) 25.6 (2)
Child Abandoned I 1.6 (3) 12.4 (4) 12.8 (,I)
Physical Ahuse 6.6 (4) 9.3 (5) 10.4 (5)
Sexual Abuse 6.6 (5) 7.0 (6) 7.0 (7)
Emotional Ahuse 6.2 (6) 19.8 (3) 22.1 (3)
Child Out of Control 3. I (6) 5.8 (7) 7.4 (6)
Parent’s Death 1.2 (8) 1.9 (8) 1.9 (8)
Other 13.2 - 15.1 - 15.5
Per cent 100.0
- - -
Total number of families 258
A Imse and Neglect
Considerable attention has been directed to child abttse in recent times.
It has been found that families who abuse their children are characterised
by high levels of stress, social isolation and inadequate support sy.4tems.
Unger and Powell (1980. p. 567) pointed this out in their work. The
families in the present study appear to exhibit these three characteristics.
Child abuse and neglect, say Williams and Money (1980. p. 12) are not
inexplicable atrocities far removed from daily life. They become
understandable as extreme points on a continuum of socially sanctioned
cruelty to children that has deep historical moorings. Ah’eady noted is
Demause (1974) who felt that some parents were "stuck in earlier historical
moulds". Williams and Money (op. cit., p. 2) wrote of the difficult), of
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defining abuse - for instance, emotional al)use. Scott (1980, p. 131 ), in her
attempt to relate the problem of child abuse to existing socialisation
theories, selected mothers of abused children for her study, rather than
abusers. She hypodlesised that tile mother plays a significant role in abuse,
whether she injures or neglects the child herself or fails or is unable to
protect him or her from another abuser. In the present study three types of
abuse were noted: physical abuse, sexual abuse and emotional abuse.
Physical Abuse
111 considering physical abuse 1 will first look at some of the research on
the effects of such alguse. The result of cxperiencing.19hysical al)use, say
Seltzer and Kahnuss (1988, 19. 488), suggests that children’s early family
experiences have enduring effects. The long-term effects of individuals’
childhood socialisation exceed die sfiort-term impact of strain caused by
emlgloyment problems and other stress-prodttcing events. These attdaors
do not claim a definite connection between later violence and early
experience but would argue tl~at there appears to be some connection.
The phenomenon of the 19hysicany abused child, may occur at any age
but Williams and Money (op. tit.) found the affected children to be
younger than three years of age. According to Farmer (1979. p. 118)
usually the younger the child the greater the risk of violence and the more
severe the effects. The most vulnerable Farmer found were those up to 6
months old with a very high incidence also among those up to 2 years old.
This was not the case in this study, as for instance 6 of the 21 children
admitted to care with a first ranked reason of physical abuse were 12 years
old or older at admission. Williams and Money (op. tit.) went on to
describe likely characteristics of a battering parent or parents, but more
usually one of the parents.
Often they are described as psychopathic or sociopathic characters.
Alcoholism, sexual promiscuity, unstable marriages and minor
criminal activities are reportedly common among diem. The), are
immature, imlgulsive, self-centred, hylgerscnsitive and quick to
react, with poorly cono’olled aggression.
The audaors arc at pains to point out that die beating of children is not
confined to people with a psychopathic personality or of borderline socio-
economic status. It also occurs among people with good education and
stable financial and social backgrounds. From the scant data that are
available, it would appear that in these cases too there is a defect in
character structure which allows aggressive impulses to be expressed too
fi’cely.
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Some level of physical abuse was involved in 36 cases (27 families) ill
this study but was ranked as a first reason for care in 2 1 cases.
Looking at violence as a response to stress, Boss (op. cit., p. 66) feels
that tile phenomenon of family violence should be investigated on a more
general theoretical level in terms of family stress and coping. She quotes
Richard Gelles (Gelles and Cornell, 1986) who stated that family violence
can he a coping mechanism, albeit a dysfunctional one. Violent behaviour
can stem from an inadequate repertoire of behaviours with which to
manage stress, which means that the process of functional coping never
begins. The coping mechanism, i.e., violence, can stimulate the
development of even more su’ess. "Family vulnerability increases with sucb
coping mechanisms" says Boss (op. cit., p. 67) "which are used so
fi’equently that they become stress producers rather than stress reducers
for family members." Komarovsky found in her study Bhte Collar Marriage
(1962, p. 191) that "12hysical aggression is more fi’equent among the less
educated". Toch assumes that "physical force is a characleristic personal
reaction, and it is invoked by some people with tile same consistency that
persuasion, retreat, self-insulation, burnout or defiance is employed by
others" (1972, p. 10).
Farmer (op. cit., p. 188) adds that violence to children is an all-class
phenomenon, but it has been most persistently documented among the
working class. It appears that any combination of adverse circumstances
which militates against tile adequate fulfilment of marriage and family
roles can predispose parents to violent behaviour. Among them are low
income, job fi’ustration, poverty, bad housing and tmemploynlent. Tile
families studied here would be examples of families predisposed to violent
I)ehaviour by Farmer’s criteria.
Tile most likely internal family problem where physical abuse had been
ranked first was emotional/psychological problems of the parents. The
family type of tile physically abused child was most likely to be "married
two parent" (67 pet" cent). This contrasts with 41 per cent of families
overall in the "married two-parent" group. Other variables examined in
relation to physical abuse were type of housing, parental visits/contact,
parents’ care experience, support networks. Physically abused children
were somewhat more likely to live in a hot~se rather than a flat or mobile
home (86 pet- cent to 74 per cent oveJ’all), also the housing was more likely
to be priwtte (43 per cent to 39 per cent). These children were less likely to
have good contact with their parents (poor or no contact, 68 per cent of
these children to 44 per cent overall) although visits were not discouraged
by social workers, with a few exceptions. Two mothers had had a care
experience but I do not know whether the mother was an abusing parent
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or not. Kin and neighbottrhood support levels were fairly similar to those
in the overall saml)le (kin: 50 I)er cent with no supl)ort to 44 13er cent, and
neighbours: 70 per cent with no SUl3port to 68 per cent overall).
Thus it could be said that a profile of the families of children in care,
whose admission was i)recil)itated by i)hysical abuse, would most likely be
that of a child or children of a married COUl31e with emotional problems,
living in a hotlse. The child(ten) when in care would have less contact with
parents than other children but their i)arents woulcl have as little or as
much kin and neiglal3otH’hood SUl)13ort as the other families with children
in care. The children wece of all ages at admission. No i)articular age
group was OVel’-i’e )l’esented.
Sexnal Abuse
There is no internationally agreed basis for deciding what constitutes
child sexual abuse. Trowell, of the Tavistoek Clinic, in a paper to the 1990
Meeting of the Commission on Marriage and Interpersonal Relations,
reviewed five definitions of child sexual abuse currently I)eing used. These
encompassed descriptions of specific kinds of behaviour such ~s incest, ,as
well as the broader issues of abuse of tYust and misuse of i)owet". All the
definitions concerned i)reserving apl)ropriate boundaries between
generations and membel’s of the same family. The Commission concluded
that it is the eroticisation of family relationships by those in a position of
power which constitutes the hallmark of sexual abuse. 1 would add that with
the increase in the nttmber of the reconstituted families possibl), the
weakening of taboos where step-relations are concerned is also a I~lctor.
Child sexual abuse is not a new phenomenon as historical evidence has
demonstrated (see, for instance, Demause, 1974; Boswell, 1988). Because it
is onl), in recent times that people have been willing to accept the realit);
epidemiological studies in t.his field are not very con~mon. As the Report of
the Meeting of the Commission on Marriage and Interpersonal Relations in
1990 points out, research which has been clone has used diffecent
definitions and methods, making comparisons betaveen countries diffictdt.
McKeown and Gilligan ( 1991, p. I 01) anal),sed 512 cases of child abuse
in the Eastern Heahh Board area of Ireland in 1988. These cases had been
classified as confirmed on the basis of natioHally agreed procedures. The
stud), is the most comprehensive yet undertaken on the problem of Child
Sexual Abuse in die Republic of h’eland and the resuhs provide a picture of
some of the salient features of CSA and draw attention to some of the key
issues invoh,ed in the management of these cases. Furtlaer anal),sis of other
variables in the database have yet to be undertaken and this anal),sis could
throw vahtable light on dle response to CSA fi’om the different heahh and
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personal social service agencies. That such research is essential if effective
policies and practices are to be developed to protect children from CSA and
to treat those already affected by it, is stressed by the attthors.
Regarding this present study, in 17 families (involving 28 children)
sexual abuse was mentioned as the first ranked reason for placement in
care. In one other case, sexual abuse was ranked second. The figure of 29
children who were sexually abused, was 7.4 per cent of the total number of
children in care during 1989. The number of children in care in this study
on 31 December 1989 where sexual abuse was the primary reason for care
was 23. The. number may appear small but it contrasts sharply with the
number of cases in other years in the Mid-Western region. For instance,
1980 = 5 cases; 1981 = 5; 1982 = 4; 1983 = 4; 1984 = 3. By 1988 the number
had increased to 16 and in 1989 for this study, it was 23. (Table 1 in
McKeown anti Gilligan op. tit. gives figures for Ireland beo.veen 1984 and
1987 showing similar increases.) ~qlether these increases are an artefact of
thcreased level of awareness and willingness to report possible abuse or a
re,-d increase is impossible to say.
The profile of sexually abused children in this study is that they are
likely to be female (79 per cent), aged over 2 years - half of the children
were fi’om 7 years old upwards at admission, only around 18 pet" cent being
under 2 years old. This information does not allow an estimate of the age at
which the child was first abused and thus the lengtb of time the child
suffered the abuse before placement in cm’e. The parents were most likely
to have emotional psycbological problems or alcohol related problems. A
higher proportion of sexually abused children" came fi’om "Married two-
parent" families than for the study population in general (71:41). They
were most likely to have lived in a house ownetl by the Local Authority. A
l:tigher proportion of parents had some kin snpport than the general in-care
population (71:56) but a similar level of neighbourhood support (32:32).
The total proportion of chilth’en in care th the Mid-Western Health
Board Region who were victims of some level of abuse is around 34 per
cent. (Some 20 children were victims of multiple abuse.)
Neglect
l~adushin (1988, p. 147) in his chapter on "Neglect in Families" notes
that public interest in child abuse and neglect has had an uneven histor),.
"Discovered", or I should say "rediscovered" given nineteenth century
activity, as a social problem in the 1970s, there was a sudden and dramatic
growth of public concern about the problem. Kadushin noted that while
the tides of early protective ser~4ce agencies emphasised the prevention of
cruelty, suggesting a focus on abuse, most of the cases were of neglecc For
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instance, when Beblnler (1982, p. 181) examined die case records of tile
British National Societ), for tile Prevention of Cruelt), to Children, he found
that by tile opening years of the twentieth century a great majorit), of its
cases involved neglected t-adler than physically abnsed children. Snbsequent
to file attention in tile early 1900s, a biatns occurred ill public concern and
interest in tile problem of child maltreatment. Kadusbin (op. tit.) records
tile "rediscovery" in the 1960s which was given prinlary impetus by
radiologists and paediatricians.
Child maltreatment was "medicalized" and was almost totally
identified with physical abuse, the kinds of maltreatment situations
most likely to come to the attention of doctors. This tendency to
perceive child maltreatment almost exclusively in terms of physical
abuse persisted for some time following the rediscovery of tile
problem in tile 1960s, for a number of reasons. As compared to
physical abuse, neglect is more diffuse, more insidious, more
chronic, more problematic. It is less dramatic, less easily identified,
and less easily corrected. (l~adnshin, p.] 48)
One hundred and rift), children fi’om 77 familieswere said to have been
placed in care because of neglect as a first-ranked child-centred re~son. A
fnrther 19 families had neglected their children but it was not regarded ,as
tile first-ranked reason. Thirt),-three more children were involved in those
families. "File incidence of neglect as a reason for placement in care in this
stud); fat" exceeds tile incidence of any Wpe of abuse (30 pet" cent of families
neglected their children in comparison with 19 per cent of abusing families
see Table 4.3). This is in line with studies by Nagi (1977) and Polansky et aL
(1975) noted by Kadushin (op. tit. 1988). In this stud)’, neglect has been
noted separately as a reason for pl~tcement in care. It might be argued that
abuse is neglect and neglect is abuse, but they are distinct. Polansk),, et aL
(1985) defines neglect ,as "a condition in which a caretaker responsible for
tile child eidler deliberately or by exu,’aordinary inattentiveness permits file
child to experience avoidable present suffering and/or fails to provide one
or more ingredients generally deemed essential for developing a person’s
physical, intellectual and emotional capacities". Kadnshin (op. cit., 13. 150)
acids to dlis that a parent who abuses or cruelly mistreats the child is guilty
of an act of commission; neglect is more frequendy an act of omission.
Katz et aL (1985) noted that "neglect" is an uncertain concept both
legally and in social application. Thus, says Kadushin, Iluman service
professionals are not only required to define in practice what legislatures
were unable to define precisely in statntes, they are also required to make
predictions of the possible harnfful consequences of neglect based on
limited information and tenuously validated tbeo~’ies of child development.
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Inevitable errors in definition and prediction snbject workers to possible
public criticism, administrative rel)rimand and, increasingly, the possibility
of legal action against them.
A nunaber of studies were carried out by Polansky and his colleagues
during the 1970s and in 1981 on motbers who neglected dleir children.
They were mostly clinical studies identifying the personality t3,’pes of these
motbers. According to the research a combination of poverty with a
character-disordered personality and disturbed family system is the most
likely equation for neglect of a child or children. Those attthors note
different t),pologies of neglecd:nl mothers and the major implication of tllis
chiefly clinical research is that it appears where parents themseh,es
snffered fi’om neglect in their childhood, they in turn are likely to neglect
tbeir children. XYbile poverty could contribute to tlae likelihood of neglect
by adding to stress, some basic personality factors that determine
neglectful behaviour would still need to be addressed. In other words,
while poverty may, in some cases, be a basic contributing factor, it is not by
any means the only explanation for neglect.
Previous studies, of a psychological orientation, e.g., Voung (1964) and
Meier (1964) hold a similar view to Polansky. However, as Kadushin (op.
cat., p. 159) points out, psychological "deficits" are often correlated with
long-term poverty, unemployment, rejection by the larger society, poor
health and the like.
It may be noted that fathers seldom appear in the findings of these
studies and the editors of the Kadushin chapter note that, in the whole
field of child neglect, there is a tendency to bold only modaers responsible
for problems in child care. This reflects the fi’eqnent difficulty of working
with fathers as well as the sexist bias of the larger society.
In dais stndy 1 am dealing only with children admitted to care because
of neglect. The actual prevalence of neglect of all children either in the
Mid-Western Health Board, or indeed h’eland as a whole, is probably
impossible to estimate. ~qaat is available here is information on a residual
group of children and families who bare come to tbe attention of Health
Board social workers because of evidence of neglect.
The population of children in care because of neglect will now be
compared with other children in care. The profile of tbe child who w’,as in
care in the Mid-West Region in 1989 prinlarily because of neglect is one
where age at admission is more likely to have been be~’een the age of 2
and 11 years than the general poptdation in care. Present age, with the
exception of the under 1 year olds, is fairly similar but both proportions of
under one )’eat" olds are very small anyway - 2 per cent neglected children,
12 per cent in the non-neglected popnlation.
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In some respects children in care because of neglect were very similar
to other childrela in care. However, there were one or two areas where
substantial differences occurred. For instance, neglected children were far
less likely to be children of single parents (9.3 per cent to 27.3 per cent of
non-neglected children) but almost twice as likely to be children of
married one-parent families (29 per cent of children in care because of
neglect) than children in care for other reasons. Fifteen per cent of those
children were chilclren of lone married parents.
For those childrela whose families were living in mobile home
accommodation, two-thircls had been placed in care because of neglect.
Considerably more neglected children had poor contact with parenLs (71
per cent) than other children (58 per cent) but probably the most
dramatic differences occurrecl at the level of kin and neighbour stq)port.
In 62 per cent of cases the family hacl no kin support compared with 37
per cent of other cases with no kin support. For neiglabour/fl’iend support
the percentages were 80 to 64. In a comparison with Family Centred
problems neglect, being the most fi’equently first ranked problem, is dealt
with in "l~ble 5.4. The table clearly shows a relationship between parenL~
having emotional/psychological problems and the neglect of their
children. Neglect and alcohol abuse are relatecl but to a somewhat lesser
extent. Mental illness also appears to be important, lnclications are then
that a high instance of neglect of children is combined with emotional and
psychological i)]’oblems of parents, and that abuse of alcohol and to a
"rablc 5.,1: Neglect I,7 hlternal Family 1"5~)blmn.~ as Igerh~’on.~ fi~r (2~lre
ICmlkings
AltTql} iVgltl
ProblenL~ I Positio, 1+2 Position 1+2+3 Position
Pt~r t~gltl l~t:t ~~ttl P~.I’ rtrtll
Emol./Psy. 37.7 ( 1 ) 71.4 ( I ) 84.,I ( I )
Alcohol Abuse by Parent 23.4 (2) 32.5 (2) 38.9 (3)
Menud Illness 9.1 (3) 22.1 (3) 24.7 (4)
l"inanci:d 6.5 (4) 19.5 (4) 46.7 (2)
Death of I’arenl 2.6 (5) 5.2 (5) 7.8 (6)
Physical Illness 2.6 (6) 5.2 (6) 9.1 (5)
Drug Abuse by I’arent 1.3 (7) 2.6 (7) 3.9 (7)
Olher 16.9 - 25.9 - 32.5
Per cent 100.0 - - -
N 77
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lesser extent nlental illness are also important contributory factors to
neglect, leading to need for placement of children in care. ~ seen in the
earlier tables, financial problems become more important in the later
rankings, but emotional/psychological problems and alcohol-related
problems still retain highest associations with neglect.
From the above it seems that while character and personality factors have
~en iden6fied ~ "explaining" neg!ect, ~ ICadushin (1988, p. 166) h~s noted,
these factors are most likely to be the result of, and present in, a highly
swe~ful deprived environment that is bereft of a social support s)~tem.
Family 04sis or Children Out rf Control
Family crisis, such its needing respite care for m~ ill child, was regm’ded as
being the major child-centred problem in 20.5 i)er cent of c~es (77 children
fi’om 55 fmnilies). Some children were said to be "out of control", the term
used to describe children whose parents felt they could no longer manage
them. This wins given as the major child centred reason for care in only 2.9
per cent of cases (11 children fi’om 8 f,-unilies).
Other Child-centred Problems ,as Remsons for Cai’e
As already observed, in only a very few cases did the death of a parent or
parents directly lead. to placement in care (3 families). A variety of otheT
reasons, such as "home unsuitable", a handicapped child or parents
requesting care for their child were noted ,as being the immediate reason the
child was placed in care.
Combinations of Problems as Reas~ns fi.," Care
Table 5.5 gives details of the child-centred and internal family centa’ed
reasons for care, where unen~ployment was regarded as an underlying
problem. It should be remembered that only those problems appropriate to
the family were ranked, so few l,’ankings beyond three occurred.
It seems that neglect is the most likely child-centred problem where
unemployment is regarded as a family prol)lem, followed by crisis in the
family. In the case of internal family reasons, emotional/psychological
problems of parents were ranked higher than financial problems where
unemployment was regarded as an underlying prob.lem. This latter
finding is in line with ~,%qlelan, et al.’s top. cir.) finding on unemployment
and its association with l)sychological distress and financial insecurity.
It is now proposed to look at some of the child-centred reasons for
care and check within that group what combination of reasons occurred.
In other words, if a pile-up oli problems occurred for the child and what
these problems were?
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T,able 5.5A: Familie.; IVhere Unemployment w~,~ Rega~zled eLv a Major Problem by
Child-celltred ICett.~otts
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Ra,kings
Ale’at Nm~
Child-centred ma.~ot~ I Position 1+2 Position 1+2+3 Position
P~" ctr~H Per cent Per cent
Neglect ,t8.7 ( I ) 59.0 ’ ( I ) 59.0 ( I )
Crisis in Family 20.5 (2) 25.6 (2) 25.6 (2)
Abandoned Child 7.7 (3) 7.7 (4) 7.7 (5)
Sexual Abuse 7.7 (4) 7.7 (5) 7.7 (6)
Emotional Ahuse 5.1 (5) 15.4 (3) 17.9 (3)
Child Out of Control 2.6 (6) 5.1 (6) 10.3 (4)
Ph),sica] Abuse 2.6 (7) 2.6 (7) 2.6 (7)
¯ Other 5.1 7.7 7.7
Per cenl IO0.0 -
Total nulnber of families 39
Table 5.5B: I:amilie~ 14qle~ Unempho, ment was Regarded tL~" a Major Problem by,
Inte~7tal Family ReasotL~
Rttnkin~
IV~’~tt t\teTO
Family I,:e~ons I Position 1+2 Position 1+2+3 Po~’ition
Per fcttl
o~, C~Ill e~I CCYtll
Emotional Psych.
Problems 46.2 (I) 69.2 (1) 74.,I (I)
Alcohol Problems 23. I (2) 35.9 (3) 38.5 (3)
Financial I’rohlelns 17.9 (3) 46.2 (2) 64.2 (2)
Menial Illness 5. I (4) 12.8 (4) 17.9 (4)
Death of Parent 2.6 (5) 2.6 (5) 5.1 (5)
Drug Abuse by Parent - - - 5. I (6)
Othe," 5. I - 15.3 20.5 -
PCI" cent 100.0 - - - -
N 39
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Taking "Neglect" as being tile most often mentioned reason ranked
nttmber one (77 families - 150 children) the most likely ranked second
reason was "Emotional Abuse", (35 children involved). Overall, ill 62
cases, a second reason was given - in 12 cases this was crisis in the family,
in a further 5 cases physical abuse was mentioned. In a majority of the 150
cases (58 per cent) neglect was regarded as the prizne and only
precipitating reason for placement in care.
For 7 of the 21 children where Physical Abuse was ranked first, other
reasons were also ranked- most often Emotional Abuse. Sexual Abuse
had proportionately more 19roblems/reasons ranked with it than any
other reason for care. Twenty-one of tile 28 cases ranked other problems
with Sexual Abuse. For 8 children Emotional Abuse and Neglect were
raIiked second and third. Some children were said to have been Sexually,
Emotionally and Physically abused. Althongh the numbers of children
involved are small, these children are likely to be disturbed and difficult.
As will be shown later, these children are more likely to be placed in
residential care. The problems for care workers coping with children who
have experienced abuse, was a theme in tile report At Wh.at Cost?. That
report staled t:hat the realisation of t.fie needs of the child care workers
has not yet manifested itself into policy and practice. "Reslgondents felt
counselling services were too hard to get. access to, had long waiting lists,
were too infi-equent, did not give enough feedback to the care staff, and
were not available in a crisis" (p. 64). Tile child care workers further felt
that this was particttlarly tile case in relation to counselling for victims of
sexnal abuse. Many of tile c:are staff had apparently expressed the view
that they did not have tile skills necessary to deal with the more difficult
and damaged children and yottng people who were being referred to
them.
In cases where children were abandoned (40 children) only 8 had
more than a first ranking. In 4 cases tile child was said to be also Out of
Control with Emotional Abuse ranked third. As might be expected in
cases where the child was abandoned, liltle information was available on
tile family and thtts on reasons for care other than abandonnlent.
Care Type lO, Child-centred Rea.~on
If one were to consider tile t),pe of care allotted to a child by the child-
centred reason for care, in all cases where physical abuse was mentioned,
long-term care was preferred, either foster or residential care. This also
appears to be the case where sextlal ol" enlotiolla] abtlse is illvo]ved. Ill the
case of these three types of abuse, chilth’en were far more likely to be
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placed in residential care than for the overall placements. Residential care
accottnted for 25.6 per cent of all placements but where Physical Abuse
was ranked as the first reason for care 52.4 per cent of those children were
placed in residential care; where Sexual Abuse ranked first, 50.0 per cent
and in cases where Entotional Abuse was ranked first, 34.8 per cent of the
children had been placed in residential care. Tbe numbers are too small
for any tests of sign!ficance, bnt it inay well be that children who have
been abused in any way are less likely to be considered suitable for foster
care, and social workers are inclined to go for the lnore structured
environment of a residential home as being the most suitable type of care.
The difficulties which ma), arise for care workers have been discussed.
Legal Basis for Admission
It has been noted in Chapter 3 tbat the ronte through which a child
entered care - either voluntary or through a Court Order -affccts the
placement in a number of ways. Here the basis for admission is correlated
with d~e reason for care. As might be expected, physical abnse of a child as
a reason for care is more likely to bare been associated with a Court Order
admission than, say, a crisis in a f~}mily. One might conclude fi’om dlis that
the more serious the problem, as abuse would be termed, the more likely
social workers were to use’ the Cotirts to enable them to protect children.
V~q~ether that is necessarily the case or not, the data showed that where
Physical Abuse was the primary reason for admission 76.2 per cent of the
admissions were by Court Order; where Sexual Abuse was the primary
reason for care 71.4 per cent were Court Order admissions and where
Emotiona! Abuse, Court Order admissions were almost 57 per cent of the
total admissions for that reason. Thus it may be presumed that Court
action was more likely to be involved in cases of abuse.
Also, in cases where neglect was the principal reason for care, a high
proportion, two-thirds, of the children had been admitted dlrongh Court
Orders, whereas only 18 p6r cent were placed in care via Court Order
where the grounds for care were crisis in the family.
Retentions in Care
Chapter 6 deals with children retained in long-term care from the
child’s point of view. Here we will look at why a child is not being returned
to his/her family.
Questions were asked as to whether or not the parents were able to
accommodate the child - in other words did they have suitable
accomnlodation and if so, were they willing to accommodate the child?
First, cases where the parents were able but unwilling to accommodate the
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child or children will be considered. All amount of lack of interest in the
child/children ill care was found. Of tile 86 families involved, 64 per cent
of parents had no interest in the return of their children.
Some of these parents, when interviewed, did not explicitly admit to
total lack of interest in their children, but from their responses it was clear
that they were quite happy that the children were not with them. One
example of this kind of case was where the parents had separated, the
husband deserting and is now possibly in jail in England. There were p, vo
children involved, one a daughter, now a teenager, the mother regarded as
"impossible". The girl is in residential care and the boy is being cared for
by a grandmother - he is not "in care". The children had been left alone
on nunaerous occasions, their mother u-avelling back and forth to England.
The daughter in this case had experienced a number of placements in
both foster and residential homes since the mother first left the family
home, effectively abandoning the children. There was also a history of
physical abuse of the daughter by her mother. Originally tile children’s
school principal had contacted the Health Board seeing that the children
were unkempt and hungry. This mother expressed the opinion that he,"
daughter is "now in good hands, and 1 don’t really want to keep in contact
with her".
Another example was that of a single mother who no longer visits her
child in foster care. Tile child is now 7 years old. This was a case of
diffictdties arising because of problems bev, veen the foster parents and tile
mother. She felt the foster parents made the situation impossible for her,
watching her every move when she visited. A source of this difficulty
appeared to be that the mother oftcn arrived to visit in an inebriated state
and dae foster parents were very nervous about the child being with he,’.
Tile mother is an alcoholic and when the child lived with her prior to care
she was being neglected. A public healdl nurse referred tile child to tile
Health Board and the social workers obtained a Court Order for admission
to care. This mother told me that if she had been given the option at the
time the child was born she would have had tile child adopted. In her
opinion the foster parents seemed very good to her daughter. She felt she
would like to let things lie now and not see he," daughter again, admitting
that she felt no emoOonal attachment to the child. Tile new circumstances
in which this mother finds herself indicate 0lat the possibility of tile child
rettlrning to her mother in these circunlstances wottld seems remote.
Six sets of phrents regarded their children as being out of their conta’ol
as a primary reason for not wanting them home. In another 6 cases, the
present partner of the remaining parent was unwilling to have the child or
children in tile home. A variety of other reasons was noted, for instance,
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the parent or parents bad left the area, or were being sougbt by the police,
or the grandparenLs would not allow a non-marital child .to be cared for b),
his mother in their borne.
In some cases tbe parents were able and willing to accommodate the
child or children, but the children were retained in care. Numerous
reasons were given by social workers as to why this occurred in the 90
families concerned, involving 147 children. In 19 families alcohol or drug
addiction was given as the primary reason and in 21 families, mental or
physical illness of tile parent was tile reason given. Social workers felt in
some cases tbat parents exercised inconsistent control over the children,
sometimes leaving them alone in the house, otber times being totally
overprotective. Tbis reason became the most important wben tile rankings
were added together. In otber cases there was fear of physical violence.
Table 5.6 shows the relative importance of tile reasons for retention where
parents were able mad willing to take their children home. These are cases
where no doubt resentments occur. I spoke to some of the parent(s)
concerned. In one such case tile social worker felt that tile parenting by
Table 5.6: ParenL~ Able and Willing &tt Children Rttained in Cam
Rankings
NeTa t\t~JI
Reasm~forretention I Positian 1+2 Position 1+2+3 Position
p,~’ ctrnl p~r Cerlll Per certll
Alcohol Abuse by Parents 21.1 (l) 28.9 (I) 37.8 (2)
Mental Illness 17.8 (2) 24.4 (3) 30.0 (4)
Inconsistent control I1.1 (3) 27.8 (2) 44.4 (1)
Marital Breakdown 8.9 (’I) 2 I. I (4) 26.6 (6)
Physical Violence in Home 8.9 (5) 20.0 (5) 31.1 (3)
Promiscuous En~4ronment 6.7 (6) 6.7 (8) I i.I (7)
Financial Problems 5.6 (7) 13.3 (6) 24.4 (5)
Physical Illness 5.6 (8) 8.0 (7) 10.0 (8)
Overprotective Parents 1.1 (9) 2.2 (9) 2.2 (9)
Other* 13.3 26.7 33.3 -
Per cent 100.0 - - -
N 90
* The catego~’ "Other" needs some clarification. Situations arose such as that the child
w,qnled to Sl;ly wilh his/her foster pZll’ellk~; the pal+ent~ were icgardcd as unstable; or Ih,’lt
the home conditions were unsuitable for a bah)’.
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the mother was inconsistent. The father of the children was in prison
having been convicted of sexual abuse of them. Another mother to whom I
spoke was not resentfnl but hoped earnestly that she would be allowed
have her son returned to her. The reason for non-return here was that the
mother was mildly physically and mentally handicapped and the child was
as yet too young for the mother to cope. The father was an alcobolic but
there did appear to be an improvement in the situation and it was being
monitored by the social worker.
Reason ft," Discha~’ge
Ninety-nine children were discharged from care during 1989. Seventy-
nine per cent of these (67) were reunited with tbeir families. In tbe past
arguments have occurred among social workers in Britain (see, for
instance, Packman, op. tit., p. 196) about whether or not children were
discharged precipitately and ill-advisedly before their borne circumstances
had improved enough to make genuine rebabilitation feasible. Where this
had occurred, only fnrther family breakdowns and a greater measure of
insecurity and deprivation for tile children concerned could result.
Almost one-fifth of discbarges were young people who bad reached the
legal age limit (16 years old at present). The prospects of leaving care can
cause insecurity in young people who have reached the age limit to leave
care. Berridge (op. tit., p. 34) noted that fi’equendy they have anxieties
associated with personal, social and sexual identity, while the prospects of
leaving care, leaving school and tbe likelibood of unemployment and
isolation add to their insecurity. The process of leaving care, particularly
for these young people, is as important as that of admission. Berridge
notes that far fi’om being viewed with eager anticipation and as a break
fi’om adult control, many adolescents in his study approached leaving care
with considerable trepidation. They sometimes became extremely
aggressive or precipitated the situaOon by running away. Stein and Carey
(1986) in their study Leaving Care, found that the final picture for those
leaving care was a depressing one. "Apart from the experience of a very
small nunlber of young people" say these attthors (p. 179) "there is little
evidence that State care was able to compensate for what was judged by
social services to be missing in their background". Berridge also notes that
although efforts have been made to reduce tile stigma associated with
public care in Britain, there has been a diminution in the opportunities to
acquire subsequent status, by say employment. The situation is no doubt
similar in h’eland, where in earlier times, children fi’om residenual homes
were often placed in jobs such as domestic service for girls and the Army
for boys, giving them at least tbe advantage of employment. The greatest
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need for d~ese young people now leaving care is to cultivate social networks
which will ensttre long-term support.
Children who are discharged fi-om care because they have reached the
legal age limit, whether in foster or residential care, still continue to be the
financial responsihility of the Health Board if they are in full-time
education. If the), are in some type of u’aining where they are paid, they
are expected to contribute towards their keep. Young people between 16
and 18 at present receive no social welfare benefit as dais only commences
at 18. However, provision has been made in tile Chihl Care Act, 1991 for
assistance to young persons up to 21 years of age who have been in care. In
some of the cases of foster care where the young person has officially left
care, and is not in full-time education, he/she may continue to live with
the foster parents, because a good relationship has been established.
However, dais whole area is a grey one as it is not clear what happens to a
nmnber of young persons who leave foster homes and residential homes
wid~out definite plans. Concern has been growing about these young
people. A discussion of the maoy reports on the situation of young people
and homelessness and the link of youth homelessness with a care
experience was undertaken in the O’Higgins and Boyle 1988 study (see pp.
96-99). The National Youda Council sponsored a conference on Young
Homelessness in May, 1990, giving evidence of a contintting problem but
also al) awareness of the extent of the existence and extent of homelessness
and a willingness to find a solution.
The British National Children’s Bureau Highlight No. 84 (1988) stated
daat surveys have consistently found that young people who have been in
care are vastly ovet’-l’epresented among samples of single homeless people.
The Highlight adds daat a recent stud)’ by Centrcpoint showed that dae link
between homelcssness and leaving care persists: 25 per cent of young
homeless people had a backgrotmd of care. The young people not actually
homeless were far fi-om being in stable accommodation. The stttdy by Stein
and Cal-ey (1986) Leaving CaT"e, found daat "the most remarkable feature of
the young people’s lives during the study was the anlount of moving they
did fi’om one new address to another".
That homelessoess in the cases of yotmg people who have been in care
is due in some cases to loneliness and inability to settle in single person
accommodation is implied in the Stein and Carey study. By the end of dae
first year of the study all die young people wanted to leave single person
accommodation despite its satisfactory physical standards. Feelings of
loneliness and isolation were accentuated for those who were tuaemployed
and had nowhere to go. It is conceivable that a certain camaraderie exists
on the streets among the homeless and people therefore experience at
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least lesser feelings of loneliness and regard this as preferable to their
previous isolation. These young people would probably not have the
contacts, the confidence or the ability to search fox" more suitable
accommodation sharing with others. They need assistance at the stage of
leaving care to bnild this conficlence and to iclentify compatible contacts.
In their study On My O~mz. Rt~ort on Youth I-Iome.~sness in Limerick City,
Keane asad Crowley found that in May 1989, 25 yotmg people were bomeles,s -
18 males and 7 females. Some particular groups could be identified and they
included children who had been abused, either physically, sexually or
emotionally, poor school attenders and cbildren who had been either
fostered or adopted. More than a third of the sample of homeless yotmg
people, tbe subject of the Focus Point 1989 study on homeless youth in
Dtthlin, had been in some form of residential care. It cotfld not be argued
that all youth homelessness emanated fi’om crttelty or neglect in the young
person’s home with the possibility of the child having experienced snbstitute
care, but there seems to be a fairly significant nnmber of instances where
that is the case.
In an effort to discover what might be in store fox" those in this study who
left care having reached the legal age limit, further questions were asked
regarding accommodation arrangements and employment plans, if any. It is
appreciated that the numbers here are very small, but there are 17
individuals whose fittnres are involved. Six bad permanent accommodation
plans other than family or foster home; 2 had temporary accommodation.
Of the 9 remaining, three returned to their families on discharge; two
remained with their foster parents. One young man was on a frill-time
caterthg course and returned to the residential unit at weekends. Aslother
young girl was regarded as having very unsatisfactory arrangements in that
she had been discbarged to her family but instead went to live with her
boyfriend’s family. The social worker was unhappy about this, as the
circumstances were not the best for the girl, in her view. There was no
information given in the other two cases.
Given the small numbers no definite statements can be made, but if this
pattern is repeated in all Health Board areas, it would mean that some
young people are still leaving care without plans or security for their futures.
Summary
Cbapter 5 set out to consider what problems in generai the families
had encountered and what specific problems led to the placement of the
child in care.
Boss’s External/Internal model of family stress was discussed and
problems regarded ,-as areas of external stress such as unemployment and
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poor SUl)l)ort networks were examined. The likelihood of unenq)loyment
being linked with poor psychological healtb was noted. The lack of
supportive networks appeared as a notable gap in the lives of the families,
adding to their stress.
The internal context of stress on the families did appear to be more
important, but as pointed out, the external context is often neglected and
is probably more important than it appears. General instability in the
family was regarded as being the most likely underlying cause leading to
care. This gives a picture of a multiplicity of problems within the families,
with poor marital relationships featuring to a large extent.
When one moved on to internal family problems, emotional/
psychological l)rol)lems of the parents seemed to dominate. Alcohol abuse
was also an important contributory factor to the need for substitute care.
Eleven per cent of cases where one l)arent, usually the motheh suffered
some psychiatric problem serious enough to necessitate placement in care
of the child, could probably be regarded as a high proportion relative to
the population in general.
~qlen one moves closer to the point of placement of the child in care,
neglect by the parent(s) is the most likely otttstanding reason why the child
eventually ended up in care. An apparently less serious reason "family
crisis" is second. However, if abuse and neglect at-e added together with
abandonment, they account for 65 per cent of primary reasons.
In the 1991 Policy Statement on Child Care Practice the Social V~lot-k
Del)artment of the Child Care Service in the Mid-Western Health Board
(Section 4(ii)) stated that fi-om then on no child would come into care or
remain in care on grotmds that arise prima.rily fl’om:
* the illness of one parent in a p, vo-pal’cnt family (51 children
in care in 1989)
* financial problems (25 chil(h’en in care in 1989)
* disability (4 children in care in 1989)
* housing prol)lems
* medical grounds
* the need to give parents "a break", unless there are
compelling reasons to believe that such care episodes will
enable a family to continue caring for its children - possibly
a number of children where reason for care was "family
crisis" would be included here (78 children in care in
1989).
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The data show that up to and during 1989 a number of children bad
been admitted to care for the reasons listed here. If it is possible to
implement the above policy then the rate of admissions will drop
considerably. I have noted in parentheses the number of children whose
primary reason for care - either child centred or internal family - came
trader these groups above. This gives hope for a redttction in admissions to
care where the child could remain with his/her family with supports in the
community.
In combining the reasons, underlying, internal family and child
centred, where unemploynlent had been regarded as a major problem,
parents were most likely to have emotional psychological problems and to
neglect their children. Neglect as a reason or ground for care was dealt
with separately and combined with presenting problems. This was done
because of the importance neglect of children has, both in the lite~-ature
anti in this study, relative to the incidence of children being in need of care
and protection. The high correlation between neglect, emotional/
psychological problems and alcohol abuse was delnonstrated.
The chapter looked at the care type by reason for placement. It was
evident that where abuse was a reason for care, residential care was more
likely to be used. Where the child had been admitted to care because of
abuse, it was far more likely to have been through a Court Order, as was
the case where neglect was the reason.
The chapter moved on then to consider when families were able but
unwilling to have their child(reil) returned to them and the circumstances
where these sitnations occurred. There was an amot_lnt of disinterest
apparent. No specific reasons for the present disinterest were given, but:
one could speculate that in some cases any~vay, difficultyof contact
contributed to what was probably a "tailing off" process which has now
become total. On the other band, where parents were anxious for tile
return of theil- child(l’en) but social workers were not yet prepared to allow
this, a variety of what appear to be very good reasons were noted.
Finally, situations of children leaving care having reached the legal age
limit were reviewed and although nttmbers here were small, the majority of
these had some definite arrangements made or made for them.
In summar)- the data demonstrated that where a child was placed in
care, the parents were most likely to be suffering emotional/psTcbological
problems or problems associated with alcohol abuse. Financial prolMems
came into tile picture lower down the rankings. The children were most
likely to have been neglected or to have suffered from a family crisis, with
emotional abuse becoming important in the lower rankings.
Chapter 6
EXPERIENCES IN CARE
The experience a child has in care after the trauma of separation fi’om
his or her family can be vital in the child’s adjusunent first to care itself and
subsequendy to the return to his/her family on discharge. Here, suitability
of placement will be examined as defined by the relevant social worker;
family links and access will be considered; length of time spent in care,
number of moves while in care; number of care experiences and
characteristics of children in long-term care.
Unsuitable Placements
"Pressure on placement resources of all kinds, and shortage of foster
homes in particular, seem to be recurrent themes at social work gatherings
and in professional journals", Rowe, et aL (1989) declare. Bearing in mind
similar views expressed by social workers in Ireland and also, of course,
because of the potentially damaging effect of an unsuitable placement on a
child, the questionnaire included the topic of appropriateness of care type.
As previously noted the present type of care was regarded ,as inappropriate
by the social workers involved in only 6.per cent of cases. This nmy well be
a rationalisation as a result of the placement being due to a scarcity of
choice of homes or the placement baying been made by the Court or even
possibly having been made some considerable time prior to the
responding social worker’s arrival. The assessment may then have been
made that it was best to "leave well enough alone", or that the placement
was the best available.
Thus, one of the problems in interpreting the data in this study is that
over 55 per cent of the population in care has been there for longer than a
year - in some cases considerably longer. Staff movement and increasing
numbers of staff between 1982 add 1989 have been such that in a large
number of cases the responsibility for placement in care was not that of the
currently responsible social worker. This, coupled with scarce information
on old files, led to a gap in the knowledge of the latest social Worker as to
any plan made for a particular child, if indeed an)’ existed at the time the
child was placed in care. As meotioned in the Introduction, some of the
records, particularly the older ones were, to say the least, incomplete.
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There were exceptions of course where tile same social worker had worked
with a particular family for a nnnlber of years and fnll information was
available. The 1991 Statement of Policy and Practice of tile Mid-Western
Health Board area, affirms that no child will enter care without a specific
plan agreed beforehand for that child. The children ill this study had all
been ill care, some a considerable thne prior to 1989 so it is unlikely that
any definite plan }lad been made for then1 on their admission. Since 1991
however, the practice in tile area is to prepare a plan for each child at
admission.
Parker top. tit., 1980) in his chapter "Causes of Concern" discusses the
problem of mobility of staff anti comments that mobility adversely affects
standards. In Britain, as Parker point.s out, economic stringency may now
be reducing tile rate of mobility there. However, in h’eland the problem
may be more one of attempted development of services, in that temporary
employment might be offered in case sufficient resources were not
available for permanent employment. This could result in ahnost constant
mobility with social workers endeavouring to obtain permanent posts. Also,
in recent years, a trend towards secondment for fnrther training may have
played a part. Tile Mid-Western Health Board area has now organised its
staff resources to enable a more settled regime to exist, consequently
enabling social workers to raise standards in dealing with children in need
of care or protection. A further discussion on social worker mobility is
included in Chapter 7.
Family Contacts
One of the most important factors in a child’s experience in care is
contact with his/her family. Children are taken into State care for a variety
of reasons, yet they need to retain contact with their families, parents,
grandparents and other relatives and friends. The role of care as a
constructive fantily support can be seriously reduced without an emphasis
on access of parenus and tile maintenance of links with the wider family of
origin whether or not it is planned that tile child return to his/her family.
Where possible and appropr!ate, return Wotlld be regarded as tile best
outcome, but tile maintenance of contact with and access to a child in care
by tile family of origin and indeed neighbours and friends, is important
wilether or not tile child will eventually return home.
Reflecting conviction about tile significance of the biological family in
hun~an development, others have ~’itten extensively about tile negative
impact of separation and placement on children. Some of tile relevant
studies will now be considered. It has been stressed that children who are
placed away fi’om their parents experience loss ]’elated to tile separation.
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.The "tie that binds" (Jenkins, 1981), that is, tile tie between parent and
child, is like an invisible cord providing the child with a biological,
emotional and symbolic sense of connectedness to his or her environment
and affecting his or her hasic identity. Tile severing of tile parent-child tie
has a differential impact, depending on the child and the circumstances
(Sinanoglu and Maluccio, 1981, p. 237). In general, these audlors feel with
Germain (1979, pp. 175-176) that the child who must be placed in
substitute care at any age, and regardless of tile reason, is torn fi’om tile
hiological and symbolic context of his/her identity. No matter how
nurturing tile substitute care, the child’s ongoing task will always be to re-
weave tile jagged tear in tile fabric of his/her identity, to make himself or
herself whole again. (See also Packman, et aL, 1986; Ayres, 1985; and Rowe
and Lamhert, 1973).
From a psychoanalytic perspective Littner (1956), for instance, has
written about tl~e traumatic effects of separation and placement especially
for younger children. In particular, he underscores that unless a child is
allowed to come to terms with the internalised image of tile parents, his or
her identity is impaired. He, therefore, argues that contact with the parent
is crucial to helI) the child deal {vith feelings generated b), tl~e separation
experience. Colon (1978), a psychologist and. former foster chiltl, echoes
Littner’s themes, highlighting tile role Of tile child’s experience of
continuity with the biological family in establishing his or her sense of self
and personal significance.
,ks many writers have pointed out, tile natural bonds between children
in care and their parents continue to be prominent for parents as well ,as
children long after they are physically separated, reflecting the significance
of the biological family in human connectedncss and identity formation_
(Laird, 1979). A key means of accomplishing the goal of maintaining
family ties is through consistent parental visiting of children ira care. Tile
findings of recent studies have emphasised the crucial role played by
parent-child contact or parent visitation in tile outcome of tile placement
as well as tile child’s functioning.15
Marsh (1987) points out that parental access to children in care has
many parallels in every family’s life. For example, a child at boarding
school sees his or her parents for Saturday treats; a child with a child-
minder leaves and returns to his/her parents every da)~ For most parents
these events are under dleir control, and this is the vital tlifference. Access
to children in care is a shorthand for a quite common process taking place
in difficult circumstances.
15 See Rowe, et aL, 1984; Fanshcl, 1982; Aldgate, 1980, Fanshel and Shilm, 1978; Fanshcl, 1975.
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The process is about links between parents and children ...
Maintaining links is about more than maintaining contact,
and for children there are particular dimensions to do with
their sense of time, their capacity to remember, their ability
to commtmicate, and their stage of emotional development.
... Access is about a sense of belonging, and a mechanism
suitable for age and circumstances, to maintain that sense.
(Marsh, 1987, p. 72). (See also Parkel, 1987).
Writing on parents of children in residential care, Berridge (op. cit., p.
95) adds to this question of contact between parents and their children in
care, the parents’ own problems in contact. In his opinion it is clean" that
many of the parents find visiting residential homes both difficult and
painful. Parents often have to make long journeys, bear financial costs and
cope with the vagaries of public transport. They also find it stressful to
meet their children in sU-ange settings under public scrutiny,; where they
are given no clear role. Anxiety based on cultural and social class
expectations is compounded by feelings of guih and inadequacy and over
time there is often litde currency to keep the relationship going. Aldgate
(1980) also mentions this difficulty of parents visiting chilclren in
residential care.
In a study of parents whose childre!~ were in foster care, Jenkins and
Norman (1972) found considerable evidence of "filial deprivation" that is,
the feelings of loss, sadness, emptiness and depression experienced by the
parents. These feelings are poignantly described by McAdams (1972)
whose own 6 children were placed in foster care. While appreciating the
help provided through placement at a time of family crisis, McAdams
captures the pain, turmoil and sense of faihn’e that sheexperienced,
especially whenever she went to visit her children in their foster home. Her
feelings of inadequacy and self-doubt as to her ability to match the foster
parents’ care and material advantages if her children were returned to hen"
are graphically described:
You see your child in a home situation where everything is
apparently orderly and calm, and quite often materially
snperior to anything you are going to be able to offer them,
and you wonder why the hellyou are bothering to rock the
boat ... maybe it would be better to leave your child there, it
would be a lot less upsetting for everyone involved if you
would just drop out of the picture. Quite often this is true
(p. 53).
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These feelings of fi’ustration, sometimes coupled with anger, were
expressed b), some of the parents interviewed in this stud),. In a few cases
they had lost contact with their children either because of transport~
difficulties and/or, as tile), saw it, lack of co-operation fi’om the foster
parents. One parent told of not being allowed an), more than a glimpse of
her child in tile church on her First Communion Day. Another parent
complained that presents she sent to her child were never given to the
child, or were rejected by tile foster l)arents. She believed it was an attempt
b}, tile foster parents to distance tile child from her mother instead of
u’ying to maintain contact. It must be said here also that a great deal of
praise for foster l)arents was expressed by other l)arents, for their efforts to
keep them in touch with their child, for instance, bringing the child for
visits over long distances and/or sending photographs.
In considering differing stresses on parents visiting their children in
care Aldgate top. tit., 1980) contended that parents find foster Ilome visits
more difficult and would prefer visits to residential homes which are less
critical of their I)ehaviour. One of the main argtunenls adtluced in favour
of residential care as a means of achieving the return of children to their
own hot-nes is that, unlike foster care, it does not discourage parental
contact. ’~This we know fi’om numerous studies", says Parker, "is a crucial
factor in increasing the likelihood of a child’s return" (1988, p. 90). The
evidence is also reviewed in Millham, el al. (1986).
In an earlier study (Aldgate, 1977), interviews were conducted with tile
parents, and the atlalysis suggested very strongl), that foster homes
presented more difficulties for them than children’s homes. This applied
much more to the mothers than to tile fathers - especially fathers who had
been left on their own with children. Unlike mothers, Aldgate found, the
fathers were often pleased to see foster mothers as mother substitutes. This
difference was also found by Colton in his 1988 study. No doubt, the fact
that there was no direct competition influenced the fathers’ perceptions.
Tile foregoing discussion coupled with Berridge’s findings, suggest that.
visits b), parents to either foster or residential homes can be so difficult,
parents gradually lose contact.
For the children thentselves there is some evidence that visitation is
correlated with the child’s well-being and improved functioning while in
care. In one study it was found that children who had regularly visited their
biological tinuilies fi’om foster care did better in their ultintate permanent
plans than those who had not had such a chance for parental connection
(Fein, et al., 1983).
As noted by Aldgate top. tit., 1980, pp. 29-30), parent-child contact can
have various beneficial effects, such ,as reassuring file child that he or she
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has not been rejected; helping the child to ttnderstand why he or she
cannot live at home; preventing the child’s idealisation of the parent; and
helping the parents maintain their relationship with their child. In
addition, others have called attention to the often neglected dimension,
die significance of sibling relationships and the importance of maintaining
sibling ties while children are in. placement (Harari, 1986; Ward, 1984).
Marsh (1987, p. 74) argues that good maintenance of links makes it
less likely that the interruption will turn into a disruption, with attendant
emotional problems. He quotes research on the effects of divorce which
emphasises the importance of maintenance of family links. Marsh also
notes some experimental research (Stein, Gambrill and Wiltse, 1978)
which found that making the maintenance of links a prominent feature of
practice may make it more likely that children will be permanently
reunited with their parents. Marsh goes on to say that, clear’l); links shonld
be a prominent concern of social workers for psychological, social and
practical reasons. He concludes that the reality of social work practice does
not always accord with that logic. A mtmber of studies support that view
(see, for instance, Gray and Parr, 1957; Rowe and Lambert, 1973; and
Millham, et aL, 1986).
In the present study, of the 392 children in care, 37 per cent were
visited regularly by their parents and would be regarded as having good
contact, a fnrther 18 pet" cent had some, but intermittent rather than
regular contact. This leaves 44 per cent of children in care in the particular
area during 1989 with either no visits fi’om parents or very poor contacts.
Because we are concentrating here on the negative aspects of the
contact mad access between parents and their children in care, this section
will address itself mainly to that proportion of children with poor or no
contact with one or both parents, but some comparisons with children with
good contacts will be made.
The categories where there was poor or no contact between parents
and izhilclren could be classified into seven groups.
(a) Where the social worker has decided that contact is
undesirable (14 per cent).
(b) Where the child does not wish to have contact or is
apprehensive and reacts badly (7.6 per cent).
(c) Where parents themselves do not contact, some of these
parents having effectively reiected their child (50 per cent).
(d) Where there is ambivalence on the part of either or both
parents, and visits are intermittent (8.7 per cent).
(e) Where only one or other par~:nt visits regularly, the non-
visiting parent having rejected the child (8.7 per cent).
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(f) Where initial contact was good, but now is pool" or
nonexistent (2.9 per cent).
(g) Where transport difficulties occur (8.1 per cent).
Groups (a) and (b) could obviously be overlapping in tile sense daat a
social worker might prevent access because of tile child’s very definite wish
not to have any contact with parents. Some children had become very fond
of foster parents and wanted to be totally identified with them. A few
traveller children did not want to t~eturn to the u’aveller life after a time
with foster parents. Howevm, a variety of other situations occurred where a
social worker decided that contact was undesirable. These ranged fi’om a
temporary situation such as the detoxification of parents, to a situation
where the child was in danger of either abduction or abuse during visits.
These rwo situations would have been where access was denied to parents
when they had wished to contact their child or children.
Considering restriction on access, Millham, et aL, found that because of
feat" of abuse, because of mutual rejection beuveen parent and child, or
because of worries that contact would disrupt the placement, social
workers restricted access. In cases of parental abuse there at-e obvious
problems. Should access be stopped altogether or be severely limited,
asked Millham, et al., who had found in their sample of 450 admissions to
care in Britain, 2"2 per cent had been the result of a place of safety order?
Howevm, they indicated that the proportion of children who require cleat"
and absolute separation is fat- lower arid would be in the region of 3 per
cent. They distinguished bet~veen specific and non-specific restriction on
access. Specific restriction could be denial of access between the child and
a particular person or persons. Thirty-six per cent of admissions had a
specific restriction placed on family members, generally a natural or step-
parent, ln 61 per cent of specific restrictions, all contact was denied
between the child and certain family members, hut in the remainder
limitations were less severe (p. 84)¯ In this present study specific persons
such as abusing fathers and/or mothers, were named as having access
restricted, either denial altogether or only when a social worker was
present.
The decisions about access between children in care and their families
are some of the most difficult and painfnl for social workers. This is the
view expressed by Foord (1987) in her work on access between chih:h’en in
care and their families. Fundamental responses are evoked and there is
reluctance to interfere in these primary relationships. Access and lack of
access cause great distress to children, their families and their substitute
carers. Foord points out that the whole issue of a child’s attachment to
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his/her parenting figure or figures is central to decisions about access,
whether the attachlnent is based on a loving care experience or not.
Foord also reminds us that a State agency’s adverse attitudes towards
parents can mask the importance of children’s existing relationships with
their families and their environment.
Regarding (c) above, a situation which occurred in a few cases was an
involuntary one - the parent(s) were mentally !11 and patient(s) in
psychiatric hospitals, or were in prison. Howevel, in most cases the parents
had abrogated their responsibilities to their child(ren), rejecting the
child(ren) either explicitly or implicidy. The parents left no instructions as
to their wishes for the child(ren)’s future, so the child(ren) were
effectively abandoned.
For a minority of children, Richardson (op. cir., p. 151) in her study of
children in residential homes in h’eland argues, where parental
relationships are of little or no significance, it may be better that there be
legal severance of parental contacts and incidentally, in the case of marital
children this would in future allow their placement for adoption under the
AdBOtion Act, 1988.
Richardson’s argument is only one side of the debate on the value of
natural parents who may not be very caring vis-~Lvis, say, caring adopting
parents. She also raised the question of how far contact between parents
and children should be encouraged by social workers and residential
workers when the relationships do not offer the possibility of long-term
security or the chance of returning to parents.
Probably one of the most damaging situations for the child was where
the parents were ambivalent about access and only contacted their
children intermittendy or the contact "faded". As I have shown, some of
these parents blamed the foster parents for their own lack of contact,
alleging that the foster parents made the situation difficult, not trusting
them with the child(ten) in numerous ways, e.g., following them if they
went walking. As previously mentioned also, McAdam illustrates the
difficulty of visiting one’s children in a foster home, even where good
relations prevail. One of two sets of parents actually did not understand the
importance of visiting their child and had to have it pointed out to them
by the I-elevant social worker.
Some situations occurred where one or other parent only visited
intermittently while the other was in regular contact. Reasons for this
situation could range from a father being in jail to a mother deserting her
family. Access was not denied by social workers in these cases and indeed it
was actively encouraged by social workers where appropriate.
Richardson (op. cir., 1985, p. 151) asks how important is a sporadic,
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on-off relationship with its parents to a child? However, there is firm
evidence of the psychological importance and value to children of being
with, and knowing, their parents (see, for instance, Gilligan, 1985).
Therefore, a dilemma arises here for social workers faced with the decision
of whether o1" not to return a child to its family where only intermittent
contact had occurred. It would be accepted that fl’equency of contact by
parents ranks as a major factor in the decision to send a child home. It was
also the philosophy underlying sections of the Children Act, 1989 in
Britain.
Reason for pooi" contact could be of a practical nature - no transport
either public or private and length Of distance to foster home, poor bealth
of parents, or lack of telephone. These reasons concur with Millham, et
at’s, descriptions of non-specific restrictions on access. Lack of transport
was most likely to occur where children were fostered, since in residential
homes the children were older and also arrangements for transport coukl
be made more easily. The situation of poor transport facilities was most
likely to occur in rural areas, where in Ireland there is a very sparse and
scattered population, with a poor public u’ansport system and, for these
families, nonexistent rates of car ownership. In some cases, social workers
brought children to visit parents or vice versa but this did not appear to be
a general rule. Some social workers did u’avel even long distances for visits
while others did not.
Payment of fares may be made to families to visit their children in some
Health Boards but only once a month and a senior social worker must
make the case for the payment. Thus, if a child is placed in care a long
distance from its home, and its parent(s) are poor, with the best will in the
world it may only be possible for one visit per month to be made.
There are fcw means of discovering the freqnency with which thi~
criterion of placing a child near its family is used. Where this criterion is
not used, further" study would be required to identify the rationale for the
placement of children in residential or foster homes many miles fl’om their
families if closer ones were available even in other Health Board areas.
When conaparing the two groups of children - those with good
contacts and those with poor or no contact- the particular variables which
appeared most relevant from previous research were examined. These
were age at admission, present age; length in care; court order admissions,
type of care, and family type.
Table 6.1 gives the details of the proportions of these variables. This
table indicates that age at admission has some bearing on whether children
have good or poor contact with their parents. Children aged less than 1
year at admission have the best level of contact. Present age does indicate a
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Table 6. l : Parental VLvi£*/Contact.~ by a Number of Variables
Parm~tal Visits/ContacL~ (a) Age at Admission
< I year 1 - 3 4 - 6 7years + N
Pg¢ ~111
Good 44.4 25.0 39.2 39.2 143
Poor or None 55.6 75.0 60.8 61.3 245
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
N = 108 104 74 102 388*
* No information on 3 children
(b) Pre.~ent Age
< 3 yem.~ 4 - 6 7 - I I 12 + N
Per cent
Good 68.9 28.8 35.8 26.4 146
Poor or None 3 I. I 71.2 64.2 73.6 245
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 10O.0
N = 74 52 106 159 391
(c) Birth Status
Extra-
Marital Non-Malqtal Marital N
Per c~lt
Good 33.6 49.2 20.7 146
Poor or None 66.4 50.8 79.3 245
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0
N = 244 118 29 391
(d) Coul* Order/Voluntary Admissiom
Court Order VoluntaTy N
Good 31.6 41.9 146
Poor or None 68.4 58.1 245
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0
N= 174 217 391
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Table 6.1 : continued
(e) Care 7)pe
Sho~l-leT’m Long-term Shotl-leqwt Long-term
Foster Care Foster Care Res. Crag Re, s. Care N
Good 62.9 30.1 29.4 32.9 146
Poor or None 36.2 69.9 70.6 67.1 232
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
N = 86 193 17 79 378*
* Does not include Super~fision at Home group
Shml-tenn Cale Long-term Care N
Good 58.3 30.5 146
Poor or None 41.7 69.5 232
Per cent 100.0 100.0
N = 103 275 378*
* Does not inchlde Supervision at Home group
(tO Family Type
MaTted Malvied ,Single Single
2 Parent 1 Parent I Parertll 2 Parent Othm" N
Good 34.3 38.8 45.0 48.1 23.7 146
Poor or None 65.7 61.2 55.0 51.9 76.3 245
Per cent 100.0 100.0        1O0.0        100.0 100.0
N = 166 80 80 27 38 391
(g) Length in Care
< 12months 1-3years 4-6yrs 7yale+ N
per trenl
Good 49.5 51.5 32.6 21.1 146
Poor 50.5 48.5 67.4 78.9 245
Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
N = 101 97 46 147 391
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falling off of contact for older children. It has been shown that older
children have spent longer in care, so this would seem to indicate a "tailing
off" of contact the longer a child spends in care, as (g) demonstrates.
Non-marital children were a little more likely to have good contact
than marital children but not significantly so. Extramarital children had
the poorest level of contact -jnst 80 per cent having poor or no contact.
The basis for admission either vohmtary or Court Order seemed to make
very little difference in level of contact.
Care type again indicates less contact for children in long-term care
but not much difference in the level of contact between children in foster
or residential care.
For family type (f) again no great differences appeared between family
types and contact with children.
What seemed to be indicated by the data here is that cbildren under 3
years old at present in short-term care are the group having the best
contact with their parents. This again points up the phenomenon of long
stay care plus a "tailing" off of contact with length of stay in care and,
associated with that, the child growing older. These findings confirm those
of other studies, for instance, in Britain, Millham, et al., (1986).
Care Episodes and Moves
In this section a distinction is made between a child having a care
experience in only one foster or residential home and a child having a care
experience which included at least one change from the original foster or
residential home during that experience.
Seventy per cent of the children in care during 1989 had no change in
their care situation since their placement, while 117 had been moved at
least once. Forty of those latter children had a second change during the
placement. Of the 117 children with at least one move, the majority (81)
had been in short-term care (41 foster; 40 residential) prior to their
present care. This is likely to indicate a temporary initial placement while
awaiting their present foster family or residential bome. However, 28
children had been in long-term foster care and 7 in long-term residential
care. No doubt serious disruption was caused to these cbildren in changing
fi’om what was likely to have been a settled environment.
Of the 40 children with more than one move, again the majority had
been in short-term care, but 9 children bad been in long-term care, again
no doubt experiencing severe disruption.
When asked why the change or changes were necessary, the social
workers were most likely to respc)nd that the foster home placement broke
down and an alternative had to be found for the child.
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An enquiry was also made as to whether or not the child bad had a
care experience prior to his/her present placement. One hundred and two
children had had a previous placement. The majority of these placements
were in short-term care (56 in foster care; 32 in residential) but 14
children did have a long-term care experience prior to their present
placement.
Sittmtions where social workers felt the placement was unsuitable
(which, as previously noted, was only in a small minority of cases) included,
for example, a child fi’om a traveller background wbere a placement in her
own cuhnre would have heen more appropriate./Maother reason could be
the inability of a parent to cope with the child going to a foster home,
seeing the foster home ,as a threat. In one case the social worker said she
woukl have chosen the same type of care - long-term foster care - but not
with the particular foster family.
It is not possible to predict bow many fi~ture care changes or moves
within care some of the children presently in care will have. ~Uso, there is
no way of evaluating the benefits or damage that moves might bring.
Obviously a straight count of moves may be misleading and we have no
information to allow an evaluation to he made. For instance, a ebild could
have been placed in shorl~term care in a residential home and moved to a
loving foster family. This could hardly be compared witb a move to a
residential home after a long-term foster home breakdown.
Children in Long-Term Cm’e
The length of time children and young people spend in care has been
a matter for concern. Various studies have taken this line since it was first
pointed out in Britain by Rowe and Lamhert in 1973 that children who
spend more than a certain length of time (12 months) in care are likely to
be left there nntil it is time for their discharge because of d~eir age (see,
for instance, Millham, et al., op. tit.; Packman, et aL, op. tit., 1986).
Looking at the eltildren in this study, only 12.5 per cent spent less tban
6 montbs in care, while those, who by Rowe and Lambert’s definition
would he beading in the direction of being categorised as "lost in care",
i.e., longer than 12 months in care, comprised 65 per cent of the children
in care during 1989. In dae Dartington study (Millbam, et al.), 38 per cent
of their cohort remained in care after 2 ),ears. In dais study 66 per cent of
the children were still in care after 2 years. Howeveh the two studies are
not comparable, as the Dartington study, used a cohort sample, whereas
this study’s sample was all cbildren in care at any time during 1989. The
"stayers" were children admitted prior to 1989 and not discharged during
1989 - 242 children. Sul)sequent to 1991 a plan is I)eing devised for each
child on admission but the data here are based on admissions prior to and
during 1989.
The "Staym’s "
Table 6.2 shows present (1989) age comparisons for tile region as a
whole. If tile areas are compared - Tipperary had tile highest proportion
of "stayers" - 78 per cent of the children in care in Tipperary NR bad been
admitted prior to 1989 and were still in care at the end of ]989. Tile figure
for Limerick was 73 per cent, and Clare was lowest at 68 pet" cent.
Table 6.2: Competnson - Present Age
Mid-We.~te~l Health IJoard "Sta),eT.x"
Age Per cent Per ceT~t
< 1 )’ear 4.8
I-3 years 10.4 6.5
4-6 years 13.9 14.8
7-11 years 28.3 28.5
12-15 years 25.6 29.2
16 years+ 17. I 21.0
Gender did not appear to be important as a similar proportion of girls
were "stayers" as had been found in the study overall (53:47).
Non-marital children were not as likely to be in long-term care as
marital children - 63 per cent were in care for more than 1 year compared
to 78 per cent of marital children. Extramarital children were the most
likely to have spent longer than 1 year in care (86 per cent). However, the
total number of extramarital cbildren in care is small (29). Eighty-nine pet"
cent of all Court Order admissions were among this gronp of "stayers"
again confirming that legal basis for entry affccts length of stay in care.
Twenty children were said to be in short-term care but had been more
than 1 year in care. Presumably tile original intention was that the
placement be short-term care but snhsequently became long-term.
~Arhere care type was examined, tile last majority of children in care for
less than 1 year (69 per cent) were noted as being in sbort-term foster care.
Of children in long-term foster care, almost three-fifths had spent more
than 7 years in care and of cbildren in long-term residential care, 46 per
cent had spent a similar lengtb of time in care.
Thus, if we look at tile group of "stayers" 67 per cent of them have
spent 4 years or more in care. Tbey were somewhat older at admission than
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the overall group, obviously older now, and nlore likely to have been
admitted on the basis of a Court Order. As noted in Chapter 5 (Table 5.6)
a nmnl~er of families had no interest in the return of their children. Ill
other cases where parents were able and willing to accommodate their
children 1 gave the various reasons social workers had for not returning tile
children to their parents. Examples of these reasons were, for instance,
mental illness of parents or alcohol addiction. In this present chapter also I
have shown that half tile parents of children who had poor or no contact
with their parents had effectively rejected their chilcl(ren), thus leaving
thenl to drift ill care.
Lasson (1980) studied a sample of long-stay children in children’s
hontes, in which she concentrated on their family links. She discovered
that natural parents remain highly important for children who live in
residential settings. Children who were visited by their parents were more
settled in their placements and better adjusted, socially and
psychologically, on a wide range of criteria dlan those of their peers who
maintained no such contact. Of course, it may not always lye ill tile child’s
best interest to maintain contact and be returned holne, but it seems to be
so ill the majority of cases.
Comment has already been made on what appears to be long stays ill
care for children from tile Mid-Western Health Board Region. Whether
long-term placement was the initial intention or not we cannot be sure, but
in contrast to Rowe et al. (1989) where an overall figure of 10 per cent of
all foster care placements were long-term, 30 per cent of the children in
this study were in long-term foster care, defined as over 1 year in care.
There may be a problem of definition here in that long-term placement in
the Rowe study may have memlt a very deliberate decision and plans made
for tile care to be long-term while, as far as we know, less deliberate
planning occurred around decision-making ill our study from all but
recent placemenLs. I tlid not ask whether the initial placement had been a
plannecl long-term care decision or not since few of the present social
workers were tile decision-makers at the particular time of admission of a
large proportion of these children, so such a question would not have
elicited useful information. Twenty-one per cent of the children were ill
long-term residential care. A "drift" in care seems to have been tile
experience of most of these children. That was the situation in 1989.
However since then changes in and additions to personnel have led to a
deliberate policy of planning for each child admitted to care in so far ,as
that is possible. Thus likely long-term cases will lye assessed and a planned
futtu’e set out by social workers. However, as pointed out, the data remain
as a picture of the situation in 1989.
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No residential places are available in Clare. Children from there go to
Galway or Limerick for residential care. It could be argued that the lack of
residential places in Clare leads to greater efforts to find foster homes for
children, but Tipperary likewise has no residential facilities, except for
mentally handicapped children, nevertheless 21 per cent of its children in
care are in long-term residential care. Tipperary has children in residential
care in Galway, Cork, Clonmel, Fethard, Waterford and Dublin. Rowe, et aL
(1989, p. 130) comment on the continuing major part played by the
residential sector and conclude that it is difficult to determine how much
the use of residential placements depends on availability, but that it seems
likely that "if beds are easily available, they tend to get used".
Su T/nncl?’y
This chapter considered the child’s experience after the separation
from his/her family and placement in care. First, the suitability of the
placement was examined and here the low level of social worker
dissatisfaction with existing placements was noted. The mobility of staff is
commented on together with the poverty of information on some old files,
leading to problems with providing accurate data.
The experiences a child had in care are likely to affect his/her future
development. If the experience is one where the child feels cared for and
secure, obviously its outcome will be positive. In this context family contact
was discussed and the importance of retaining links with the family of
origin was stressed, whether or not the intention was that the child return
home eventually.
Levels of contact between parents and their children in care varied
considerably and concern was expressed about the proportion of children
with poor or no contact with parents or family. Access was denied by social
workers to a small proportion of parents for good reasons, but where it was
not denied, a considerable number of children had been rejected by their
parent(s). The problems for parents visiting their children in care were
noted and the finding that parents regarded visiting children in foster care
as more difficult than visiting children in residential care, seemed to be
supported by research evidence.
The conclusion indicated by the data was that younger children in
short-term care had good contact, and this in turn again emphasised the
"tailing off" of contact as the child(ren) grew older and length in care
increased.
The concern of various researchers about the length of time children
spend in care was noted and the proportion of 87 per cent of children
having spent more than 6 months in care was highlighted. Parental
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attitudes to children returning home were considered ill Chapter 5 and ill
this chapter comment was made on tile high proportion of parents who
had rejected their children by not visiting or contacting them in spite of
access being available. These would be some of tile children who by Rowe
and Lambert’s definition are "lost in care" - those in care 12 months ov
more and comprising 65 per cent of all children in care during 1989.
Changes in practice post-1989 were noted and the likelihood of a "care
plan" being made for each child in present practice is a very positive
change.
The particttlar characteristics of children in long-term care were
examined, but because they comprised a majority of the children in care
anywa); it was difficult to make valid comparisons with the small group who
had spent a short time in care. The need at that time for urgent
consideration of these children was stated. Again comment was made on
the apparent long-term stays in care for children, hut the effect of this
would be mitigated somewhat hy planned care which seems to be the
current practice.
Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND I~ECOMMENDATIONS
This study has described the demographic characteristics of the
children in substitute care in the Mid-Western region in 1989 and tile
characteristics of their families, outlining the reasons why tile children
have been placed ill care from the standpoint of problems arising in their
families. The study went on to sketch various aspects of tile children’s
experience while in care.
Fieldwork for the stndy was conducted in one Health Board region
over a period of 18 months and two research techniques were employed -
first, an interview schedule was completed by a Health Board social worker
for every child in care at any time during 1989, and second, the researcher
conducted a personal inter~4ew with 27 of die 258 families of the children
in care in the area. This chapter will look at: tile responses in the study to
the research questions which were posed in tile Introduction. The first of
these questions deah with the demographic characteristics of both tile
children in care and their families. These were the children’s age, birth
status and gender and tile parents’ age, education levels and occupations.
Tile second question asked about tile reasons wily tile child was taken into
care. The length of time the children had spent in care and the
demographic characteristics of those children whose stay in care was long-
term were covered in question three. Question four dealt with tile type of
care experienced by tile child, and question five asked about tile
circumstances of children discharged from care. Details on the likely
reasons for differences between Community Care areas in the rates of
aclmission of children to care was tile subject of question six. Finally, the
perceptions of tile interviewed families as to the type of stress they had
encountered and which led to their child or children being taken into care
were the subject of the seventh question. Possible policy and practice
interventions aimed at vulnerable families, with particular emphasis on
prevention, will he outlined also, as will perceptions of social workers,
foster parents and other care wot’kers.
~Arhat is proposed first is to describe the children in care ,as a group and
then to discuss them in tile light of the responses to the questions relevant
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to them. Following on that discussion, tile families of tile children will be
commented on in the same manner.
The ChildreT,
The demographic profile of the children in care in 1989 shows that
almost tw~-thirds (63.5) of them were admitted to care under 4 years of age.
This compares with 23.8 per cent of children under 4 in the pol)ulation of
children under 19 years old in the Health Board area. However, the presen.t
age profile of the children in 1989 showed a fat" lower proportion of
children under 4 years old in care than the proportion of 4 year olds in the
Health Board population. This could mean either that younger children
spend a shorter time in care than children admitted when older, or that all
children spend a long time in care, those admitted at a young age staying
on and growing older in care. This latter did indeed appear to be the case -
the majority of children (65 per cent) spent more than 12 months in care.
It was asserted earlier in this study that children of inconaplete families,
e.g., children of single mothers and broken families were particularly at
risk of placement in care. lncleed, as regards admission to care, the most
notable group in this study were chilclren of one-i)arent families who were
significantly over-representecl in contrast with their proportion in the
general population (230 per cent to 12.8 per cent). However, because
inconq)lete and broken families are becoming more £onlnlon, this factor
may be a poor discriminator and the question which sugges~ it.self fi’om
the data is which members of these large "at risk" groul)S actually come
into care? No stttdy has answered that question. However, the children in
this study whose paren~ were widowed, deserted, or single, are without
question represented to a far greater degree than their proportion in the
general population of the Health Board would warrant. Also, taking age at
admission, it was found that the younger the child was at admission, and
the younger the 1989 age of the child when in care, the more likely he or
she was to have come fi’om a one-parent I~unily. This would indicate that
one-parent families may find young children problematic. For instance, a
single mother who decides to rear her child on her own may exl)erience
unexpected pl’oblenls later on when the child is 1 or 2 years old.
While the children of one-parent families, and particularly non-marital
children, are vtdnerable to placement in care, marital children of two-
parent families are vulnerable also. Marital disharmony, neglect, and abuse
of children seem to be the result of inability to cope financially,
psychologically or emotionally for ~.v~parent families as well.
Birth status combined with age affected to some extent the type of care
experienced b)’ the children in this study, since marital children were more
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likely to be older when admitted to care and were more likely to go into
residential care. For non-marital children in the stride’, foster care was the
more likely option, bnt non-marital children were usually yonnger at
admission anyway and it seems overall tile yotmger the child, the more
likely he or she was to be placed in foster care. For all tile children in care
during 1989, where long-term care was required, foster care seemed to be
the most likely option for those admitted to care up to 4 years of age, after
which residential care became die more likely type of care. It is also likely
that foster care placements on a long-term basis may be easier to obtain for
younger children, and since proportionately more of the younger children
entering care were non-marital - tile)’ were more likely to be in long-term
foster care than were marital children.
The importance of the basis for admission to care, Court Order or
Vohmtary, in predicting the length of stay in care was consistent with
findings in other studies. There was a ),early increase since 1980 in the
proportion of children actually in care who had originally been placed on
foot of a Court Order. There is tile possibility that some children on Court
Order admissions could now be "lost in care". Tile implications for Health
Board and family resources were stressed because Court Order admission
indicates that a child is like[), to spend a longer time in care. Tile question
of lengdl of stay of a child in care generally, whether admitted through a
Court Order or voluntarily, is a vital ~-al’iable in the area of planning and
policy-making. As was evident from tile data, some of the children
experienced what could be categorised as a "drift" in care. It was not clear
whether to allow this "drift" to continue had been a deliberate strategy or
not, since long-term care does not necessarily mean a "drift". For instance,
some children need a long-term placement. Howevel, as with children "lost
in care", tile implications of a "drift" for both the financial resom’ces of the
Health Board and the emotional resources of the child and his or her
family, are obvious.
Access and contact between children in care and their families, both
immediate and extended, are regarded in tile literature as being essential
to tile child. From tile child’s point of view as well as the parents’, tile
dimensions of the contact need to be positive and loving for the child to
retain his or her feelings of identity, secm’ity and continuity. Tile study here
showed that almost half of tile children in care (48 per cent) had
extremely poor or no contact with their parents. As regards length in care
and level of contact, arotmd half of the children who had spent up to 3
years in care had good contact with their families. However, ,after 3 years in
care, a good level of contact was experienced by only a quarter of the
children. Sometimes contact and/or access was denied by the social
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workers becanse of fear of abnse of tile child by the parents. The decisions
social workers have to make about access between children in care and
their parents or other relatives are some of the most difficult and painful
they have to take. Perhaps the development by the Health Boards of a
policy of actively enconraging foster parents to adopt an), child who is in
their long-term care might be an appropriate response to the situation of
the child in long-term care whose parents show no interest in him or her.
In some instances the children themseh,es did not want any further contact
with their families. V~qaere contact and access are otherwise unproblematic,
there is a grave need for the development of innovative access visit
facilities, e.g., clay at seaside, visits to places of interest, use of hotel/leisure
facilities.
The majority of children discharged in 1989 returned to a family
setting (79 per cent). It is to be hoped that the problems which had caused
the admission to care bad I)een resoh,ed. It may be assumed by people
outside of the systent that when a child is retnrned home after a period in
care, all is well. This may not be so and even if careful work has been done
to prepare the family for the return of the child, when dae family l’eturns
to its original composition and dynamics, the same problem which caused
the need for care of a child or children in that family may arise again.
Therefore, an effective aftercare service needs to be in force to monitor
the dynamics in the family and prevent a recurrence of the previous
problems. There are two stages here: similar resources as directed at the
child in care sbonld be directed at his or her family to prepare first for the
child’s return anti then to ensure that the problems which led to care have
been resoh,ed.
A number of young persons having reached the legal age limit may be
discharged from care without any plans for their future, and the likely
consequences of this in terms of, for instance, bolllelessness, Ileeds 10 be
addressed by the appropriate attthorities. In this regard, the Streetwise
National Coalition Study (1991, p.12) stressed that the inadeqnacy of
existing services for homeless children and children in need of alternative
residential services had been ex4dent for many years to those working with
children at risk. It has been the cause of much suffering to children whose
needs were being ignored or at least inadeqttately met and much
fi’ustration to those trying to work with them.
In its 1991 statement, Cbild Care Practice and Policy, the Mid-Western
Health Board sea out a number of principles and consideration will be
given to those specifically aimed at admission to care. To summarise, the
principles guarantee that the background of each child entering care will
be given careful consideration, daat a permanent substitute placement will
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lye considered - either long-term fostering or adoption. Residential care
will be considered as an option for children with special needs and
children for whom fostering is not an option or who require intensive
periods of assessment and/or therapeutic intervention. The rights of the
child in care are set out. These are the right to individual attention, skilled
care, adequate preparation for elltry, llloves and return honle,
consultation about al’rangenlelltS for care and aftereal-e, maintenance of
contact with their fanfily and extended family and finally the right to have
a named social worker.
The implementation of these principles should go a long way towards
improving the experience of care for children in care. Particularly relevant
to that improvement is the commitment to securing the rights of the child
in care.
The children who had spent a long time in care- 12 months or more-
comprised 65 per cent of the in-care population in 1989. These are
children who have, no doubt, received some special attention under the
implementation of the principles of the 1991 Child Care Policy and
Practice statelnent.
A disturbing increase over a number of years appears in the number of
children in care because of parental abuse. This category includes physical,
sexual and emotional abuse. This increase may reflect a greater degree of
reporting and vigilance on the part of the public and social workers rather
than an increase in the incidence of abuse. It seems likely that a great deal
of abuse, particularly sexual abuse, goes unreported. The proportion of
children taken into care in 1989 as a result of sexual abuse was very small
but trends in the numbers retained in care showed a dramatic increase on
previous years and calls have been made for mandatory reporting of all
such offences. The Law Reform Commission Report on Child Sexual Abuse,
for instance, made such a recommendation and in its conclusion
commented that a "degree of procedural informality or even Im~:ity" was
apparent in how the law and also the procedttres in eases of child abuse
were being interpreted by those professionals involved. The Department of
Education has recently issued guidelines for teachers regarding reporting
eases of child abuse. The reporting of sexual abuse does not necessarily
greatly reduce the risk to children of course, and there needs to be a
planned programme of intervention including preventive work with
parents and families. It should he emphasised that children who are placed
in care because of ahuse, either emotional, sexual or physical, can come
fl’om any stratum of society and are not necessarily victims of social need.
Children admitted to care because of abuse are a subgroup of all abused
children.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Since this study was completed, a pul)lic inquiry was set u1) into the
case now known as the Kilkenn), Incest Case. Tiffs was tile first i)ul)lic
inquiry in h’eland into a matter of this kind.16 Some other private inquiries
b), the Department of Health may have taken place, but there are no
ptd)lished reports available.
The high proportion of children whose first ranked reason for care was
"Neglect" should cause concern. As 1 noted, neglect could include abuse
and indeed apl)eared to be connected to abuse in some cases. The), are
distinct phenomena, however. The act of neglecting one’s children ma), be
regarded as more culpable in a number of cases than, say ph),sical abuse.
Neglect takes place over a long period, is continuous anti continually
tmcaring about the welfare of one’s children. Abuse generall}, occurs
infi’equentl),, I)ut at most intermittently and usually takes place in times of
crisis. It is commission rather than omission. This is not to excuse abuse in
any i’l]al]l’lel" ",vhatsoevel’, but gives cause for i’l’lore serious consideration of
iLs i)osition in the hierarch), of offences against children. Neglect would
apl)ear to be Ihr more prevalent and ma), be more serious than abuse, or
come fi’om deeper palelatal needs, while abuse has been given far more
pul)licit),. No doubt, this occurs because of the dramatic impact of some
cases, for instance the Kilkenn), incest case, or in Britain where abuse led to
the death of some children. Children would be unlikel), to (lie of neglect,
but the damage done to them physicall),, emotionally and i)sychologieall),
would be enormous. Of course, only cases of neglect of children where
Heahh Board social workers became aware of a problem could be noted
here. The true extent of the problem of neglect is unknown and
naandator), reporting on cases of neglect would assist the compilation of a
true record of the number of children suffering fi’om neglect. Of course,
as the Kilkcnny case demonstrates, abuse and or neglect ma), not I)e
reeognisecl and as I have noted, we cannot assume that anything like the
fitll extent of the incidence is reported.
The Child Care Practice and Policy statement, alread), referred to, also
details the circumstances under which the Social Work Department of the
Mid-Western Health Board would see it as necessary to place a child in
care. The circumstances they wotdd envisage would I)e short-term respite
type or shared care; or where there was no viable famil), or extended family
availal)le to care for the child. Another situation would be a case where a
child was experiencing persistent and severe hostilit), and rejection fi-om
his or her own famil),. In cases where neglect or ill-treatment of a child was
occurring and in cases where the child was beyond parental control were
16 I¢t~o~¢ of the hlqtti~y into the Kilkenny Ince.~t (2t.~e. 1993, Dublin: The Stationer)’ Office.
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the final circumstances in which a Heahh Board would consider "care".
The Statement goes on to detail the grounds under which, in so far as it
can be avoided, a child will not have to enter care. These grounds are
illness of one parent in a two-parent family; financial problems; disability;
housing problems; medical grounds and finally the need to give parents "a
break" unless there are compelling reasons to believe that such care
episodes will enable a family to continue caring for its children.
In this study a number of children had been placed in care on the
grounds which since 1991 do not apply. For instance, 25 children had been
placed in care primarily because of financial problems in the family
leading to neglect of their children in some cases or abandonment in
others. Thirty-nine more children had mental illness of parents as a
primary reason, and in these cases also this led to half of the children
being neglected, and the illness leading to a crisis in the family in another
one-third of cases. ~qaere physical illness was a prim,’u’y reason for care, in
the cases of 12 children, this caused a crisis in the family for 8 children,
while the oflaer 4 were neglected. It is expected that families like these will
now and in the future be dealt with in the community with appropriate
family support to prevent the placement of their children in care.
The Families of Children in Otre
It was not surprising that the families in this study came from a
marginalised working-class group. The characteristics of parents showed a
disproportionate representation from these classes. A high unemployment
rate coupled with the low social class and poor education convey a picture
of deprivation in the families. These characteristics, associated with the
finding of weak network support from either kin or neighbourhood,
indicate a pile-up of adverse factors for the families. Supports in these
families were either inadequate or inappropriate.
Poverty has been identified as a major factor in the vulnerability of
families to their children being placed in care. Research on children in
poverty carried out by the Combat PoverW Agency Child Poverty in Ireland
(Nolan and Farrell, 1990) found that households with children were more
likely than households without children to be below each of the relative
poverty lines they derived from their data. There was a marked
deterioration in the position of households with children compared with
those without children in the 1980-1987 period. The authors went on to try
to explain this deteriorating position of households with children and
analysed the factors producing the marked decline in the position of such
households. In doing this they concentrated on the classification of
households by size/composition and by the labour force status of the head.
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Tile results showed that the principal element was the change in tile
importance of tile different labour force status groups - in particular the
sharp rise in tile percentage of hottseholds with an unemployed head -
which produced the increase in the numbers of children below the poverty
lines (Nolan and Farrell, 1990, p. 90). Only 31 per cent of tile fathers in
this present study were in I’ull-tin~e employment. Tile rate of emplo)’nlent
was low and a great deal lower than for the area as a whole (64 per cent in
full-time employment). However, as I pointed out, tile rate would need to
be compared with rates in similar areas, say one urban working<lass area
with another. Only general/overall rates for the Mid-West Region were
available for comparison here. One study of a socially disadvantaged area
in Limerick fi’om which some of the children in care came (O’Gallagher,
1990) fonnd an unemployment rate of 82 per cent.
The paucity of social networks, both formal and informal was notable,
and this is also associated with poverty. Mthough I have no supporting
evidence, 1 would suggest that the lack of resources, both financial and
social, in the families under study no donbt affected their ability to
reciprocate any assistance that might have been forthcoming fi’om their
kin or neighbours. Reciprocity is a necessary component of social
interaction. Consideration of tile number of households in this present
study where either the father was unemployed or there was a female head
of household can only lead to a conclusion that a high proportion of
children in care are fi’om families below the poverty lines as defined in, say,
Callan, et al. (1989).
The number and proportion of one-parent families, especially those
headed by single mothers, are increasing and the pattern of outcomes of
non-marital births has changed over the years. For instance, placing a child
for adoption used to be, and is still presumed by many to be, the "normal"
course of action for the unmarried mother. However, this trend has
changed remarkably since the introduction of tile unmarried motlaer’s
allowance in 1973 together with changes in sexual mores and parents’
attitudes. The number of unmarried mothers choosing adoption as an
option has obviously declined. Tile number and proportion of children
placed in care fi’om "one-parent family" and the majority of these children
being non-marital gives cause for concern about some single mothers
keeping their babies and finding later that they cannot cope and must
place their child in care.
No doubt, there is a range of possibilities with regard to all child-
rearing circumstances. The fact that the circumstances are unspecified in
the published statistics in the case of one-parent families, however, does
leave social service planners in a difficult situation. It is impossible to know,
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for instance, ]low many of these "cases" constitute a partictdarly vulnerable
one-parent family. ]f the number of vulnerable one-parent families is
increasing, then difficulties will arise in knowing how to plan supportive
services for the appropriate number of, say, pre-nuptial conceptions
(Walsh, 1980) or significant changes in sexual mores (Clancy, 1984, pp. 27-
28). Changes in sexual mores do not necessarily lead to problems, since a
number of stable relationships outside of marriage can be set up, with as
much stability as marriage. Nevertheless, tile increase in tbe number of
single mother one-parent families, which is one consequence of changes in
sexual n]ores, seems to increase tile vulnerable, as these families are over-
represented in the numbers of children in care. If our marital fertility
continues to decline and the numbers of children born out of wedlock
continues even at present levels, then tile proportion of non-marital
children will increase even tbough the number of children born is
decreasing. Also there is no reason to believe that tile proportion of
children born out of wedlock has yet reached a ceiling. ~q~ether these
latter will be children of stable unions or not is a question vital to planners,
since if tile number and proportion of one-parent families increases, then
the nun]ber, if not the proportion, of those regarded as unable to cope will
also increase.
Pare~ztal Attitudes
Tile build-up over the past 10 ),ears of children in care who had been
placed in care oil foot of a Court Order begs the question of tbe possible
feelings of resentment of tile parents to their children being committed to
care by tile Court. Evidence that these feelings existed, sometimes
temporarily at tbe time of tile i~lacement, but at other times continuing oil
during the placement and leading in some c~es to loss of contact with their
cbildren, was obtained by the researcher fi’om tile parents then~seb,es.
There was some evidence that feelings of stigma were involved also.
This loss of contact or "tailing off" of contact was also due to nun]erous
other reasons. Sometimes parents were plainly uninterested in their
children and had no wish to contact them. Other parents found visiting
too difficult and painful and yet odaers had no means of transport. The
provision by the Health Boards of suitable accommodation to facilitate
access visits, such as tbat provided by, for instance, Barnardos in some
areas, should be a priority. Children sometinles decided that they did not
want contact with their parents, and social workers felt that contact or
access would not be in tbe best interests of tile child.
Throughout the study I have commented on tile reactions of some of
tile parents I spoke to about their perception of their situation. Tile overall
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impl’ession ft’onl the pal+ents was one of powel+lessness to do anylhing whela
tile situation arose to prevent their child or children being placed it+ care,
whether the children came into care by Court Order or not. This may have
been because the parents I spoke to had agreed to speak to me and were
not parent.s in dispute with the social workers.
Rights of Par~mts
Another section of the principles of tile Child Care Practice and Policy
statement is given over to a positive affirmation of the rights of parents
together with their children. The statement guaranteed that parents and
children will be given written information on Health Board Child Care
policies and i)rocedures. They would also be given clear written
information about their legal status, their legal rights and legal
proceedings and be consulted about and kept informed of plans and
decision-making on any matters concerning them. Also at the review of tile
case, tile views of I)arents, children, carets and guardians will be beard,
t’ecol’ded and taken into account as part of tile review process. Tile parents
and children will be kept informed of review recommendations and
decisions made at tile review.
Gilligan (op. cit.) considers tile right of parents to information about
the child in care. He believes that having a named social worker is no
guarantee that the child or his or her family will receive the services of a
social worker, and that social workers should be able and encouraged to
liaise with the families to ensure the service to the family. A resource group
for tile i)arents of children in care has been set up in Dublin. A booklet
Your Child in Care which details parents’ rights with regard to their child
being taken into care, and when in care, has been published. Monthly
support group meetings are organised, again in Dublin.
Social Workers’ Perceptions
The respondent social workers were asked what tile), would see as the
most effective interventions to prevent the placement of children in care.
Being service providers closely involved with the families of the children in
care, they, along with the families, could be regarded as having one of the
best views on what would assist the families most. ~qlile in the social worker’s
.judgement material and financial assistance were needed, particular
attention was drawn to tile need for provision of formal networks for
prevention, such as counselling, family therapy, home bell), day care such as
day-fostering and specialist child-minding. It was also suggested that the
promotion of self-awareness within families to enable them to seek help
I)efore a crisis point arrived could prove very positive. Of course, parenting
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courses were seen as badly needed and a homemaker service where a person
goes into a family home and works alongside mother and children. In this
way the homemaker trains the n-tother to care for her children at-ttl run the
home without usurping the mother’s role. This homemaker role, it was felt,
should receive official recognition from the Department of Health.
The need for preventive services, then, was emphasised by all the social
workers. As one respondent worker expressed it: "Often when a social
worker gets involved it can be when the situation is chronic at-td removal of
the child is essential". Training to enable service providers to detect
potential problems in a family and have them dealt with by an appropriate
service would be an ideal situation. The difficulty, of course, is to achieve
this without intrusion and interference in people’s lives and imposition of
certain values at the expense of others. If there was some way in which a
relevant service could be made available and families made aware of its
availability, they, in consultation with their social workers, could then
benefit from that suitable service.
The social workers were also asked for any general comments they had
on the area of substitute care for children. One social worker felt that the
perception of social workers by clients appeared to be changing so that the
previous perception of the social worker ,as caring is being replaced by a
much more controlling and authoritative approach. This makes preventive
work more difficult because it is harder to gain the trust of clients. It is not
easy to see where this change of attitnde is coming from, but one could
speculate that with the rise in the laumher of reported cases of abuse,
clients fear that social workers may be looking for evidence of abuse and
clients are resentful of that.
The lack of co-ordination in the provision of services to some families
is also a theme running through social workers’ comments. They feel
families are confnsed and the ser~4ces are thus likely to be less effective.
Liaison between professionals is exu’emely in-tportant.
It was also felt by the social workers that greater consideration should
be given to children’s opinions when decisions are being made about them,
such as placement in care or type of care placement being considered.
Social workers believed that there are many services at-td even
individuals who conld preserve a threatened family m-tit, even if this were
not their primary job, e.g., teachers or priests. Again, the need for in-home
interventions was stressed - support for the family within its own
community in whatever way is indicated as necessary. The provision in the
Child Care Act, 1991 for the making of supervision orders will t’tot do much
for children under supervision and" their families unless accompanied by
the necessary family support.
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One other proposal regarded by some social workers as an absolute
need was the development of an ont-of-hours service. D, rhile some social
workers work ntany more than the required number of honrs, a
guaranteed out-of-hours service is still badly needed. It must be taken into
account that family crises are no respecters of normal working hours.
Foster Pare.nts’ Pcrceptions
1 spoke to a number of foster parents about their roles and their
concerns. ~qlile appreciating the work load and pressures social workers
experienced, they felt neverd~eless daat foster parents were sometimes left
widaout the necessary support and guidance to deal wida difficult children
suffering mainly d-ore emotional problems. The foster parents considered
it would be helpfid if perhaps some one definite person in the Health
Board apart fi’om the social workers, could be allocated to liaise with them
specifically to discuss their concerns and advise them about what action
they should take.
Residential Care Workms’ Percq)tions
Wida regard to children in residential care, the study of residential care
for children and adolescents At What Cost? (1991, p. 64) stressed that the
realisafion of d~e needs of the child care workers had not yet manifested
itself in policy and practice. Respondents in that study felt that counselling
services for the children and the parents of children admitted to
residential care were too hard to get access to, had long waiting lists, were
too infi’equent, did not give enough feedback to the care staff, and were
not available in a crisis. This, flae study continned, was particularly die case
in relation to counselling for victims of sexual ahuse. Many of the care st,-fff
expressed the view that they did not have the skills necessary to deal with
the more difficult and damaged children and young people who were
being referred to them. A lack of specialist back-up was seen as a major
problem daroughout the system. This is an issue that the Task Force on
Child Care Services noted in daeir final report twelve years ago.
Formal Interventions
Moving on to discuss in some detail formal interventions aimed at
vtdnerable families, two strands will be considered here. The first is
prevention of care where possible, and if care becomes essential and it is
not possible for the child to be returned quickly to his or her family, then
some type of permanent plan has to be made for that child.
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Family STq)port Services a.~" l’rmJention
The way to tackle a child’s disadvantages is surely to act on the
disadvantages of his or her parenr.s. Families need support and assistance
in overcoming l)t’oblems which lead to their children being taken into
care, in other words prevention. In providing services to families,
professionals have long concurred with the concept of the family as a
central unit of service, but it has proved difficult to implement, in that
services are variously aimed at, for instance, children or mothers or
adolescents, but not the family as a unit.
This concept of the importance of family-directed care for children was
reflected in the principles which informed the 7?tsk Force Report (1980).
That report stressed that our laws and policies should combine to ensure
that, in the first place, children receive the care they need in their own
families. If deprived children are to be enabled to live at home and to
receive adequate care, the report stated, then the social and economic
circumstances of their fantilies ntust be improved substantially - better
housing and environmental amenities and better income ntaintenance
services are required. Adequate housing and income are basic necessities
and there is very substantial research evidence to show that lack of them
results in children being severely disadvantaged in all aspects of their lives
(p. 282).
The Commission on Social Welfare Report (1986, pl). 11-12) regarded it as
appropriate that the State shares with parents the costs of rearing and
maintaining children. However, the report sees the need for differential
levels of support to different types of families. Families dependent on
social welfare shotdd, as far as possible, the report contends, receive a level
of support which approximates to the foil cost of rearing children and this
can be achieved by a combination of the universal children’s allowances
and child dependent allowances, the latter to be rationalised. Families
where the wage earner is on low income should not be disadvantaged vis-d-
vis social welfare families and should receive support through children’s
allowances and the family income supplement, the latter to be modified to
ensure higher take-up flarough a less complicated application procedure
and improved level of support.
The eml)hasis in these sections of the above report is mainly on the
economic aspects of prevention of deprivation, but deprivation is not
always necessarily or onl), economic, and other supl)orts such as marriage
guidance, day-care facilities, improved environmental amenities, and
psychological services are vital. Many of these services could be used along
a continttum of need to prevent famil), hreakdown. As far hack as 1968,
Packman (i).17) quoted a British Select Committee on Estimates in this
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regard. "Muela frustration and suffering might be avoided if more
attention were directed towards the means whereb), situations that end in
domestic upheaval and disaster might be dealt with and remedied before
the actual break-up of the home occurs", and this certainly applies toda)~
The Child Care Act 1991 specifically requires that a health board shall
provide family support services, and may provide and maintain premises,
and make such other provision as it considers necessary or desirable for
sttch pttrposes (Section 3(3)).
Self-help groups when established in an area appear to help women in
particular. These groups emphasise assertiveness and empowerment,
enabling the elimination of dysfunctional coping strategies in stressful
situations. The children benefit fiom their mothers’ well-being, and where
they might have gone into care because their mothers were unable to cope
in sonle wa),, they may now remain in a stable fatnil),. These self-help
groups, of course, have to It-ave the backup of medical, paramedical and
social services.
The imporlanee of provision of fully integrated services for families,
defining family as either a two-parent or one-parent unit, not necessarily
founded on marriage, has to be stressed. ±Ms has been shown, the families
in this study have poor kin and neighbour support networks and are
therefore more dependent on formal supports such as social services.
Within these services, family income, housing, environmental amenities,
marriage counselling, day-care facilities, psychological and emotional
supports and encouragement to form self-help groups, would all feature. I
would see all these factors as being insu’umental in greatly reducing, and
ideally in the long-term eliminating, the need for children to enter
substitttte care.
Resources need to be directed primarily at prevention. Resources can
affect the qualit), of parenting, and much greater resources are needed to
keep a child in care than to support a family whose problems can be solved
by services in the community. Prevention illtlS[ be both short term and
long term. First, ~.~,l~at- is already known needs to be applied now. Second,
there is a need to find out more about possible preventive strategies. Little
is known about the wdue of results achieved by preventive measures
already available. Also new approaches must be devised and their
application monitored so that their effectiveness can be evaluated. The
main difficulty in providing preventive services is tit-at, in the literal sense,
there is nothing to show for them in the short term although their action
can be seen in long-term results. The details on particular children who do
ilOt have to go into care because of a service provided naay not show tip O11
any statistics and nttmbers may not alter immediately as thresholds for care
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may lower if some children are taken out of the system. It is felt by social
workers at present that thresholds are too high, and more children are in
need of care or protection than are being catered for through present
rates of admission to care.
Prevention should have three aims (a) to help families through periods
of temporary strain, (b) to prevent the disintegration of the family unit,
and (c) to improve, and where necessary, supplement the quality of care
and education provided for children considered to be "at risk". These
would be achieved through support systems in the commnnity. Tile
intervention of the welfare system up to the present seems to be not to
support, but to replace. Marriage and parental counselling at community
level as well as creche and baby-sitting schemes, could well be incorporated
in the Neighbourhood Resource Centre projects which were advocated by
the Task Force Report. Some pilot projects have already been undertaken
in the Neighbourhood Resource Centres so we may see some progress
there. The Community Mothers’ Programme in tile Eastern Health Board
and the numerous ongoing projects initiated by Barnardos are all models
of practical and beneficial undertakings. What is needed is an integrated
approach by policy-makers. No doubt there are many other schemes and
projects which are or could be of benefit. Consultation with field workers
and/or the families themseh,es is obviously the best means of ensuring that
the most appropriate interveotions are made for a particular area.
Different needs are found between say rural and urban areas, so responses
must be in terms of variety but directed by an overall integrated policy.
A number of initiatives, under the aegis of tile Adult Education Service
in Limerick, have been set up to help parents, again particularly women, to
cope with family problems that arise. Home Economics courses are one of
these initiatives. There is a wider dimension to these courses than, say,
budgeting and cooking. Through the use of active involvement in, for
instance, budgeting or cooking, development of such skills as problem-
solving, observation, discovery and interpretation of information from a
variety of sources and ability to evaluate and retain information, is
achieved. Tile ability to discriminate in the use of domestic technology is
also taught. These are areas of great benefit to low-income families.
However, the families of the children in care had not made use of available
services such as these and it is not clear why such families do not seem to
take advantage of these services. One possible explanation is that some of
these families feel they are despised in their conlmunities because their
children are in care. This view was expressed to me by one mother, who
said that her neighbours’ attitude had changed since one of her children
was placed in care.
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Children need attachment, continuity of care, predictable secure
futures and stable parenting therefore, periods in care can be damaging. It
was noted in the Introduction that care is disruptive to continuity and
attachntent, and is potentially harmful, especially to preschool children
(see Crellin, et aL, 1971, p. 113). Twenty-two years ago, McQuaid in 1971,
wrote that in m’der to treat deprived and emotionally disturbed children
and their families, identification, diagnosis and formulation of treamlent
goals are a prime prior requirement, and this basic tenet has not changed.
If children must enter care, I would see the desirability of certain
practices, namely:
- that the child be provided with a sense of permanence,
either by the maintenance of contact with the natural
parents and the speedy return of the child to its natural
parents, or, where this is not possible,
- tile development of a new permanence within another
familial setting.
Unfortunately, a huge btdk of children appeared to have been held in
care from year to year, up to 1991 when arrangements for a planned
approach to their future were set up. The undesirability of the earlier
situation is obvious. Clearly, a new permanence had not been granted to
these children. Many of them were marital children. The legal provision
now stands that they may be adopted, but some are older than tile
apparent ideal age for adoption, which is considered to be less than three
years old. Suitable adoptive parents might be found fox" these older
children, or encouragement given to foster parents to think of adopting an
older foster child. Pm extension of tile arrangement whereby payment of
foster care allowances would be continued if foster parents wish to adopt
tile child could be considered as a valuable means of providing
permanency for some children.
The need for research on various ,aspects of family breakdown has been
stressed by numerous workers in the field and by various statutory and
volnntary organisations. This study will add to tile sum of knowledge about
the families of children in care. The calls fox" research to be undertaken
must be qualified by a knowledge of what is known and what one needs
further to know. The use made of research, no matter how critical tile
restdts, must be to provide a base on which to make demands for policy
action. Research results must not be seen necessarily as a criticism of field
workers who are ahnost always under tremendous pressure and often are
in conflict-ridden situations dealing, on limited resources, with the
numerous problems some families encounter.
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However, another issue which may be considered here briefly is the
nature and purpose of care and its al)propt-iateness as a means of meeting
the present social needs that give rise to it. Some families will, no doubt,
always have problems, but tile drastic action of removing tile child fi’om its
family and general environment would then only be necessary where, as
Packman (op. tit., 1968, p. 203) describes, there comes a point when a
child’s accommodation, maintenance and upbringing becomes so
improper and inadeqttate, that it better suits his/her welfare to risk
deprivation by separation than to allow him/her to continue in his/her
current deprived state at home. tUthough this would be "care" always as "a
last resort", yet tile balance of this "evil" with tile "good" to those children
enabled to remain at home because of the supports in the community
would, no doubt, compensate. This would seem to be the philosoplay
informing the principles regarding family snpport services in tile Chihl Care
Act, 1991 and the previously mentioned policy and practice statement. A
final point here, but no less important, is that tile increased and increasing
costs of maintaining children in substitute care needs to be addressed. In
this regard, consideration must be given to the appropriateness of
channelling funding through an expensive legal/court system as at
present, instead of a preventive/support system.
Pm’manlmcy Planning
So when discharge from care to a stable home is not possible for a
child - and as has been shown in this stud)’ 48 per cent of tile children in
care in 1989 in the Mid-West had little chance of that, in that their parents
seldom, if ever, visited diem - what other alternatives are available for these
children who seem to be drifting along in care, as opposed to those
children who have been discharged?
Malnccio, et al.’s (1986) proposals for permanency planning for
children are discussed briefly. As a basis for proposing permanency
planning those authors contended that, in order to grow up satisfactorily,
children need to know that life has predictability and continuity; they need
the reliability of knowing where they will be growing up (p. 3). Yet still too
many children find themselves in uncertain and impermanent living
arrangements of varying quality - in settings snch as foster homes, group
homes and institutions, or in precarious family situations. The plight of
these children, say Malnccio, et al., has led in recent years to tile
emergence of permanency planning as a popnlar movement in tile
delivery of services to children and ),onth in placement or at risk of being
placed out of their homes.
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Tile term permanency planning has been applied to many
aspects of child welfare practice, including ms already
mentioned a philosophical perspective on tile primacy of
tile family as the preferred environment for child rearing; a
problem solving process; adoption; a program to reduce the
nttmbers of children in foster care; a case management
method; and "good" or active casework (Maluccio and Fein,
1987).
However, permanency planning may be defined more broadly,
e~compassing attention not only to children and youth in foster care, but
also, and perhaps more importantly, to those at risk of such placenlent.
We see it as a process of planning for perma~ence, that is,
"tile process of taking prompt, decisive action to maintain
cbildren in their own homes or place them permanendy
with other families". The foremost question to be asked and
answered in each case is: win tile child have a family wben
he or she grows up? (Maluccio, et aL, 1986).
It is not intended here to expand much further on tbe concept of
permanency planning but to suggest it as a possible intervention in cases
where children have up to now little hope of having a permanent home. At
this stage tile emphasis is on the need for goal-directed social work
practice, so that, ms Maluccio, et al., recommend, planning becomes a
central, deliberate, and ongoitlg component in all aspects of service
delivery - fl’om tile helping process in a particular case situation to an
agency’s broader programming.
The emphasis is on making and implementing case-specific
as well as agency-wide service plans, priorities, and decisions
about resource allocation that contribute to the goals of
continuity of care, stability and permanency in file lives of
clfildreo coming to the agency’s attention (p. 9).
1 am aware that social workers are involved in arranging a "care plan"
for each child and tile discussion here on permanency planning is by way
of supporting that measure and emphasising the need for a wider
appreciation at policy level for this type of practice. A final remark bere
would be that in the circumstances where a child has to be permanently
removed from his or her home, adoption can now be an appropriate
response, if a reasonable assurance of security and continuity for tbe child
could be obtained by tile social workers. Tile supports in tile community
should be sufficient and efficient enough to cope with all other
emergencies.
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Social Worker Mobility
The question of movement of social workers is one which needs
comment before completing this study. In this study, particularly in
Limerick, the responsibility for placement of a number of the children in
care in ]989 was not that of the currently employed social worker.
Comment was made to me by the present social workers about the number
of changes in persomtel in a very short time. Standards were hnproving in
such matters as file information, but ways ntust be devised of lessening the
harmful effects of social worker movement. Parker op. cit. (p. 89) suggests
four ideas which may be of help:
(i) Crucial decisions about children in care might more often
be made by a small group of key people.
(ii) By extension of this argument it will be important to
consider carefully who is most likely to remain, and secure
their particular involvement.
(iii) Sharing continuing responsibilities and commitments with
others - some form of shared responsibility should be
examined alongside the problem of mobility.
(iv) Care should be taken that if too much dependence is on
senior staff with special skills in the children’s field then
there may be an even greater upheaval when they do move,
especially if they are not easily replaceable or if other staff
have not extended the/r skill and experience of this aspect of
work.
The child care review system of the Mid-Western Health Board,
properly implemented, would go a long way to meeting these suggestions.
One further recommendation which I feel needs to be stressed in the
context of social workers is that staff mobility problems should be
addressed through the development of permanent posts and a proper
grading structure for socialworkers.
Summary
In summary, the object of all social work with children is presumably to
keep them with their families if at all possible. In dais preventive work, a
programme of more family support services is required, so that no child
would be placed in care because of inadequate income or accommodation.
Marital counselling ser~fces including mediation and family therapy prior
to or during the break-up of. marriage would help first to counter
disharmony and,’second, to facilitate adequate and appro )ri~tte plmas for
care of the t:hildren being made within the separated and extended family
and thus avoid reception into care. Where inability to cope has a wider
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dimension than an economic one, support and advice should be available,
where possible. A holistic approach to the family with problems is required
in contrast to the present uncoordinated and inadequate ser~dce delivery.
A family, however fragile, is embedded in a social and economic
fi’amework. Also, a family is a unique unit with unique needs and this has
to be recognised if the family is to become the unit of service as enx4saged
in the Child CareAct, 1991 through the family support serx~ices.
The intransigence of some people, the defeatism and despondency of
others, are understandably very difficult to overcome. Social workers
should have the resources to act when early warning signs are detected so
that they would not have to work at crisis level, leaving them with only one
option - to take a particular child or children into care.
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Education by Decade - Mothers and Fathers of Chiblren in Care
Education Level
No. Ca’oup /Inter Leaving Third NQuals. Cert Cert level
Mother’s
1980s 29 14 9 2 54
Per cent 53.7 (6.0)* 25.9 (17.0)* 16.7 (78.0)* 3.7
1970s 87 9 1 - 97
Per cent 89.7 (6.0)* 9.3 (24.0)* 1.0 (70.0)* -
1960s 63 5 3
Pea" cent 88.7 7.0 4.2
71
179 28 10 5 222
80.6 12.6 4.5 2.2
Father’s
1980s 12 8 3 2 25
Per cent 48.0 (7.0)* 32.0 (29.0)* 12.0 (64.0)* 8.0
1970s 52 2 2 -               56
Per cent 92.9 (9.0)* 3.6 (40.0)* 3.6 (51.0)* -
1960s 77 5 4 1 87
Per cent 88.5 5.7 4.6 1.1
141          15           9 3 168
83.9 8.9 5.3 1.8 100.0
* Figures from School Leavers’ Survey, Department of Labour.
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